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0 HAS A DECADE MADE A DIFFERENCE?

J. D. Haltiwanger

University cf Illinois
Urbana-Champaign

Last November I received a letter from Allen In preparation for this symposium, and to
Ross, the coordinator of this symposium, describ- inrease my familiarity with the state-of-the-art
ing the plans that were being made for the sympo- as ublished in the area of protective design for
sium and inviting me to -peak at this, the opening non- uclear effects, I spent a substantial amount
session of it. The program certainly sounded like of ti e studying the documents noted above. As I
an interesting one, and, in a weak moment, when studie those documents, I was struck by several
May 10, 1383 seemed to be a long way in the future, factors,'_robably the most significant of which
I accepted his invitation, was tha. he design of structures to resist con-

ventional weapons' effects is significantly more
But I must confess to some uncertainty as to complex than is the design of structures to with-

the extent to which my background will permit me stand the effects of nuclear weapons. In the case
to contribute usefully to the subject being ad- of nuclear weapons' effects, there are. really,
dressed by this symposium. After all, while I only three problems that face the designer of a
have been rather closely involved over the years protective structure. These problems can be iden-
with problems related to the idhavior of struc- tified, in genera: terms, as follows:
tures when subjected to the effects of nuclear
weapons, and with the development of procedures (I) Define the free-field, blast-induced environ-
and criteria for the des:gn of structures to re- nt ic tsist ~~~~~T -ul a weapons ef ec s I h v ha rt er() nfLi ' -ch the struct-ure wi l-exist;",•

sist nuclear weapons' effects, I have had rather (2) (-Define the time-dependent and spatially dis-
limited and somewhat indirect experience in re- tributed forces and motions that are imposed
gard to the response of structures to the effects by this environment on the structure, ,
of conventional weapons. However, upon reflec- (3) 'Ctompute the response of the structure to
tion, it did seem possible that the problems and these blast-imposed excitations.
questions being addressed here this week might be
placed in useful perspective if someone were to As those of you who have been inolved in
address them, in ve-y general terms, against a protective construction for nuclear effects will
background of the concepts and the experimental agree, this is a bit of an oversimplification, not
and analytical methodologies that have been devel- in the statement itself, but in the implications
oped in recent years in an effort to understand of it. In most cases, there exists within each of
the response of structures to the effects of these three steps in the study process some very
nuclear weapons, big questions to which we still have very poor

answers, despite the decades of research and study
To place tho questions and problems that are that have gone into them. For example, we ar-

being addressed her-e in perspective, we should re- still unable to predict the free-field, blast-
member that the most recent puLlications that at- induced environment with confidence, under other
tempt to define the state-of-the-art in this area than the most ideal of circumstances. Illustra-
are the Department of the Army TM5-855-1 (Fundamen- tive of this is the fact that we are still able to

tals of Protective Design, Non-Nuclear), which isnowbe- plot free-field overpressure and dynamic pressure-
ing revised, butwhich was published in 1965, and time functions with confidence only when the blast
AFWL-TR-70-127 (Protection from Non-Nuclear Weep- is propagated over an ideal surface. If we intro-
ons), which was published by the Air Force Weapons duce dust and moisture into the air, or propagate

Laboratory in 1971. There is, additionally, a the blast across an irregular surface with obstruc-
tri-service report entitled "Structures to Resist tions on it, we are in trouble.
the Effects of Accidental Explosions" dated 1969,
which also holds some interest for us. The young- And even if we do define the free-field,I est of these documents is now 12 years old, and blast-induced environment with confider,n, it is
the research data upon which they relied were gen- no mean trick to develop from these "known" free-
erally much older, except to the extent that re- field effects, the forces and/or motions thit they
search into the behavior of structures under nu- impose on a structure which they envelope. A.-ong

clear weapons' effects was extrapolated for appli- the early problems of nuclear protective construc-
cability to the behavior of structures under con- tion with which I was associated back in the mid-

ventional weapons' effects, fifties (almost 30 years ago) was the behavior of
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typical mill buildings to nuclear air blast load- ture, and then to analyze the structure. Clearly,
ings. To this end, we tested such structures in this scenario presumes that the structure of in-
full-scale and in small-scale models, and we terest is also defined, as are the properties of
developed simple analytical models in an effort its materials and of those materials which are
to replicate analytically the results that were around it.
observed in the tests. But what many of you may
not know is that this work continues to this day. But for a protective structure to resist
Within the last two years, there have been more conventional weapons' effects, the problem is not
tests and more analyses in a continuing (or, in nearly so simply put--even acknowledging an over-
this case, more correctly, a renewed) effort to simplification in the preceding statement descrip-
define, in time and in spatial distribution, the tive of the nuclear case. For the nuclear case,
forces produced by the air blast on the structure. at least as far as the structural designer is con-

cerned, there is only one weapon of interest.
Similarly, back in the mid-fifties, my col- But "conventional weapons" includes a ho't mf dif-

leagues and I were interested in the behavior of ferent types, which produce different environments
shallow buried, reinforced concrete box-type around and responses of a structure. Reference
structures. And we tested some and we analyzed to the previously cited most current reference
them. And on this basis we evolved failure cri- manuals on this subject identifies a number of
teria and design procedures for such structures. different weapons of potential interest, a partial
But within the last two years, under a program list of which would include:
funded by DNA and conducted experimentally by the
Waterways Experiment Station, with analytical Projectiles: Armor Piercing Solid Shot
support from other laboratories, it has been Armor Piercing with Bursting Charge
shown that our earlier work in this regard was Armor Piercing, Capped, with Burst-
totally inadequate. The interaction between the ing Charge
structure and the soil around it is much more com- High Explosive Shell
plex than was earlier assumed, and such shallow
buried structures are, generally, much more resis- each of which come in an assortment of sizes and
tant to nuclear blast effects than they were ear- with a variety of delivery systems.
lier thought to be.

And, then, we have bombs of several differ-
And the illustrations of the problems that ent types: General Purpose, Semi-Armor Piercing,

persist in our efforts to learn how to design Armor Piercing, and Fragmentation, each of which
structures to resist nuclear weapons' effects also comes in a variety of sizes and charge
could be continued. It takes very little imagina- weights, and high explosive content.
tion to recognize the problems that are associ-
ated with the design of an above-ground arched Each of these weapon types poses its own
structure, or of the same structure partially unique set of problems ror the engineer who would
buried or mounded, or of a minuteman silo. But design a structure to resist its effects. For
despite the complexity of the problem, in each penetrating weapons, the depth of penetration is
case, the total problem can be reduced to the a function of the weapon characteristics (its
three components that I identified earlier -- weight, shape, resistance, fuzing, incident veloc-

ity, angle of incidence, and angle of yaw), and
(a) Definition of the free-field, blast-induced the properties of the target material (its

environment, strength, density, porosity, ductility, and thick-
(b) Definition of the forces and/or motions im- ness). And associated with weapon penetration, we

posed by this environment on the structure. must be concerned also with front face cratering
(c) Computation of the response of the structure and rear face scabbing under conditions of partial

to these blast-imposed excitations. penetretion or ricochet, which are also functions
of the type of weapon, its velocity and angle of

In the case of conventional weapons, it impact, and of the thickness and properties of the
seems to me that the problems are far more com- slab surface being impacted. Clearly, these are
plex. To be sure, the design of a structure to factors which must be considered when designing to
withstand the effects of conventional weapons can resist conventional effects, but which are of
be reduced to the same three problem components, little or no concern to the nuclear protection
but for conventional weapons each of these three designer.
primary problem components contains a subset of
clearly distinguishable problems. Even the blast effects, as opposed to impact

and penetration effects, are more complex for con-
For example, for a nuclear protective struc- vencional weapons than for nuclear weapons, be-

ture designer, the threat is rather completely cause of the diversity of explosive types, the
defined by specification of the weapon yield, its size, shape and strength of casings, the orlen a-
height-of-burst, and the ground range and depth- tion of the weapon with respect to the surface
of-burial (If any) of the target structure. With- -being loaded and indeed, the location of the point
in the limits of currently available technology, of detonation with respect to the ground surface,
this should permit us to define the blast-induced either above or below it. All of these factors
environment around the structure, estimate the influence the variation of blast-induced pressure
forces and/or motions thus imposed on the struc- with time, as functions of distance from the point
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of detonation. The blast loading problem is fur- design criteria and procedures. And where ade-
ther complicated for conventional weapons by vir- quate data do not exist, we should undertake the
tue of the fact that the dimensions of the loaded research needed to obtain them. Fortunately,
structure are frequently of the same order as are despite my earlier rather gloomy comparisons,
the distances from the structure to 'the point of there does now exist a significant amount of com-
detonation. As a consequence, Lt dynamic force paratively recent, directly applicable research
applied to the structure by the blast varies not data, as well as the potential for substantive
only in time, but also spatially over and around technology transfer from the nuclear protection
the structure. The same problem exists when a arena. But to compensate for the slow rate of
structure is loaded by a nuclear blast, but in progress during the last decade, we need now to
this case the dimensions of the structure are, redouble our efforts to develop new and improved
generally, sufficiently small relativc to its dis- methods of providing the needed protection to the
tance fro-, the point of detonation that, tor free- effects of conventional weapons.
field effect determination, the structure can be
considered a point target. Such is clearly not I feel this now much more strongly than I
the case for conventional weapon effects, did even a few weeks ago. It was my privilege,

then, to visit a number of our air bases in
And associated with this greater non- Europe as a member of an ad hoc committee of the

uniformity of blast-induced loading on the struc- Air Force Science Advisory Board. This committee
ture, relative to the situation that prevails was established last Fall to give guidance to
under nuclear effects, is a correspondingly great- Gen. Wright's shop--the Engineering and Services
er uncertainty or variation in the possible or Division--in regard to the research that is needed
prollable failure modes of structural response to improve the ability of his people to provide
that must be investigated. Under nuclear blast, the services that are desired and expected of them.
failpre usually manifests itself as excessive de- And the primary job that is expected of them in
formation in a readily definable mode, generally wartime is the provision of an operational base
the fundamental mode, of a critical element (a from which aircraft may be launched and to which
wall or roof) of the structure. The non- those aircraft may return, and be launched again,
uniformity of the loading imposed by the blast and again, and again. To do this, we must provide

pressures from conventional weapons will excite adequate protection for both sensitive equipment
more complex responses. As a consequence, one and operational personnel. And, at the moment,
must anticipate the possibility not only of domi- this is not I'-:ng done to the extent that it should
nant response, up to and including failure, in be done
the fundamental modes of the loaded walls or other
external structural elements, but also of severe The personnel in the field feel very
localized deformations, including the possibility strongly about this, and I think that you and I
of localized penetrations, in regions of intense would share their sense of urgency if we were to
blast-induced pressure. trade places with them. May I share with you a

] shopping list, as It were, of research require-
If the comparisons just drawn leave us a bit ments in the zrea of protective construction that

discouraged, then they have had the desiredeffect. was developed recently by Air Force Civil Engi-
A decade of neglect, albeit benign, has made a neers now stationed in Eurupe. This list was pre-
difference. While we have worked with reasonable pared by Maj. Bartel and Maj. Chisholm, both of
diligence during the last decade to improve our whom are now stationed at Ramstein Air Base in
ability to design structures to resist the effects West Germany. A sampling of their requests would
of nuclear weapons, we have made relatively little include but would certainly not be limited to the
progress in the realm of structural design for study of:
conventional weapons' Offects.

(1) Precast modular protective structures -

To be sure, within the last decade there i.e., the AMF-80 (French sewer pipe) -
has been a substantial amount of research that is Advantages: Rapid fielding
directly applicable to protective design for con- Natural camouflage by berming
ventional weapons' effects, but the effort in this Quality control
regard has been rather fragmented. And some of (2) Improved antipenetration systems - possibly
the recent research to improve our ability to de- rock rubble over reinforced concrete to im-

sign protective structures for nuclear effects prove the probabiity of reducing the effec-
finds applicability also in the realm of protec- tiveness of the weapon or, perhaps, evein
tive design for conventional effects. But because destroying it.

of the differences in the problems that are faced (3) An enhanced conventional weapons' effects
"in these two cases, as illustrated earlier, tech- program - To obtain better definitions of
nology transfer between them is not as gret as blast, shock and fragment loads on protective
one might expect, or hope. structures.

(4) Tests of semi-hardened walls.
Consequently, it is important (Perhr ' (5) Modular concrete revetments.

should say "imperative".) that we concent our (6) Effects of earth berms on the hardness of
attention again on the effects of convei, I structures.
weapons. Where recent data exist, we stuuld (7) Design criteria for blast valves.
translate those data into conveniently usable (8) Design guidance for shock isolation of
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internal equipment. And finally,
(9) Publication of a revised and updated Protec-

tive Construction Manual.

Clearly, this is but a sample of the prob-
lems that need to be addressed as we reisew our re-
search and development program in the area of pro-

* tective construction for conventional weapons'
effects. And I am heartened in this regard as I
review the program of the symposium that we are
convening here this morning. It addresses not
only the specific and immediate problems posed by
Majors Bartel and Chisholm from their unenviable
vantage point of vulnerability in Europe, but much,
much more. It is, indee-., a comprehensive pro-
gram that embraces the full spectrum of problems
that confront us. It represents impressively the
recently reawakened interest in protective con-
struction to resist the effects of conventional
weapons and it brings to bear on these problems
the technologies of a multiplicity of disciplines.
It does, indeed, provide a strong springboard for

* the further development of protective construction
technology. Let us hope that the impetus provided
by this symposium will not be lost, but that the
work here begun will be continued. We can ill-
afford another decade of relative inactivity in
this very important aspect of our nation's mili-
tary preparedness.
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS IN THE ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION

r q OF GROUND SHOCK FROM BURIED CONVENTIONAL EXPLOSIONS

Cornelius J. Higgins

I Applied Research Associates, Inc., Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABI.RACT

i This paper discusses several topics S- lief S(associated with the analysis and prediction of Reflection
ground shock from buried conventional

explosions. The paper is not intended to -. Incident
provide detailed equations for ground shock N Wave
predictions. Other papers in this conference
provide such information. Rather, this paper is Vertical Orientation Inclined Orientation
intended to address topics associated with (Axisynmetric) (Three-Dimensional)
general methodology and uncertainty. As a a) Potential Burst Configurations
background for discussion, the first part of the
paper lists and briefly discusses the major
parameters which govern the ground shock. Some
of the parameters are treated in more detail in
later sections of the paper. The second and
main part of the paper treats scaling. It
attempts to put the usefulness of dimensional l Burstroint
analysis, scaling and theoretical calculations
in perspective. The third portion of the paper
discusses the characteristics of a limited data • Incident Normal Burst Point
set with respect to material properties and Load Component
depth of burst factors. Some brief comments
about soil-structure interactions and loads on
structures are made in a fourth part. Finally,
research needs to enable improvement in
conventional ground shock and soil-structure
interaction technology are mentioned.% Incident Normal

b) Potential Loading Condi ions Load Component

PARAMETERS INFLUENCING GROUND SHOCK

The term ground shock as used here includes
all of the stresses and motions induced in the
ground as a result of an explosion. The Figure 1. Some Potential Burst and Loading Conditions
stresses are most important from a structure for Conventional Weapons
survivability viewpoint while the motions affect
the response of structure contents (equipment parameters must be characterized. Several
and people). Particle velocity is also factors can be observed. First, it is apparent
important as an indirect measurement of stress. that the wave contours near to the source are

not spherical. H(nce, the stress conditions at
In gener3l, structures are designed to the wavefront are nonuniform. Second, because

resist a very near hit by a conventional of the nearness of the free-surface, relief
weapon. As a result scaled renges of interest waves are initiated shortly after detonation.
are in the range of 0.5 ft/lbI/3  to The amplitude and arrival time of these waves at1.5 ft/lb1 / 3 (4 to 12 ft' for a 500 lb bomb). some point are dependent upon the deoth of• Under this condition the ground shock very burial. Third, it is likely that the weapon

close-in tc the detonation is important. will be oriented In some inclined position with
Figure 1 illustrates two of several potential respect to the free surface and the structure.

,V' j. conditions under which close-in ground shock Hence, the problem is inherently three-
dimensional.
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A full list of parameters influencing the ground shock in both the near and far regions
ground shock includes: but this effect has not been thoroughly

* evaluated.

0 Weapon Shape 
e"

0 Case Properties In the ground, as opposed to in the air,
* Explosive Type and Amount the effect of the case is thought to be small,
* Depth of Burial because all of the energy transmitted to the
* Geologic Material Properties case is ultimately coupled into the ground. It

Layering is possible that the mass, stiffness and
strength of some cases might serve to contain

The following paragraphs briefly describe the the explosion to some extent and thereby stretch
importance of each parameter. The layering the stress wave leading to a somewhat reduced
category includes the burster slab problem as a pressure for a given impulse. The high
subset. This topic is not covered here but is impedance of the case might also serve to alter
discussed by others in this conference, the boundary condition at thA c-xplosive/soil ..

interface.
Conventional weapons, for aerodynamic

stability, penetration and other reasons, are The amount of explosive simply determines
normally not perfectly spherical. Rather, they the range to which ground shock effects of a
are more cylindrical or cigar shaped. In the given level will p"opagate in a given material.
close-in region this shape will have an Explosive type is important because it
influence on the ground shock characteristics determines the initial conditions in the
but the amount of influence is uncertain. It is explosion. Explosive parameters of importance
often assumed that detailed shape effects cannot include detonation pressure, detonation speed,
be detected at distances from the explosions initial density, initial specific energy and
which are large compared with the explosive ratio of specific heats. In general,
dimensions. However, there is some evidence equivalencies between explosives have been
that, although attenuation rates at large determined on the basis of initial specific
distances are spherical, the actual amplitude of energy and, sometimes, on the basis of measured
rjround shock is different from spherical, effects. This latter w.?thod is a good method if
Figure 2 compares ground shock measurements from adequate measurements re available but specific
three explosions of 40 tons of ammonium nitrate energy alone is unsatisfactory. As will be
slorry. One explosion (DIPIA) was concentrated shown later, all the other explosive parameters
while the other two were in rectangular vertical are also important.
arrays of different sizes. The data indicate
that ground shock amplitudes from the arrays in Burial improves coupling and, therefore,
a direction perpendicular to xhe array are increases the range to which ground shock levels
reduced in the close-in region but more intense of a given amount persist. Coupling factors
at greater ranges. It appears that the have been developed by various investigators for
distribution of explosive has an influence on different parameters (e.g. pressure, impulse,

$-100 100
lo DIPIA Concentrated Charge

--- i DIP1IA 35 ft x 206 ft Array
- a DIPVA 204 ft x 1136 ft Array

R-2.4
R0 .-2 .110

R-3-

42.

0.1 . ... 0. .
10 100 100 10 100 1?

Range (it) Range (ft)
a ) Particle Velocity b) Displacement

Figure 2. Illustration of Effect of Charge Shpe on Ground Shock, a



velocity, displacements'. For example, Lampson Some comments on soil-structure interaction are
(Ref. 1) suggests a single coupling factor for given in a later, aragraph.
all parameters. The factor achieves a maximum
at a scaled depth of burst of 9.0 ft/lb,1/ and DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND SCALING
even diminishes for greater depths. There are
several concerns with this relationship. First, The subject of scaling continually arises
one would expect the coupling to achieve a as various investigators attempt to analyze and
maximum at some depth and then remain at that collapse the results of experiments and to use
maximum rather than decrease. Second, it is these results to predict new conditions. Cube
expected that maximum coupling for some root of yield scaling is well known and
parameters (e.g. stress, velocity, acceleration) reasonably accurate so long as yield variations
would be achieved at a more shallow depth than are within about an order of magnitude (i.e.,
parameters which are integrated quantities (e.g. gravity effects are small). Scaling to account
impulse, displacement). Figure 1 illustrates for material properties however has not been
the effects of the free surface. A major relief successful. This section reviews dimensional
wave, which results from the free surface analysis and scaling concepts in an attempt to
reflection, penetrates back into the ground and reveal the usefulness and shortcomings of
erodes the back end of the initial pulse. scaling as w.ll as provide some insight into
Beyond some depth, the relief wave arrives too observed behavior.
late to affect the peak parameters. At more
shallow depths, it has an effect but the The need for scaling derives from the fact
parameters which occur close to the wavefront that the phenomena involving explosive sources
are affected last. Also, it is apparent that in inelastic media are so complex that
positions beneath the explosion are affected mathematical formulation of closed form
less than positions to the sides of the solutions is extremely difficult. As a result,
explosive which are nearer to the free surface. it is common practice to evaluate the phenomena

experimentally or numerically and develop
Material properties of importance include empirical relations from measured or calculated

constrained modulus, hysteretic compaction, response data. The main quantitative relations
shear stiffness and strength. As will be are derived from data but calculations are
illustrated in a later discussion, it is useful in providing qualitative guides toSbecoming apparent that a multi-phase model of behavior.
the air, water, and grain matrix may be
necessary for modeling wet material. Grain Whether a theoretical or an experimental
matrix models which include coupling of approach is taken to a problem, the initial
volumetric and deviatoric strain will be steps in the analysis must be; first, a
necessary to predict multi-phase response, qualitative evaluation of the phenomena and,
Geologic layering in the vicinity of the burst second, identification of the important physical
can intensify the ground shock due to parameters which control the phenomena. The two
reflection. This can be important if a near- approaches depart at this point. The
surface water table is present. theoretical approach attempts to develop a

mathematical model for the problem which will
Figure 1 also illustrates some of the lead to the mathematical relations between the

complexities associated with the interaction of parameters, while the experimental approach
the free-field waves with structures, attempts to establish the relations by means of
Generalized incident normal loads are shown, experiments in which the governing parameters
The word "incident" is used here because the are varied in a reasonable way.
actual load experienced by the structure is
dependent upon complex soil-structure Experiments are expensive, and it is
interaction. Three important points must be important .- keep the experiment size and the
made. First, the loading is nonuniform both in number of parameter variations to a minii:qm.
time and space. This results from the relative Further, it is important to have a uniform guide
smallness and nearness of the source with for "scaling" and evaluating experimental
respect to the structure, as well as the results from different experiments so that
geometry of the structure in the case of the empirical relations among the parameters can be
arch. Second, the load is generally asymmetric developed. Dimensional analysis is a very
with respect to the structure leading to useful tool in meeting these -equi•ements. The
important three-dimesional effe,-ts. Third, fundamentals of dimensional analysis are
although not illustrated, there are strong shear described in a number of references (e.g.
load components with respect to the structures. Refs. 2 and 3). Some of the basic results are
These result from the large spatial load reviewed here and used to develop consistentSgradients. The time history of the load has not scaling parameters for various high explosive
been shown although it is known to be highly configurations.
transient in nature. All of these conditions
combine to complicate analysis and prediction of Dimensional analysis is based upon the fact
soil-structure interaction and the resulting that most of the parameters that are dealt with

.'- actual loads experienced by the structures. In physical sciences depend in magnitude upon
the scale used to measure them. Such parameters
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are called dimensional quantities. Non- the original parameters A: through An, are
dimensional quantities are independent of the dimensionless In the fundamental dimensions, and
system of measurement. The establishment of tha't the number of terms in the solution m, is
units for three physiral quantities is less than the original number of terms, n, by a
ordinarily enough to define the units for any factor, k, where k usually equals the number of
other physical quantity. Mass, length and time fundamental dimensions, i.e., i = n - k. A
or force, lengtn and time are convenient units proof for the theorem is given in reference 2.
usually selected and they are called fundamental
or primary units. In thermodynamic problems a If the number of fundamental dimensions is
fourth unit, perhaps temperature, is also 3 (e.g. F, L, T) then the general relation
necessf.ry. Other units, for example velocity, (Eq. 3) usually contains 3 terms less than the
may be derived from the fundamental units and original relation (Eq. 1). This simplification,
these are called derived or secondary units. If as well as the formulation of the non-
force, length and time are selected as dimensional Y terms, are the main advantagefundamental units, the associated dimensions can which dimensional analysis lends to the analysis
be written: of a physical problem. If the number of

fundamental dimensions equals the number of
dimension of force [Fl physical parameters with independent dimensions

which govern a phenomena, then the relations
dimension of length ELI will be completely determined to within constant

factor by dimensional analysis (Ref. 2). In the
dimension of time d Tmost general case, however, dimensional analysis

does not yield the functional relation. It must
d be determined from experiments.

where d indicates dimensional equivalence and
the brackets [I indicate the dimensions of the In formulating a dimensional analysis, it
quantity. The dimensions of any physical is necessary to include all the parameters which
quantity can be written as a monomial power of may control the phenomena even if they are
the three fundamental units or constant. The derivation of the dimensionless

x-terms may then be determined in any number of
dimensions of a quantity d [Fla[L]b[T]C ways. Inspection is one approach, but the use

of the statement of dimensional homogeneity
where a, b, and c are exponents. If the (Eq. 2) provides a systematic approach.
quantity is dimensionless then a = b = c = O. One of the first to use dimensional

Physical laws are function relations analysis to include material properties in
between the parameters which define the scaling terms was Hendron (Ref. 5). He
phenomena. Since the phenomena are independent considered the case of a spherical explosion in
of the system of measurement, the functional a homogeneous elastic soil. The parameters
relations must be independent of the systems of lisgtoe in Tablrephere considered important in
measurement. Hence, if the relation between the governing the ahenmenea. Dimenstons of force,
physical parameters governing a particular length and time are taken as fundamental.
phenomena is

f(A1e A2 , A3, . . ) = (1) Table 1
Some Parameters Detemining Explosion Phenomena

then from a Spherical Source in an Elastic Soil

a1 a 2 ] an d Parmeer0ET)0CAI [AI . . . [An] __ [F]O[L]O[T]O Iam t~ . Dependent

(2)
Peak Soil Stress o F/L2

Equation 2 is a statement of dimensional Peak Particle Acceleration a L/T2Peak Particle Velocity v L/T
homogereity and states that the most general term Peak Displacement d L
in equation I must be dimensionless. Various Characteristic Times t T

Since the functional relation must be Independent
independent of the system of units, equation 1 Explosive Energy E0  FL
can be written as Range R

Soil D•nsfty p FT/L
D)latational Vove Speed C L/Tf(it' 02 3. . .W =O () poisson's Ratio. .

where ,1, 12, . .. m are dimensionless
quintities and are functions of thi brigij
fptrameters. Budkingham's sPi theoret. (Ref. "4)
5tates that, if' equation I is compleit,' the ij termo Of equation 3 are independent products of

8
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The equations relating the dependent and treatment was simple and elegant but
independent parameters are unfortunately the resulting i-terms do not

)llapse available data in different materil,1s.
a= f(EMo R, p, C, v) (a) Hendron's dimensional analysis is correct so it1 is necessary to search for other reasons for the

a = f 2(E0 9 R, p• C9 v) (b) scaling failure. Since dimensional analysis
must include all physical parameters which

v = f 3 (Eo, R, p, C, v) (c) (4) influence the phenomena, even if they are
constant, it is possible that some important

d = f4 (Eo, R, p, C,Dv) (d) parameters are absent from Hendron's approach.
Westine (Ref. 6) introduced ambient atmospheric

t = fs(Eo, R, p# C, v) (e) pressure but achieved only limited success.
Higgins, et al. (Ref. 7) suggested that the peak

Dimensional analysis can be used to reduce these pressure at the source may be an important
equations to the following non-dimensional parameter. An explosive source which at
relationships: detonation is instantaneously converted to anideal gas which contains the energy of the

r 2' 1/ explosion as internal energy was considered.
( (pC )/R Ca The source characteristics were categorized by

77 1 73' (a) the total mass of explosive, W, the internal
P o energy per unit mass, co, the initial density,•

po, and the ratio of specific heats, Yr-
By similar application of the method illustrated The peak pressure of such an ideal gas source is
above, the relationships for the other variables
can be shown to be Po = (C - 1)Poeo (6)

aE 1/3 2 1/
0 3  [f2_ )0R. (b) The total explosive energy used to derive

(PC 8) 1/3 - f2 E1/I3' b equations 15 is simply c0W.

S21/3 1 If sPO is included in the dimensional
=f )PC /)R (analysis then an additional i-term

Eo 0 • (7)

(pc2 )1/ 3d [ 1/C2)3R 1PC

E 14 E1/3)must be added to the relations expressed by
0 0 equations (5). The relations between the
C5 1/3t rC2)1/3R 1dependent and independent parameters can then be

" pc)/3t )f I /R Ce) written
1/ fs E 1/3  (e 2. 1/3 .P )Ca10 fLRo = C 0o

The relations previously expressed in equation 6 PC 0 PC
in terms of five independent variables are now 2/3
"expressed in terms of two independent a C2 13 P
variab.es. It is important to note that the a 0 = (R(- 0, v) (b)
relations involve three variables and, C pC o pC
therefore, the functions must be considered in

thre-spae. p2 1/3 Pothree-space. v= f2 (R(-) ,P 9 V) (c) (8)

A major advantage of equations 5 is that 0 pC
they itmedidtely show how the variables should
be scaled to determine if experimental data fit C2 1/3 2 1/3 P
the proposed scaling. Range, for example, d(-o = f3 (R(-C) , -0, v) (d)
should be scaled by the inverse of the cube of 0 PC
energy or yield* and, for experiments in
different materials, by the cube root of the2 113 P~~ rooto o of te
constrained modulus of the material. Cube root C tCBOr" f5CR(PC) --. () e)
of yield sclin, is common, but the material 0 pC
terms are not normally included. Hendron's

Recombination of s -terms can yield an alternate
*It should be roted that range scaling in set of relations
ground motiorn lI terature usually considers P 1/3 P
charge size in units of weight rather than
energy. Since ' weight is prop.rtional to fl(Rr-) , -, v) (a)
chemical energy release for a given type of 0 0 pC
explosive, the scaling is equivalent, but the
range term is no longer P'in-dimensional.

miG 9



a Eo P 13 Po collapse the data. Scaling terms which reduce0)1/3 = f( 'o 1 ' v) (b) the results to a tto axis problem (i.e. scaled
V2 Pmotion versus scaled range) cannot be derived

explicitly. However, the results of the
PCv f P 3 Po calculations were analyzed empirically, and it

fo 3f(R(0o) 0 -- v) (c) (9) was found that simple scaling terms were
70  3 F' P present. The terms were
dPo 1/3 Po 1/3 Po

d(oo) P 1/3 p• v) 0d) Radial Stress: (a)
r) = f4(R() ... 02 (d)

00 PCr) -,P

T Ct(o)1/3 f5(R(2)I/3-AP v)(e) Radial Velocity: PCV (b)
.1/,0 _YO

There are many other possible formulations, all Radial Displacement: PC 2 (d0
correct so long as six independent Y-terns are y
included.

A comparison of equations (3) and (9) Range:
indicates that there is no unique way of scaling Y
range or the dependent variables, as was the
case in equations (5) when only a limited source Time: Ct (e)
description was included. The functional Y
relatiorships are multivariate. They cannot be
reduced to two-dfmensions, as is often attempted where
when scaled response parameters are plotted a radia. stress
versus some form of scaled refge on loq-log V = radial particle velocity
paper. Even if the explosive type is the same d = radial displacement
from event to event, (i.e., Po is constant) p = material mass density
the relations remain multivariate as illustrated C = material elostic dilational
in figure 3. The solution must be determined wavespeed
empirically by seeking a fit to the data in t = time
three-space (four space if Poisson's Ratio is y = lineal charge density
varied). The soltion will be a multi- Po = peak source pressure
parametered general surface rather than a
curve. As more and more parameters are These terms are precisely those which are
considered (e.g. material nonlinearity, implied by a closed form solution to the
strength, depth of burial) the number of response of elastic material to a spherical
variables increases and the solution becomes ideal gas loading (Ref. 8).
more complex.

The .orrelations which result from these
The scaling considering an ideal gas source terms are shown for radial stress, radial

was applied to one-dimensional elastic velocity, and radial displacement in figures 4,
cylindrical calculations. The calculations 5, and 6 respectively. The Po term has been
utilized an ideal gas pressure boundary dropped in these figures because it is constant
condition on three elastic materials with in the three problems. This of course would be
properties ranging from those of a soft soil to the case in the field where a common explosive
a moderately hard rock. The specific properties is used. It can be seen that the calculated
are given in Table 2. results are collapsed very well by the scaling

terms of equation 10. The scaling implies that
stresses a-e material independent, the velocity

Table 2 scales by the material Impedence (pC) and the
Elastic Parmeters Used In Material dis~lacemenrt scales by the material stiffness

Property Scaling Calculations (PC).

.9. I .t w r. s Al! though the scal I ng described isSs(lbs p S C fft/sc) Ratio, v encouraging, it unfortunately still does not
.... f.. ) collapse' measured data. Near-surface particle

Elastic I j' 825 0.3 velocities from surface tangent HE explosions onElastic 2 1IS 2750 0.3 different materials, as shown in figure 7, seem
Elastic 3 140 8000 0.3 to be material independent. Drake and Little

(Ref. 10) have observed similar behavior for
Velocities in different materials beneath

It was found that the scaling without a suvface explosions. Bratton (Ref. 11) has found-
source pressure term (Eq. 5 adjusted to that the high stress level data that he has
cylindrical geometry) did not work but that the aalyzied, shom in figu-e 8, are not material
scaling expressed in equations (9) was needed to

'10
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n 1. 2. or 3 Depending on Geometry
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a) Scaling Without a Source Pressure Term b) Scaling With a Source Pressure Term

Figudre 3. Scaling Ie1cations of Including a Source Pressure Tere
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-000 independent btt, rather scale by the inverse of
the impedance. All of this suggests that a high
explosive sourca is more of a veloci',y boundary
condition than a pressure boundary condition.

It appears that higii explosive sources are

1.00." much mnre complex than implied by the simple
statement of a yield or total energy or modeled
as an ideal gas. Consider a high explosive
source which is characterized by the Chapman-

V 0Jouguet equation of state. The conditions
100 -0.0 behind the detonation front are given by:

0 0= * C.? Ibi/Ot TNT PC #. •1 PoD2  (11)

re o .s fe t
10. sysa ft ,,,,w Calculation PCj = 10 (12)

• Ell~t iC T IC4

11 C 1atsic 12 1IrIS4
£ Elastic 3 i0IC

CCJ Y D2 (13)
( _ 1)(Y• )

0.1 1. 0. 0. too. D = C + u (14)
kal' , ooai. R fY l (ftI(I/f5)))

Figure 6 Scaled Displacement Versus Scaled Rang. in Different where PCj, PCj, and cCj are the pressure,
Elastic Materials Loaded by an Ideal Gas Source density and energy immediately behind the
(Ref. 7) detonation wave, D Is the detonation velocity, C

Sis the sound speed behind the front and u is the
particle velocity.

0 0 aDtOWt IIutrI 10 Lenend
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* DISTATPLAAO.6 FPRAWEFLAr 6 a Hudson Moon
DIAL WK 0 A Diana Mist
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After detonation the explosive is converted where v - particle velocity. The particle
to a very dense, high sound speed gas which has velocity is therefore
a very high acoustic impedance. This condition
is illustrated in figure 9. In order to PCj
maintain continuity of stress and velocity V = K P7
across the explosive-soil interface, it is e e
necessary to satisfy the standard Interface
condition (see e.g. Ref. 12). The factor K is simply the transmission factor

for velocity across an interface. It is plotted
t versus the ratio PC/peCe in figure 10. It

t -e(15) can be seen that the maximum value of K is 2
e while the minimum for most geologic materials is

about 1.
where 't = stress transmitted into soil

Gt = incident stress in explosive The treatment of the continuity conditt5n
pC pC acros, the explosive/soil interface t;,ggests

le =P-•o =1 -7e that the proper scaling terms invol-.;ng elastic
0 material properties are:

p = soil density
C = soil seismic velocity S
Po = explosive initial density Stress: (a)
D = explosive detonation velocity .

Pe = explosive density after detonation VC1ocity: . (b)

Ce = explosive sound speed after re .
detonation Displacement: (c) (19)

Acceleration: aW(d)

Time: (e)

Explosive ,/ (
soil Since K varies by no more than about a factor of

'+ PC 2 (within the scatter in a weil instrumented

Pece experiment) and, on the average, is about 1.5,
this analysis suggests that real explosives act
more like velocity boundary ccnditions than
pressure boundary conditions. The high
impedence associated with rase irtiterials would
be expected to enhance thi; effect. These
results are now at least qualitatively
consistent with the expericr.taf ,vsults.

The scaling given 4n equation (19) was
evaluated against one dimensional spherical
calculations* in whIch TNT explosive was
detonated in two elastic materials, one

Figure 9. Real Explosive Initial Conditions representing soil and the other rock. The
parameters used in the calculations are
sumiarized in Tahle 3. Figures 11, 12, and 13

Equation 15 can be rewritten show the unscaled and scaled peak stress,
velocity and displacement versus range for the

t two c.alculations. It can be seen that the
-t - Ci (16) •oundtry condition is neither pressure nor

PT = Pe-e ,-Iocity but velocity is a better
r)ximation. The scaling of equations (19)

2 -es a very good job of collapsing the two
where K = e cilculations. The collapse is not perfect,

howev%... The remaining difference may be due to
other explosive interaction not included in the

Stress can tie converted to velocity by the scaling ;inO modeling inadequacies in the
standard wave propagation relation numerical c on due to grid size and

artificial vv':cu. ,•.

Tv= (17) With the STEALTH finite difference code.

132-.
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Figure 10. Velocity Transmission Factor

Table 3

Parameters Used in Elastic Calculations
with HE Source

Explosive Type: TNT
* Yield: 512 kg

Charge Parmeters:

Radius: 0.42 a

0, Density: 1650 kg/r
3

0, Detonation Velocity: 6930 /s

Ce, Sound Speed: S070 u/s
PC,. Chapqen4ouget Pressure: 21 X 10 "P,
Ratio of Specific Heats. 2.728
Ool .14 x loe kg/,W-s

Noterial Properties

ftterfla Density selmwc vebectty lo1"nce Ispedence K
p C A Ratio

!ks/ ku9/s. - /o
soil 1762 910 1.60 x 106 0.14 1.75
IReck 2162 2440 5.28 x 106 0.46 1.37

~j44
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Figure 11. Peak Radial Stress in Elastic Calculatiens including
an Exolosive Source
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Figure 12. Peak Radial Velocities in Elastic Calculations Including

an Explosive Source

The calculations discussed to this stage -r)/CL
have been elastic. Labreche and Auld (Ref. 13)
performed calculations in inelastic materials where r = ML/Nu = ratio of the loadingInvolving nonlinear, hysteretic constrained contralned modulus to the unloadingmoduli and failure surfaces. Those calculations modulus (recovery ratio)
were performed with an ideil gas source so that CL = loading wave speed associated withSthe amplitude scaling is different than observed the loading modulus ,L.for an explosive source but the attenuationrates that they computed are of interest. The loading modulus is usually selected as theFigure 14 plots the attenuation rates for secant modulus to the stress level of interest.stress, velocity and displacement in the The loading wave speed is normally the speedN t calculations Versus a scaled hysteretic used to relate stress and particle velocity in
ccmaction parameter defined by

15
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Figure 13. Peak Radial Displacements in Elastic Calculations
Including an Explosive Source

inelastic materials. In dry soils it is about
20 0.5 times the seismic velocity, in wet soils

4.0 ... M.atral. about 0.75 and in rocks 0.8 to 0.9.

"The attenuation rates for stress and
"T •..r e str,,gt, velocity separate into two categories depending

1. ,von Materil upon tho form of the failure envelope. The
. . 2.0 3 0 x10- attenuat'on rates in materials designated
3,0 4 stress. ,' Coulomb material increase more rapidly with

3 ar increasi-ig compaction parameter than the rates

in the low strength von Mises material. The
Coulon'5 materials had shear strengths which

Coulom at increased with confinement. The failure
envelooe was encountered on unloading, not

2.0 loading. Those materials designated as low
--* --- strength von Mises materials had low values of

Lo. StrenMS, shear strength which were independent of
von MiSts Kateritl confinement. The failure envelope was

Elastic. No Failur, encountered on loading. This later condition is
similar to that which would occur in wet soils

0 1.0 2.0 3.0lo0-3 although none of the models evaluated had
b) Velocity. nv li -C (S I) properties representative of wet soils. These

results, however, suggest lower attenuation
rates in wet materials than dry materials. The
attenuation rate for displacement seems to be
about constant in both materials. It appears

- that unloading along a failure surface, whether
-2 t, - - - Coulomb or von Mises type, controls the0

'-y Marial ,iti a Failur Surface displacement attenuation rate. It should be
noted that the elastic attenuation rate in these

s calculations is -1.4 while in the calculations
--iastic with whe explosive source it was -1.6 which are

S1.0 2.o 3 o'x1 "3 quite a bit higher than the theoretical elastic
0 . ... f i. atte nuation rate . Hence there are num e rical

ailwmc •. (0 .1 dissipation mechanisms evident in t hese
calculations due to artificial Viscosity, finite
zoning and other approximations. This increased
attenuation is common to all numerical

Figure 14. Attenuation Rates from Calculations in Different calculations although its amount is dependent
Inelastic Materials upon zone size, viscosity coefficients and

actual material properties.
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This evaluation of attenuation rates In spite of the MOLE shortcomings, the data
suggests that it will never be possible to reveal some important behavior and will be
collapse the data from different inelastic discussed here. Several additional tests have
materials to a single relationship because the been conducted since MOLE and a paper by Drake
materials have inherently different attenuation in this conference provides a comprehensive
rates. It may be possible, however, to collapse analysi: of that data.
them at a single position, i.e., the source
boundary. Figure 15 shows the variation of Particle

velocity with range for all thi tests at scaled
CHARACTERISTICS OF A LIMITED DATA SET depths of burst greater than 0.5 Ft/lbl/ 3 .

This appears to be the depth of maximum coupling
One of the most comprehensive sets of for particle velocity. Figure ISa shows the

contained HE data comes of the MOLE series data using yield sraling only. Overall the data
(Ref. 14) conducted in the early 1950's. separates into two aroups: wet material and dry
Although somewhat old, the data set contains material. Within the scatter of the data there
substantial material and depth of burst does not appear to be a major distinction
variations. The data has two major between materials in the two groups.
shortcomings. The first is that there were no
close-in measurements (no closer than about 1.8 Figure 15b shows the data scaled by K, the
ft/lbl/ 3 ). The second is that there is only velocity transmission coefficient. Wet and dry
limited material property information materials remain separated but the dry data
available. That consists of seismic velocity appears to tighten up slightly. Table 5
and density data. Table 4 summarizes the data. summarizes the parameters for fits to the groups

J In addition, the table contains estimates of the of data using the fit equation
strain recovery ratio, scaled hysteretic
compaction parameters and predicted attenuation
rates for velocity and displacement based on
figure 14.

Table 4

jEstimated Properties for MOLE Soils

Material Seismic Velocity CL r I r nv nd

(ft/s) (ft/s) (s/Ift)

gravel/sand 2900-3600 1600 0.1 2.7 X 10-2 2.5 2.0

Utah dry clay 1550 775 0.1 1.2 X 10-3 1.9 2.0
Calif wet sand 5000 3750 0.5 1.3 X 10-4 1.7 2.0

Calif moist clay 4000 3000 0.5 1.7 X 10-4 1.8 2.0

Table 5

Coefficients and Attenuation Exponents
for Fits to Velocity Data

Material nv Unscaled CCL*X 100 Scaled C--- x 10c

(ft/s) (ft/s)

gravel/sand -2.86 77.4 - 0.26 44.0 1.62
Utah dry clay -2.90 78.9 1.7 42.0 - 3.00
dry coposite -2.87 77.6 --- 43.3 --

Calif wet sand -2.10 86.4 -25.3 53.9 -24.4

Calif wet clay -2.48 186.9 61.7 113.5 59.2
w wet composite -2.24 115.6 --- 71.3 ---

*Cc .C for comosite
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v = C(R/W1/ 3 )nv (20) groups decak at different rates with the wetmaterial exhibiting lowest attenuation: The
without material property scaling and proposed material property scaling only

contributes a small improvement.

v l= (R/W1/ 3 )nv (21) Figure 16 shows yield scaled MOLE
displacement at depths of burst of 0.5, 0.75,
1.0 ft/lb-/ 3 . The 0.5 ft/lbl/3 depth of

with the material property scaling. The first burst data have been separated from that for
observation that can be made is that the depths of burst of 0.75 ft/lb1 / 3  or greater
attenuation exponents are significantly higher because coupling for displacement does not reach
than predicted in Table 4. This is apparently a maximum until 0.75 ft/lbl/ 3 . Material
due to the fact that the correlations of property scaled displacements are not shown
figure 14 are too simple. Other parameters must because the scaling involving seismic velocity
be considered. provides no apparent improvement. As with

velocities, the data in the different dry
A second observation is that there is no materials scatter together. The wet dato, where

major improvement in the correlations using the comparisons can be made at 0.5 ft/lbl/dj depth
material property scaling. This is shown by the of burst, show a small difference between wet
parameters (C1 - Cc)/Cc which is a measure sand and moist clay.
of the difference between fits to individual
events and the composites. If one solves for The coefficients and decay exponents for
the range at which the wet and dry soil the displacement data fit to equations of the
velocities become equal, the unscaled composite form:
fits yield a range of 3.3 feet while the scaled
fits yield 2.9 feet. Since the charge radius dW1/3 1/3)nd (22)
for 256 lbs of TNT is 0.84 feet, the result for d) C2(RW(
the scaled fit is more reasonable. The fact
that the velocities are equal 2 feet beyond the
charge boundary may be due to a disturbed zone d/KCW1/3= r (R/jWl)d (23)
around the charge. 2

I' summary, for velocities, the data reveal
relatf':a material independence within the two
distinct groups of wet and dry materials. The
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1.0 1.0

Depth of Burst - 0.75 and 1.0 lb/ft
1
/

3  Depth of Burst - 0.5 lb/ift/ 3

Gravel/Sand a Gravel/Sand 6
Utah Dry Clay 0 Utah Dry Clay a
California Wet Sand * Calif. Wet Sand .

SCa'lif. HMoist Cl ay- .

- °

0.01- 0.014, C,

Dr C 4,ositi

0.001L~0 ---- 66_LLLL

1 10 10

Scaled Range (ft/ibl/3) Scaled Range (ft/lbl/3)

Figure 16. HOLE Displacements at Depths of Burst of 0.5, 0.75 and 1.00 ft/lb1/3 (Yield Scaled Only)

with material property scaling are summarized in a near-surface charge may be greater than in a
""Table 6. The values of the parameter lateral direction to the side of a charge. The

(M2 - Cc)/Cc indicate that the proposed overall amplitude may be different as well.
material property scaling does not improve the
unscaled data collapse. In spite of the fact The fact that both the overall amplitude
that the elastic scaling based upon an explosive and the decay exponent change with depth ofJ
source does not make major improvements, it is burst implies that depth of burst effects cannot
more consistent with the data than other be completely collapsed with a simple coupling
approaches. The results suggest tilat it will be factor as is commonly attempted. Nevertheless,

•necessary to include additional material it is interesting to compare the coupling factor
properties, quite likely strength parameters to implied by the amplitude coefficients with those)collapse the data. Because of differences in in use previously. Figure 20 compares Lempson's

.Ithe decay exponent, the data will never collapse coupling factor with those computed here. The
]entirely. But there may be some overal 1 ROLE results suggest that maximu coupling is

improvement in scaling in different materials. achieved at a much shallower depth than
The nly compehesiv set of OLE suggested by Lampson. Further, maximum coupling
The nly compehesiv set of OLE for velocity is achieved at a shallower depth

experiments on depth of burst effects was for than for displacements.
the gravel/sand mix. Figures 17 and 18 shows
the particle velocity and displacement data, LOADS ON STRUCTURES
respectively. Both sets of data show both a
change in overall amplitude and a change in T e e a e t o c m '1 e t n o v d idecay exponent with depth of burst. Table 7 d thermiin lads ton srctkncns. Thi rstve is
summarizes the coefficients and decay exponents dtmnn od nsrce.Tefrti
for the fits to the data in the form of the freeffeld stress. The second is

•jequations (20) and (22). Figure 19 plots the soil-structure interaction. Ui~til recently.
Sparameters versus depth of burst. very few reliable stress measurements were

available in geologic materials. Fortunately.
SIt is interesting that the data from near- this situation is improving and Drake provides

surface bursts exhibit a much shallower srs orltos i ae n ti
atteuaton ate hanwhe deply urid ( -2 symposium. In the absence of stress data, it is

vs -2.9 for velocity). Measurements were made cmo o ,s h ipewv rpjto
laterally on MOLE. This resul,. suggests, reaingen neqton(4 to sime

. •~~hwever, that the attenuation vertically beneath stes

a •PCv (24)
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Table 6

Coefficients and Attenuation Exponents
for Fits to Displacement Data

Scaled Depth of Burst of 0.75 and 1.0 ft/lb
1

/3

Material nd Unscaled C2-Cc* Scaled
Sw~..~ x too -•x;

C2 (ft/lbl/
3

) 2 (ft
2
/lb/

3
"-s)

gravel/sand -3.9 1.25 47.0 2306 92.8
Utah dry clay -2.78 0.53 38.0 437 -63.5
dry composite -3.45 0.85 --- 1196 ---

Calif wet sand -1.88 2.38 --- 7438 ---
Ca lif mo ist c lay -. - ------.....

wet composite -1.58 2.38 --- 7438 ---

*Cc . C2 for comosite

Scaled Depth of Burst of 0.5 ft/lb
1

/3

Material n d Unscaled C2-C * Scaled r2C

-c-
C2 (ft/lb

1 3 ) 1'2 (ft/lb/3s)

gravel/sand -3.2 0.30 - 6.3 553 25.4
Utah dry clay -3.32 0.37 15.6 305 ---
dry composite -3.22 0.32 --- 441 -30.8

Calif wet sand -2.56 5.97 -,8.11 18600 8.091Calif moist clay -3.04 7.29 -.- 17700 ---

*Cc C2 for composite
1Net sand is comared tý moist clay.

Depth of Burst (D0S) Table 7

symbol (ft/lbI/
3) Coefficients and Decay Exponent

a -0.13for Depth of Burst
30 U -0.13 Relations in Gravel Sand

a 0

20 - 0 0.26 Velocity
0 0.5

10 9 0.75 C -
101.00 v C(/1/3n

DOB P 0.5 ft/lb
1

/
3  

Depth of Burst C1(ft/lb1 /
3
) (ft/s)

0 AO.S 77.4 -2.86
-0.26 30.4 -2.37

0 7.13 -2.07

S-0.13 4.29 -1.66

0 Displacement

41W di13 . C 2(R/01/3)n2

Df.pth of Burst C2  n2
(ft/lb

1
/3) (ft/s)

0.1
1 ,0.75 1.25 -3.9

1 10 0.5 0.30 -3.20 .26 0.09 -2.8
Scaled Range, R/WI/ 3

(ft/lbl/3) .0.13 0.0027 -1.52

Figure 17. 1OLE Velocities in Gravel/Sand as a
Function of Depth of Burst
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Depth of Brst S~~o1:Depth of Burst Symb~ol Dpho us yo

~~~:et l o f Bus Symhotl B.t .
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1

/
3  

0_0.5 ft/lb
1
/

3  
o 0.26 ft/l..

1
/

3

0.75 ft -/lb3/3  0
' 0 .1 7 5-0 .1 3 f t / l b

1

/
3

0.01 - 0.01 0.001

0000

2 5 2 5 1 2 5
Scaled Range (ft/lbl/3) Scaled Range (ft/lbl/ 3

) Scaled Range (ft/lbl/ 3
)

Figure 18. HOLE Displacements in Gravel/Sand as a Function of Depth of Burst
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' •"Displacement
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go090
Displacement ~ ... 8
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e
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Scaled Depth of Burst (ft/1b1

/ 3
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)S, a) Decay Exponent b) Costant

," figure 19. Depth of Burst Parameters for 1401E Gravel/Sand
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0.2. HOLE Displacements
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Scaled Depth of Burst, d/i
1/

3 (ft/1b
1 /

3
)

Figure 20. Coupling Factor Versus Depth of Burst

where a = stress off(t) = incident stress wave in the
p = mass density freefield at the location of the
C = wave speed structure
v = particle velocity p = mass density of the soil

CL = compressional wave velocity of
The wavespeed is taken as an effective wave the soil
speed determined from the secant modulus to the v(t) = velocity of the structure
stress level of interest.

The stress acting on an aboveground structure,
The actual load on a structure is dependent is approximately

upon the interaction of the incident stress wave
with the structure. Arching, in the static ar(t) = pCLv(t) (26)
sense, does not occur. Soil to the sides of the
structure cannot possibly mobilize to carry where or(t) is the stress acting on the
loads away from the structure until a wave reactive face of the structure.
reflection has taken place and communicated the
existence of a structure to the adjacent soil. In general,
This process takes time. For conventional
explosives, the major wave reflection and ot(t) = off(t) * PCLAv(t) (27)
interaction is over before the adjacent soil can
"arch". where

In general the interaction process is quite at(t) = total stress acting on a point
simple and is related to the relative velocity on a structure surface
between the freefield and the structure perpendicular to the direction
(Ref. 12). of incident wave propagation

Av(t) = vff(t) - v(t)
The stress acting at a point on the vff(t) = freefield particle velocity at

incident face of a structure buried at the point of interest
sufficient depth so that free surface
reflections do not influence response may be The sign of the second term is taken as positive
approximated by for incident faces and negative for reactive

faces. Equation (27) indicates that the stress
at(t) = 

2off(t) - pCLV(t) (25) on a structure consists of the freefield stress
plus or minus a term which is related to

where momentum exchange caused by the presence of the
structure. These relations are approximate

Sat(t) = total stress acting on the because they ignore communication betwcan
incident face adjacent points on the surface. A similar
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relation exists for shear stress but the maximum 6. Overall, data are sparse on the
shear stress transmitted is limited by some following topics:
failure critaria.

Equation 27 and its generalizatinn lead to 9 close-in 10.5 to 1.5 ft/lb1/ 3 parameters0shape effectc

the obvious but important conclusion that •sape effects
whnvrthe structure velocity differs from the 0 case effects

whenever stresses differs from t lateral versus vertical behavior
tfrefield velocty, strsses differnt from beneath burst

those in the freefield will act on the * strss/prssur measurements in general
structuro. Since buried structures of finite *lster esuem ts in gen
mass cannot respond instantaneously to an ingeefe ca
incfde.,t wave, reflections will persist on interfaces)

surfaces facing the propagating incident wave load amplitudes and distributions on

for some time following the arrival of the wave structure surfaces

at the structure. The duration and importance

of the reflections depend upon the mass and size This lack of adequate aata leads to the
of the structure, the properties of the medium, fo This lack needst

the rise time of the incident wave and the llowing research needs:

flexibility of the structure. The relatively
large mass and stiffness associated with buried i. Parametric experiments using modern

structures designed to resist conventional fielding and measureent techniques to obain

explosions suggest that a reflection factor of 2 comprehensive data on the main parameters

should be applied to incident freefield governing ground shock. These should include

stresses. As mentioned earlier, however, there measurements both laterally and vertically
are large spatial gradients in load which should beneath the burst.
Saccounted for. 2. Parametric experiments in wet and dry

CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH NEEDS over wet soils to characterize wet site behavior
and blast-induced liquefaction.

The discussions and analyses of this paper 3, Development of instrumentation and
lead to the following conclusions: techniques for measuring total stress, effective

1. Dimensional analysis and scaling are stress and pore pressures.

useful in interpreting data and developing 4. Development of multi-phase geologic
prediction relations but the analysis can be material models which include coupling betwen
complex. volumetric and deviatoric behavior.

e. Parametric numerical calculations 5. Parametric experiments to characterize
provide an excellent means of identifying loads on structures for various structure
physical trends and guiding data analysis. shapes, sizes and stiffness.

3. The explosive source (not a simple 6. First principal calculations to guide
pressure boundary) must be included in and aid in the prediction of the experiments, as
calculations and dimensional analyses. well as reveal the relative importance of

4. Material inelasticity dominates different parameters.

response including attenuation rates and the REFERENCES
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\C E N T R I F U G A L M O D E L I N G T E C H N I Q U E S

Paul L. Rosengren, Jr.
Air Force Engineering and Services Laboratory

Ty,,dall AFB, Fla

S~A&STRACT
ASRC ACIOIOLEDGU4ENT

This research effort explored the feasibility

of using a centrifuge as an experimental simulator This paper presents a summary of the ongoing
to measure free-field blast parameters very near research efforts of Dr. John P. Nielsen and his
the explosive charge. A series ot experimental staff at the New Mexico Engineering Research
blast events was conducted in the 30 ; to 80 g Institute (NMERI), Kirtland APB, New Mexico, on the

range using the centrifuge test facility loca ed at centrifugal simulation of blast para-aeters from
Kirtland AFB New Mexico. The results of ohese February 1981 to the present [3] . This paper
tests concluded that the use of a certa.uge contains extracts frcm the draft report to be
simulator is a workable concept for the published this year by the sponsoring agency, the
determination of blast parameters. The simulation Air Force Engineering and Services Laboratory,
of high-explosive effects through qravity -caling Tyndall AFB. Florida.
permits the use of small charges in the centrifuge
simulator and it can easily be refurbished after
each test. More imp•rtantly, tile use of the
centrifuge 3imulator preserves the gravity scaling
relationships ahich are usually distorted during
replica model testirg~ Scaled hag

Scld krster-slab

T " -- ressure sensors
1 i• n IN

n . .• -Centrifuge base

'1 22'm

D

J Note" counterewights$ in fortground. eSoi d

i•'•I ~ Figure 2. Gentsc° centrifuge. _

FS •Centrifuge rood,:

Figure 1. Prototype system and centri•gfeq "del .
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'1

INTRODUCT ION APPROACH

In the structural replica modeling process, it After a review of other blast simulation
is most common to neglect the gravity distor, .on techniques, the centrifage concept was decided upon
which occurs in the scaling relationships. Quite because of its relative merits. A series of
often this is justified because the effects of experimental blast tests was performed in an
gravity are small (1). However, in gravity available centrifuge facility at Kirtland AFB, New
sensitive phenomena (i.e., cratering, spelling, Mexico. The particular problem under investigahion
penetration. tvens-on cutoff, dead load, inertia at the time was th,. measurement of free-field b1iit
effects, et--..). the distortion of gravity may parameters under a reinforced concrete burster slab-'
induce very large errors in the structural as shown in Figure 1. The weapon was assumed' t6
response. As the scale of the replica model penetrate into the burster slab and then detonate
becomes smaller, these distortions can become very creating a crater and inducing a shock wave beneath
great It is therefore advantageou. to develop an the burster slab. Table I and Table 2 illnstrate
experimental technique which will preserve the the independent parameters and scaling
gravity scaling relationships in replica structural relationships used in the modeling process. The
modeling. The centrifuge offers such a technique. acceleration (gravity) varies as the inverse of the

linear dimension. A (/50 scale model would be
tested at 50 g-s in order to preserve similarity.

Figure 2 shows a photograph of the 6-foot
radius centrifuge apparatus which was used to mount
the test articles. The test bed is approximately
22 inches in diameter and is secired to a free
swinging platform so that the inductý gravity force

TAKE 1. IN0[PENC:NT PARAKTERS FOR TE is always normal to the test article.
CENTR[FU-CAL MODELIN OF eLAST PorSSURE.

Figure 3 shows the installation of the
Pescriptio Dim,,s simulated weapon in the burster slab. The weapon

s E was simulated using commercially available
Exolos~ves J EnergY'0 S

2
T

2  
"blasting cap" detonators and sined according to

Pressure, P, ML;'T the energy scaling relationships. The detonators
I Depth of au0ll, 0 L I are available in a variety of sizes and shapes and

9jster-Slab Thickness, N [ the casing thickness can be machined to produce a
Dess Oe , Mt ,' replica of any particular weapon, if desired.Iill tational Wave Speed. C, LT

1 ilt00 n.S Ratio.

_ _ Strentith. 2t _ L_ _T°_ _ I

Soil (Sand) M DiS ty, o2 MC "1
oilatational Wave Speed, C, (LT'"

PoissonI's Ratio, 4,• -
S t r e r t li P a ra me t e r -2 L ' I T .

2

Other GravI ty.g 9 L'
Parameters j ocket DImensions, r.d LI

R aigeL
( Concrete slab (grout)

Epoxy

TAPL.f Z. 5CPLI;e PL.ATIOSHIPS FeOR GRAYITY StAtING. -

Quantity Scale odel Scale 1
LineaŽr Dimension 1/n', 2JI Area II j le 0y

0• . Sohinn'o : : .
Velocity 12"'" _"
Acceleration I n

Force
• ~~Energy lnS~~~Strs ... I} 0

Strain I A
Density !ole cast in 'oncrete

Figure 3 Placement o0 detonator in burster-slab
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RESULTS CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4 shows the results of a typical Recent advances in the miniaturization of
burster-slab modeel after detonation at 50 g's. The experimental gages have made the feasibility of
separation of the wire reinforcement fabric structural modeling more attractive. M-.croetch'i1g
extended around the diameter of the breach in this techniques have been applied to the manufacture of
particular case. A variety of exper.•ments very small strain gages and accelerometers.
involving various combinations of charge weights, Microetching techniques are used to produce
gravity levels and scaled distances were performed. microprocessors and "microchips" in the computer
The test matrix is shown in Table 3. A comparison industry. The result is a "microchip" gage which
of the test results and predictions is presented in is extremely small and relatively inexpensive
Figure 5. .he free-field pressure was recorded because of mass production techniques (2). The
from miniature pressure gages, using standard gages are not only small but can contain
high-speed recording techniques. microprocessors to process the data prior to

transmisaion.

The use of a centrifuge as a simulator for the
determ~nation of blast parameters appears to be a

10. • 01 workable cr-icept. Using "'mcrochip0  ga, -s and
miniature repl-ca structural models in a centrifuge
simulator can provide meaningful response data very

. 6.84 quickly and economically. This type of apparatus-2 6.84 pC • - O

21= would lend itself to the econanical production of

O I Data large volumes of data.

SAkSON"I code

(a) No brster slab (c) No burster slab

Tests with
""buhItlrster slab

10*t\(data) 

maSAt 

M.'

\\ ,
a z,. a 58791AI

Is 2100)" " /\ X

\ 440-5o OJ5&

(d)Tests with burster slab j

r-o,4 t . _ ,' 4-:',n of test results, prell ctions. and SAMSON code values. Figure 4. Postshot condition of wdel bue..ter-slab--440 m•at SO 9

TABLE 3 TEST MATRIX

f• q-Level

EaplsiveScaled Distance

Weight, 09 Al 12 A) 11' A3 11 12 l3 11 1 1 11~ l2 13 11 12 ý 
1 

2 '1 11 A3 k lA Z 13

680 .2..0135 5 8-.51 2
40-- .. .. .-----'-----"-"1 .' ...
220 L. 212 5.5 8512.

' !his series was also condictcd In a test series without a bur$tes-1Iab
included in the test
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IMPACT AND PENETRATION OF LAYERED PAVEMENT SYSTEMS

THOMAS E. BRETZ, JR. PHILLIP T. NASH

AIR FORCE ENGINEERING AND SERVICES CENTER SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE

TYNDALL AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

LM AThese redundant surfaces need only with-
R stand a limited amount of fighter traffic

The Air Force is sponsoring research since the surfaces are intended to func-

3n damage-resistant runway designs. The tion only until the main operating surface

designs are based upon principles which is repaired. The other aspect of the ALRS

use high strength/high density materials technical area is based on construction of
to resist weapon momentum. Initially, to hardened runways that, when attacked, will

subscale pavement sections will be sustain only limited damage which can be
design ne raepren sentiong a gid pve- quickly repaired. This is particularlydesigned, one representing a rigid pave- important for airbases that have insuffi-
ment for long-term aircraft traffic, and cient land area tor construction of vast
the other representing a redundant surface areas of redundant surfaces. The hardened
to withstand limited aircraft operations. or damage-resistant runway research will
The penetration resistance for both pave- be discussed below.
ment sections will be determined experi-
mentally. Penetration-resistant layers of
rock or concrete rubble will then b'-
designed as a sub-base to the pavementsections and these designs will be tested The objective of the damage resistant
at subscale. Testing full-scale runway research is to develop methods topeaet aion-Testti rub ulelayescile construct runway surfaces that are less
penetration-resistant rubble layers will subject to bomb damage than existing sur-
be accomplished, and concept development faces. The term, "less subject," is based
should be complete in the late 1980s.ontmtorpi. TeietoearS~on time to repair. The time to repair

damage in a damage-resistant runway must
be less than 30 minuces per crater. Con-

BACKGROUND cepts for damage-resistant runways must be
economically feasible for construction and

The United States Air Force is must be compatible with aircraft and air-
vitdlly concerned with airbase recovery craft operations. Payoff from the damage-
following a conventional air attack. One resistant runway research is expected in
area in which a great deal of research and the *ate 1980's.
development is occurring is rapid runway
repair (RRR). Two technical areas of RESEARCH PROGRAM
research and development in the Air Force
RRR Program Office are rapic crater repair The Air Force Engineering ana
and alternate launch and recovery surfa.ces Services Center is sponsoring q research
(ALRS). In the rapid crater repair tech- effort by the Southwest Research Institute
nical area, engineers are developing pro- to develop a concept for construction of
cedures to rapidly repair bomb craters. hardened runways. The research is being

SIn the ALRS technical area, engineers are performed to determine the ability of a
developing methods to construct alternate layer of rock rubble or boulders placed
airfield pavements which will provide the beneath a pavement's surface to cause pen-
capability to operate aircraft while the etration path disruption or weapon
initial craters in the main runway are malfunction.
being repaired. These alternate pavements
"will be constructed curing peacetime. Background

There 9ce two aspects to the ALRS During the attack of the Nicosia
Stechnical area. One is based on pavement International Airport in 1974, damage

,,,xredundancy. The idea here is to construct created by 750-pound bombs was far less
large areas of aircraft operating surfaces than expected I]1. Decreased damage was
that are redundant to the main runway(s), attributed to a hard cap rock located at
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an average of 4- 5 feet below the runway Impact Velocity - v, varies from 600
surface. In general, the bombs did not to 900 feet per seconu;
penetrate the cap rock and, therefore,
detonated at shallow depths resulting in Surfacing Material - Zone 1; Rigidsmall diameter (12-24 feet), shallow (3-5 or flexible. Rigid surface designed
feet) craters. Many of the bombs either to represent conventional runway;
deflagrated or failed to function at all. flexible surface designed to repre-
Rock rubble overlays have proven effective sent redundant surface.
as a means of defeating kinetic energy
penetrators attacking protective shelters Base Course - Zone 2: Materials to
[2,3]. When properly sized, initial pen- be comparable and compatible with
etration resistance of the rock rubble anticipated repair backfill materi-
closely duplicates the resistance of a als. Thickness based upon strength
semi-infinite mass of rock. If opposed by requirements to support aircraft
adequate resistance, penetrating bombs do loads and impart second shock loading
not perform to full potential and result at rubble zone in resonance with
in much smaller craters, thus requiring bomb's response to initial impact.
significantly less repair time. Separation between zone 1 and 2 must

be maintained to prevent material
Technical Approach migration;

The design parameters important to Sub-base - Zone 3: Individual pieces
this study are shown in Figure 1. to be twice the diameter of the
Although Figure I is not all inclusive in threat weapon. Depth of layer based
detail, it does illustrate the principles upon weapon impact parameters and
involved. Details are described below: decelerations. Impact angles will be

considered between the threshold forWeapon Threat - 5OC-poind class gen- ricochet from surface (aRS = 400) and
eral purpose bomb; delivery limited (QDL= 600). Thick-

ness and hardness of the layer to be
Impact Angle - a , maximum of 600 determined from weapon characteris-
(from horizontal) governed by deliv- tics and expected velocity when zone
ery possibilities; 3 is encountered.

ZONES CE

WSUBCOURSE '

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

(1) CONVENTIONAL RIGID ( OR FLEXIBLE BASED UPON COST) DESIGN.

(1 STRENGTH AND MATERIALS COMPARABLE AND COMPATIBLE WITH
BACKFILL MATERIALS USED IN RRR PROCEDURES. t2 BASED ON
NATURAL FREQUENCY OF WEAPONS, IMPACT VELOCITY AND DEC2L-
ERATION.

03 ROCK RUBBLE SUB-BASE DESIGNED TO DEFEAT WEAPON THREAT
%ITH RESIDUAL VELCIT AFTER PENETRATING t AND t

1 2

FIGURE 1. DAMAGE-RESISTANT RUNWY CONCEPT.
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infinite. Larger class weapons such asWeapon Response the 750-pound general purpose bomb have
natural periods in the 2 to 5 millisecond

Dominant response frequencies have range. Thus, at higher impact velocities,
been measured for runway penetrators larger weapons can penetrate thin surfaces{ impacting concrete targets. The penetra- before ever reaching maximum response.
tor shown in Figure 2 was instrumented as However, the process of penetrating a
shown in Figure 3 and impacted with con- series of properly spaced hard layers of
crete targets in reverse ballistic testing penetration barriers imposes a system of
at Eglin [4]. Strain data were analyzed pulsating forces on the weapon. Referring
using Fast Fourier techniques to determine to the concept of dynamic load factors
dominant frequencies. Results from the presented in Reference 5, it can be seen
analysis are shown in Figure 4. The first that the maximum response increases tre-
three natural frequencies of the penetra- mendously when loads pulsate at frequen-
tor in a preliminary analysis were deter- cies near the natural frequency of the
mined using a three-degree-of-freedom structural system. Figure 5 compares the
lumped mass model. Frequencies determined dynamic load factor (DLF) with the ratio
analytically are also shown in Figure 4. of load frequency (Q) to structural fre-
Natural frequencies of 2108, 3292, and quency (w) for sinusoidal loads. The
7791 hertz correspond to natural periods proposed damage-resistant runway concept
of 0.47, 0.30, and 0.13 milliseconds. For will take advantage of the dynamic
impact velocities below 1000 feet per response characteristics of the weapon
second into concrete sections approxi- threat and use spaced, hardened layers to
mately one foot thick, the penetrator is impose pulsating loads into the penetra-
experiencing high impact loadings through- tor. Although preliminary analysis has
out the time period of maximum response proven the concept feasible, more refined
which means the maximum response is the analysis techniques will be applied during
same as if the load duration had been the actual design of the concept.

DRILL. CL25IA, .5in DEEP121

A

3.00'O0- ISA ODOOS X0T
CA -IA - ---

12 THEAD PER INCH SCTION AFT PUG

0,60 12 THRWEM PER INCH

16M 17753.•0 W25o005
IL117  \-000I -1 -

ALL CW1NSIONS IN IN4CHES

FIGURE 2. TEST ITEM.
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3 ELEMENT RECTANGULAR
ROSETTE STRAIN GAGES
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FIGURE 3. STRAIN GAGE CONFIGURATION, SLED TESTS NO. 2 THROUGH 4.
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FIGURE 5. MAXIMUM DYNAIC LOA FACTOR FOR SINUSOIDAL LOA
F1 sin f t, UNDAPED SYSTES.

SPenetration Modeling Task 2: A dimensionai analysis
will be performed for penetration of a

Experiments will be conducted at weapon into the main runway and redundant

Ssubscale for economy and ease of testing. surface sections designed in Task 1. The
Scale modeling has been employed exten- ddmensional analysis will be useo to

sively in penetration testing. An entire design subscale experiments to determine
chapter of Reference 6 is devoted to penetration characteristics of the pave-
modeling penetration n-echanics. Scale ment sections with and without damage-
modeling penetration has proven valid, resistant concepts.
provided physical parameters important to
the process are properly scaled in Task 3: An experimental program
relation to each other. will be conducted to establish baseline

penetration characteristics of the two
The Buckingham Pi Theorem will be pavement types before employing damage

applied to the penetration conditions resistant concepts. Penetration trajec-
illustrated in Figure 1. Important para- tories into targets will be recorded with
meters to be considered include weapon high speed movies for the simulated full-
impact conditions, target response, and scale impact conditions shown in Table 1.
weapon response. Because response of the Target and projectile damage will be
granular base and sub-base materials is recorded following each test.
deemed significant for proper modeling,
gravity will be included as a parameter, TABLE i. TEST CONDITIONS
and dissimilar modeling of both the pene-
trator and pavement surfacing material Impact Angle Prototype Impact
will be used. (Measured from Velocity (f ps)

the horizontal) 600 750 900
Research ProgramS~400 X X X

Concepts for damage-resistant runways
will be developed and tested in research 500 X X X
phases which are described below. Once
concepts have been verified for subscale 600 X X X
models, a test plan will be developed for
full-scale test and evaluation. Task 4: Sub-base rubble zones

will be designed to resist penetration by
the weapon threat. Designs will be based

1. Phase I - Concept Development upon impact conditions listed in Table 1,
weapon characteristics, penetration analy-

Task 1: Two runway pavement sis, and results from Task 3 testing.
sections will be designed for subsequent

evaluations of damage resistant concepts:
(a) main runway, and (b) redundant
surface.
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2. Phase II - Concept Verification REFERENCES

A sub-scale test program will be 1. Farmbrough, J. S., "Operation
conducted to verify penetration resistance Annabelle," Royal Engineers Journal, 90,.
of pavement sections designed in Tas! 4. February 1976.
Testing will follow conditions and proce-
dures used in Task 3. Each condition will 2. "Shielding Methodology for Conven-
be tested twice. Data will be recorded tional Weapons," U.S. Army Engineer Water-c
similar to Task 3 testing. Designs will ways Experiment Station, January 1980.
be modified during testing as necessary
for improved performance. 3. Austin, C. F., Halsey, C. C., and.,,

berry, b. L., 4kuii-Scale Penetration Into
3. Phase III - Follow-on Development Semicontined Diorite Boulders by a Semi-•T

Armor Piercing (SAP) Bomb and a Slender'a
Based on the results of Phases I Penetrator," Naval Weapons Center NWC TP

and II above, a test program will be 6220, September 1980.
developed for full-scale testing of damage
resistant runway concepts. This test pro- 4. Heincker, W. R., "Dynamic Response of
gram will include construction of target a Kinetic Energy Penetrator Vol I, Reverse
runway sections, both conventional and Ballistic Sled Test of a Kinetic Energy
hardened. Live bombs will be air- Penetration Into Concrete," AFATL-
delivered onto the sections and results TR-78-24, Volume I, March 1978.
will be compared to verify the reduction
in damage in the hardened runway versus 5. Biggs, J. M., Introduction to Struc-
the conventional runway. tural Dynamics, McGraw-Hill Book Company,

1964.
SUMMARY

6. 6aker, W. E., Westine, P. S., and
The Air Force Engineering and Dodge, F. T., Similarity Meth3ds in Engi-

Services Center is performing a research neering Dynamics, Hayden Eook Company,
effort to develop a concept for construc- Inc., 1973.

tion of runways that are resistant to con-
ventional bomb damage. The concept being
investigated consists of using a layer or
layers of boulders in a flexible pave-
ment's subbase course to disrupt penetra-
tion paths or to cause weapon malfunction.
The research is expected to result in a
payoff in the late 1980s.
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CONCRETE PENETRATXON AND RICOCRET TESTING
OF TWO PfO3ECTILE TYPES

0Richard D. Szczepanski John A. Collins

Or-n•. '.h-c.&,+0-. U.S.. AIz" Fcz - v;- .......
S Shalimar, Florida Eg11n Air Force Bass. Florida

ABST.ACr RICOCHET TESTING

The purpose of the work was to develop Proiectiles
penetration/ricochet data for two projectiles
launched against 5,000 psi concrete targets and, The two types of projectiles used in the
in addition, to measure the axial stress on the program are shown in Figure 1. Both projectile
nose of a projectile during concrete penetra- types were derived from the same basic design
tion. The program employed projectiles 3.35 and had identical outside diameters and interior
inches in diameter and approximately 27 inches cavity geometries. The principal differences
long with two different nose shapes. Three were in the nose shape and the aft baseplug
different types of targets were used. Targets design. The Type A projectile had a conical
consisted of concrete slabs, 8-ft square and nose shape and had a basoplug which was screwed
with thicknesses of 4 inches, 12 inches and 30 entirely into the aft end of the projectile
inches. A ricochet relation was developed from until it was flush with the aft surface. The
the data and the results seemed to correlate Type B projectile had a tangent ogive nose and
well with some previous work. One test was included a basoplug which had an internal fitted
conducted in which an on-board shook resistant threaded section and an aft closure equal to the
recorder was used to collect a time history of outside body diameter of the projectile. The
the output of a pressure transducer installed in Type A projectile was approximately 27 inches
the nose of a projectile. The results of the long while the Type bs was about 26.5 inches long

experiment were compared with a hydiodynamic with the baseplug installed. Both projectiles
code calculation and showed reasonable agreement had blunt cylindrical nose tips 1 inch in diame-
for early times. ter and were filled with a materia.l that had a

density of about 0.058 pounds peO cubic inch
(1.6 gis/cc). The projectiles were fabricated
of E4340 steel, heat treated to a Rockwell C
Scale hardness of 42 to 46. Total loaded weight
was about 36 pounds for each projectile.

lit

3.35"1

27.0"
Type A

3.35"1

Sr • 26 .•5"

Type B

Figure 1. Projectile Geometries
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Tarets othat the two thinner targets were intended to
represent poured slabs resting on the ground,

All targets were constructed of concrete while the 30-inch target was a better repre-
using a mix design intended to yield a compres- sontative of a semi-infinite concrete target.
sive strength of 5,000 pounds per square inch Thus, all tests involving the 4-inch and 12-inch
(psi) after 28 days. The limestone aggregate targets were actually concrete-soil combina-
was specified to have a minimum compressive tioLs. The soil beneath each target was lightly
strength of 17,000 psi and a maximum nominal compacted by repeatedly driving a vehicle over
size of 3/4 inch. The targets were square the surface after it had been built up to the
slabs, 8 feet on a side with thicknesses of 4 proper angle.
inches, 12 inches and 30 inches. All targets
w-re cest a =nonclthic pour; vithout intcrnal 12"-

interfaces. At the time of pouring, tensile
beam and compressive test specimens were taken 6" "." "1-Il..
from the concrete of each target. The compres-"-. " .
sive strength samples were tested two at a time,
at intervals of 7 days, 28 days, and 90 days
after pouring with all of the remaining samples r
tested during the week that the targets were
used. Figure 2 is a time history plot of theeangs.. . • •
average compressive strengths for the 12-inch r "

thick target. The others were similar. . • " 8'

.6000 . " .

5000 .- 5

S•• _ ,. • p . , . . .
""O0. .. * *. .

$ 4000 * -,

o 3000 V,:""•' " * , .... . ** .

r COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH VERSUS CURING TIME
$v 2000 8 -

Figure 3. 12-Inch Thick Target Design
0U 100oo

Test Arransement

0 10 20 30 40 50 Ob 70 86 9b IbO The projectiles were launched from a 155mm
Time (Days) gun fitted with an internal barrel sleeve which

reduced the bore to about 85mm (3.35 inches).
Figure 2. 12-Inch Thick Target Strength The gun was mounted on the rear of a 5-ton truck

chassis and was capable of being moved in eleva-
Note that reinforcing rods were not used in tion only. Azimuth changes were made by turning

the central area of the target. Figure 3 shows the truck. The alignment of the projectile
the geometry of a 12-inch thick target. The trajectory to the target normal was made using a
steel reinforcement was purposely omitted to surveyor's transit and a steel measuring tape.
insure that the ricochet data would be represen- The measurement scheme was capable of deter-
tative of the concrete and not be influenced by mining the obliquity angle to less than 0.2
the steel reinforcement especially at the lower degree. While the target position relative to
impact velocities. The lateral size of the the line-of-sight trajectory could be measured
targets, 8 feet on a side, was chosen to be as to this accuracy, the targets could only be
large as possible based upon the lift capability located within 2 degrees of a desired angle
of a crane used to position the largest target because of the difficulty associated with posi-
which was 30 inches thick and weighed about 11 tioning the targets and/or the gun any more
tons. In all tests, the distance from the precisely.
centrally located impact point to the nearest
edge was nominally 48 inches or about 14.3 cali- Two impact velocities were of interest, 700
bers based upon a projectile diameter of 3.35 feet per second and 1100 feet per second. Pro-
inches. jectile velocity was changed by varying the

powder charge in the gun. The velocit- was
The final overall target configuration measured using two high speed framing ca ieras

varied to the extent that the 4-inch and 12-Inch along with chronograph measurements of time
thick targets were tested with the back side of between screens placed in the projectile's
each resting on a sandy clay soil surface, while flight path to the target.
the 30-inch thick targets were tested vertically
with the back sides being free surfaces exposed The test approach was based upon the up and
to the air. The reason for the difference was down method developed by Dixon in Reference 1.

Obtaining the critical ricochet angle at each
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test condition required at least one ricochet Although these tests were not part of the data
and one penetration within 10 delrees of each base used to develop the equations, and the
other. Then, if the outcome was a ricochet, the projectile geometries were considerably differ-
angle between the target normal and the projec- ant from those used in Roecker's work, the cor-
tile trajectory was decreased by S degrees for relation with this data shows good agreement.
the next teat at that target/velocity combina- The equations, as curren.ly defined, were not
tion. Conversely, if the outcome of the pro- applied to the 30-inch target data since none of
vious test was a penetration, the angle would be those projectiles penetrated in the target and
increased by 5 degrees. This procedure was used either ricocheted or rebounded. The 30-Anch
until both a ricochet and a penetration event data fit is the dashed line.
hid occurred it that particeuli combsh4..n.I
Figure 4 is a schematic view of the overall test
arrangement for the slab targets.

Ricochet
p Target Launcher
Nor a Velocity Plywood

Screens Blast Shield

Target \.,_ lash Lamps

Compacted Soil

Figure 4. Overall Test Arrangement

Results The correlation developed by Roecker is
still under development and will not be pro-

Tables 1 and 2 contain a summary of the sented in this paper. However, some information
teat results for the Type A and t projectiles, can be stated. The critical ricochet angle is

respectively. It may be noted that for the 4- determined by summing three terms. The first
inch and 12-inch thick targets, all penetrations term has a relationship which explains the
were actually perforations, since the projectile changes in ricochet angle as a function of the
passed c ompletely through the tarFrt and was ratio of target thickness divided by the major
recovered in the underlying soil. For the 30- body diameter (T/D) and the ratio o•f body length
!nch thick targets, all of the penetrations were divided by the major body diameter (LID). The
rebounds and none of the projectiles stuck in second term relates changes in ricochet angle
the target or passed completely through. In due to projectile strength and is a function of
most cases, the rebounded projectiles were found (L/D) and the ratio of minimum wall thickness of
lying on the ground in front of the target, the projectile to its major body diameter (V/D).
within 25 feet of the impact point. The third term related the changes in the rico-

Vigures 5 and 6 are plots of the test data chet angle as a function of velocity squared.

for the Type A and B. projectiles, respectively. Terms due to nose shape or concrete strength are

The data for all three target arrays is plotted not included at this stage of development.

on each graph. The solid points indicate a
penetration and the open points indicate a rico-
chet. More scatter is evident in the Type A PENETEATION TESTING
projectile data than in the other. These pro-
jectiles were fired first and some difficulty
was experienced in obtaining the desired launch Penetration calculations conducted by
velocityt dueto° gas blowby in the gun. As a Osborn using hydrodynamic computer codes
result, a numb.z of velocity conditions were (References 3 and 4) had resulted in a concrete

4 repeated. By the time testing began with theTypet3 pBoy etihe, theese pobles wthad bhee loading model which could be used to predict the•" •Type B pro.' caills, these problems had been
axial stress loading on the nose of steel pro-

overcome and launch velocities were more pre- joctiles penetrating concrete targets. The
ise. model vas applicable for normal impacts in the

range -: 100 to 500 meters/second and considered
After the testing was completed and during both finice and semi-infinite targets. The

our analysis of the test data, an empirical bydrocode calculations indicated that the steady
correlation developed by Roeoker (Reference 2) state axial stress on the nose of a blunt pro-
became available. These equations were used to jectile entering a concrete target, would be
plot the solid lines in Figures 5 and 6. less than 4.5 kilobars (65.000 psi) for impact
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TANS 1. TPE A TER SUMARY TABLE 2. TIM B TEST UMWMY

TARGET TARGETTRIMNESS VELOCOTr OBLIQUM OUTCOM THICKNESS VFLOCITY OBLIQUITr OUix

O(NCHS) (FT/SBC) (DEGREES) (O (INCHES) (FT/SEC) MURES) (2 P)

30 1167 23 P 12 1185 50.2
.10 i030 28.9 P 12 1240 44.9 P
30 999 35.7 R 12 769 40.8 P
30 783 24.5 a 12 770 45.6 a
30 741 20.6 ps 4 756 63.8 P
30 740 29.3 3 4 768 69.3 R
12 1159 34.3 P 4 1186 70.8 1
11 1005 45.0 P 4 1152 65.6 P
12 910 52.9 R 30 733 23.6 3
12 721 39.4 R 30 745 18.3 P
12. 768 34.4 P 30 1094 35.6 P

4 736 50.9 P 30 1105 39.6 a
4 748 59.9 P
4 728 68.9 R NOTES:
4 1079 76.5 R 1 -R indicates a ricochet; P indicates a
4 1118 66.6 R penetration or rebound.
4 1088 60.3 P

30 970 33.6 R
12 1113 50.1 R
30 1097 33.8 R

NOTUM:
1- I indicates a ricochet; P indicates a

penetration or rebound.
2 - Projectile was yawed 5 degrees at impact.

R P
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80" 0 30" Tgt 0
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k •60 -1
A m

e30- G

20-
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Velocity (ft/sec)

Figure 5. Type A Projectile Ricochet Data
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Figure 6. Type P Projectile Ricochet Data

velocities of less then 150 a/see. Since prbs- sting from six to *_ght hours on a single
sure transducers used for ballistic applications charge. The actual vriting of data into the
ire capable of reading Z; assures as high as recorder memory was initiated by an input signal
100,000 psi (6.9 Ibar) it appeared that, by fre. the transducer, Ay output greater than 5
including a recording package in a projectile percent of the full scale signal was srfficisnr
and installing a suitable pressure transducer in to turn on the recorder and store the di~ta

the nose, it would be possible to obtain data generated. The recorder had been previously
which would confirm the basicaspects of the used in other projectile test progra-ns using
model and the concrete equation-of-s-sate. acceleroaeter as the signal source and the data
o n ndeveloped was judged to be satimfactory.

Instrmentation

The trarsducer selected was thie Mod,. 109A
manufactured by PCB Piexotronics, a type ordi- Figure 7 is a schematic depiction of the

narily used to meature breech pressures in bal- instrumentation arrangement as installed in the

listic a~plications. The transduc6r features an projectile. The test projectile was derived
internal transistor amplifier sad is designed to from the conical nore (Type A) prc 4-atile used

withstand pressur.is as high as 100,000 psi, in the ricochet tert program with . -,ifIcations
developing a low impedance output tilgal. The to accommodate the transducer-recorder package.
active element is a piezoelectric crystal which For the test, the projectile was launched at the
is strained by the external pressure applied to center of a 4-inch thick vertical slab tarlet

the diaphragm. The transducer requires a con- which was one of those constricted for the rico-

stant current source for driving the internal chet test program. The target had a measured
"amplifier and the output ia then coupled to the compressive strength of 5,542 psi. The pvojec-
appropriate recording device using a blocking tile str•ck the target at a 90-degree obliquity

capacitor. angli and with no easeuratle yaw. The impact
velocity as determined from the two high speed
camers was 360.6 sad 36q.5 ft/sec. The impact

The recorder used for the test was ',ur-- velocity measured by the velocity tereens was
ished by the Fuzes and Sensors Brich of th- LiP 3d2.4 ft/sec, Because of the debris cloud and
Force Armament Laboratory at Eglin Air Fo~ie obscuration, the exit velocity of the projectile
Base, Florida. Originally developed by NBB wks Only available from one cameru and was
(Nesserschmitt-Bolkov-Blohm, Ombg). the device determined to be 292 ft/ado. Tne projectile was
featured a single channel input with a solid recovered and t1,e data stored was retrieved from
state memory to record digital data. The Rai- th. recorder.
mun sampling rtte was one word per 21.9 micro-
seconds and the use -f a 7-bit word resulted in

J an amplitudo resolution :,f one part in 128. The
recorder was powered by a rechargeable battery
and after being turned on, was capable of oper-
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Figure 7. Sectional View of Projectile Design Used For Dynamic

Pressure Measurements

that the earliast possible failure time was

Rolults about 35 microseconds after impact. Figure 9 is
an expanded time scale of the early stages of

Figures 8 and 9 show the data which was the impact and indicates that the pressure trace
generated. The Figure 8 data is the complete was positive for about the first 150 micro-
record of the event and extends to times well secom.s before going slightly negative (-1,350

after the projectile had exited tha target. psi). Also shown on Figure 9 is a pressure time
Since the transducer was a pressure device, the histor7 derived from a BULL hydrodynamic code

output indicating negative pressures was obvi- calculation of the penetration event. Figure 10

ously erroneous. The large negative signal was shows the calculational geometry. The pressure

believed to be caused by failure of the constant trace of Figure 9 shows relatively good agree-
current power supply to the transducer which was ment with the early portion of the recorded
battery operated and was found to be shock data, the principal difference being the initial
sensitive after the test. The transducer itself stress peak which was not zecorded because of
was returned to the manufacturer for checking the low sampling rate of the recorder. The
and recalibration and no failure was evident, recorded data also indicate% the expected pros-
Based upon the transit time of the initial elas- sure relief in the transition from steady state
tic wave into the silicone rubber shock attenua- penetration to the terminal phase in the region
tof which enclosed the battery, it was estimated from 60 to 90 microseconds. Beyond 90
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10000.

,220000,

010000.

0.

200 400 600 800 1000

Time After Impact Lk -seconds)

Figure 8. Recorded Pressure Record For First Millisecond j
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Figure 9. Early Time History Comparison of Recorded and Calculated Pressure
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microseconds, the calculated pressures are due
to the loading caused by fractured concrete as
it it forced ahead of the projectile. The a'
recorded data did not show this loading, but the
failure to do to was not completely unexpected
since the transducer face was recessed about
0.060 inch from the front face of the projectile
and the opening was only about 0.090 inch in
diameter. Thus, concrete or aggregate particles
much larger than 0.1 inch could have effective'y
blocked the transducer opening and prevented a
signal from being generated at the diaphragm. r

The program described above dey~loped rico-
chet data for two types of proje.ctiles and the
results showed good agreement with an empirical
correlation developed fro.m a larger but dif-
ferent data base. A zethod was developed to
record the pressure generated on the nose of a
projectile during concrete penetration. Within
limitations of the off-the-shelf equipment used,
the data showed good agreement with a hydro-
dynamic code calculation of the event.
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INTERACTION OF HIGH-VELOCITY ALUMINUM SHAPED-CHARGE
JETS WITH FINITE STEEL AND CONCRETE TARGETS

0 David K. Davison

0 Physics International Company
San Lea,.dro, California

ABSTRACT rystematic numerical errors associated
Swith zoning boundaries in the two-

?xperinents were VeLfornled with dimensional hydrocode model of the shaped
f,.8-cm-diameter shape,: chatges that pro- charges. The inner surfaces of the Type A*1duced jets with tip velocities in excess liner were "wavy," yet the calculated jet
of 1.0 cm/us. The charges were fired at velocity profiles were smooth. Special
short standoff into 1-inch steel and care was taken to reduce the influence of
10-inch reinforced concrete targets, and the zoning boundaries in the ijiodels of the
the jets were radiographed to observe Type B designs.
their shapes and the distributions of mass
and velocity.-) The 81 jet is more uniform than therType A jet, except for a "fan" at the rear

ý-The experiments indicated that a of the tip. The Type A jets had mushroom-
mushroom-shaped jet tip can be effective shaped jet tips that apparently accounted
in perforating hardened steel plates by for the large hole diameters in the armor
the plugging process. Such jets can also plate targets. The B2 jet outline was not1be effective in perforating very thick compared to the 81 jet outline because the
concrete targets. 81 jet was not radiographed at a compar-

able time. The B2 armor target damage
resembles that of the 8I jet, so it is

Introduction likely that the jet tips resemble one
another. The BI liner is thicker than the

For many appli-ations the depth of 82 liner except close to the apex, whereApenetration is the ,imary criterion for the B2 liner is thicker. The BI and the
the selection of a shiaped-charge design. 82 liners were designed to have the same
I- some cases it is desirable to create a jet velocity profiles; the a1 calculations
large-diameter hole in the target. This were done with an advanced jetting
paper describes aluminum- lined shaped algorithm.
charges that were specifically designed to

make large holes in both steel and con- Target Damage
crete targets. It was found that a high-
velocity aluminum jet with a large- The charges were fired at 2-caliber
diameter tip could be effective in such an standoff against 1-inch armor plates andJT application. 10-inch concrete walls. The Al charge wasI I fired against 4 inches of armor plate in

4

Test Devices and Their Jets addition to the 1-inch target. Reliable
penetration data were obtained for all of

Two liner shapes, designated *A" and the steel targets.
"B," were tested. For each liner shape,
two liner thickness profiles were *valua- The Type B charges were fired into
ted. Figure 1 shows the test devices and large, specially built concrete walls.

J:the jets they produced. Table I summar- The walls h.~d crossed, 0.5-inch reinforc-
4izes the test results. The thickness pro- ing bars at 12-inch intervals near both

files for the Type A (Al and A2) liners surfaces. The concrete used in the walls
were identical at the apex end of the had a maximum aggregate size of 0.75-inch;
liner; consequently, the jet tips are the specification minimized the influence
identical. The Al and A2 ;ets were design- of the aggregate on the hole dimensions.

Sed to have respective tail velocities of The compressive strength was measured to
0.82 and 0.70 cm/u4s, respectively; the Al be 4000 *400 psi.
liner is thicker than the A2 liner at the
base end. The "lumps" in the Type A jets The Al design was fired against a
were not intended. They resulted from concrete slab measuring 2 feet by 2 feet

4
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Lý

LINER SHAPE A

Al JET
26.8 As

Al JET

32.8 ps

IT01P/P
A2 JET
30.8 ps

A2 JET
33.3 js

LINER SHAPE B

81 JET
31.9A

Figure 1. Warheads tvaluated mn test propam. Liners are aluminum, 1100?, and the
explosive is Octal. Times are retative to explosive initiation.
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Table I. Expetirnental jet masses, velocities, and kinetic energies.
Jet ma~sses were calculated from jet outlines on early-time
radiographs. Velocities (and experimental kinetic energies)
were obtained from multiple-flash X-rays of the jets. The
masses for the entries marked with asterisks (*) were derived
from radiographs taken at about the same time, relative to
explosive detonations. The outlines of t~e lets are shown in
Figure 1. The estimated total kinetic enei-gy includes the part
of the jet that extended beyond the range o- the radiographs.

Jet Velocities (cm/ps) Kioetic Energy W)
Design Mass (g) Tip Tail Experiei ntal Total

Al 5.7 1.08 0.85 326 -
eA! 6.8 -rm e o i o y

A2 6.6 1.08 0.84 351 379
*A2 7.2 1.05 0.76 345 -

B1 6.3 o.06 0.88 334 414

B2 -- 0.93 - --

by 10 inches. The target was so small material property.
th.at it was destroyed by the 'hot, and no
reliable data are available on the per- By comparison, the sectioned first
formance of the design against a concrete inch of the thick steel target did not
wall. The A2 design was fired against a have a pronounced front surface spall
large slab reinforced with parallel, ring, and the hole was narrower at its
1-inch reinforcing bars centered between rear surface. The minimum hole diameter
the surfaces. The slab fractured along is about the same for both tests. Pro-
its length and collapsed, so the hole did nounced bending can be seen at both the
not remain intact. The shape of the hole front and rear edges of the first inch of
was estimated from measurements on the the thick target. The volume of the hole
fractured slab. created by the Al jet in the thick steel

Figue 2show th hoes Iinc intarget was 51,3 cubic centimeters.

Fiue2 sh .6s1the hoes413inch7i

armor produced by the four designs; it The hole shapes in concrete are il-
also compares saw-cut sections of the lustrated in Figure 3. Perforation was
1-inch target and of the first inch of the accompanied by considerable spall at both
4-inch target penetrated by the Al charge. surfaces of the targets. Except for the

A2 test, steel witness plates were spaced
For the 1-inch target perforated by behind each of the concrete targets. None

the Al charge the section taken along the of the witness plates showed evidence of
plane of asymmetry of the jet reveals the jet penetration, although a small amount
history of the penetration process. The of aluminum vapor appeared to have been
left edge of the hole was formed at an deposited on their front surfaces. The
earlier time than the right edge. The charges were centered between the rein-
front surface spall, caused by the tip of forcing bars to minimize the hole size.
the jet, is symmetrical with respect to
the axis, and the right edge of the hole, Conclusions
further from the axis, was formed by
events occurring after the impact of the Efficient, aluminum-lined shaped
tip of the jet. On impact, the bulbous charges can be designed to create large

oet tip (about 3 cm in diameter) fractured holes in both steel and concrete tar-
che target, dnd the remainder of the jet gets. A jet with a 3.0-cm-diameter,
removed the particles created by the mushroom-shaped tip perforated a 1-inch-
fracturing process. It should be noted thick armor steel target by the plugging
that the defeat mechanism observed for process, creating a hole approximately
these very hard steel targets does not 4.0 cm in diameter. A similar jet perfo-
necessarily apply to targets made of rated a 10-inch reinforced concrete
softer steels. Hardened steel is brittle, target.
and the defeat mechanism depends on this
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1 in.TYPE A CHARGES

RANGE OF VALUES

a. Cross section of holes in armor plate made by the Type A
charges at 2-caliber standoff The shape of the hole was
estimated from measurement. on the targets.

1 in. -

//A,

b. Cross section of the hole in the armor plate made by the d. Cross section of hole in the first of four armor plates, made
BI charge at 2-caliber standoff. The hole outline was by the AI design at 2-caliber standoffs.
constructed from measurements on the target.

,~- -" ! . I I I I I1 I
/ , , , , " ,,,

'/,, .. " l ""' 7 A1~

c. Saw-cut section of the hole in the armor plate made by 82 e. Cross section of hole in a single armor plate, made by the
charge at 2-caliber standoff. The dotted line indicates the Al design at 2-taliber standoff.
minumum hole dimensions obtained from measurements
on the target. Obviously visible fractures are shown.

Fiure 2. Holes in armor.
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:0*

'1.36 in. I' 1.37 in.

~ 81 CHARGE

. .0- . p...0 . '..p..:'.
.... .. ' ,

HORIZONTAL SECTION VERTICAL SECrTION

' 11 in.1.20 in.

13CHARGE

HORIZONTAL SECTION VERTICAL SECTION

1ARGE

10 in. 12 2Oin

Figure 3. Holes in concrete. Nominal reinforcing bar locations are indicated.
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PENETRATION EQUATION FROM STEEL, ALUMINUM, AND TITANIUM PLATES
BY DEFORMING PROJECTILES AT OBLIQUITY

James S. O'Brasky
Thomas N. Smith

Naval Surface Weapons Center
Weapons Development Branch

Dahlgren, Virginia

ABSTRACT 0CJECTIVE

A similitude equation is offered for the The objective of the work reported in this
, penetration of steel, aluminum, and titanium, paper is to determine whether the classical

plates at obliquities up to 70' by non- similitude analysis c~uild be applied to the
deforminq steel projectiles. The proposed general case of ductile target material, non-
equation is confidenced and comoared to the deforming projectile-medium velocity penetration
accuracy achieved in single projectile-single phenomena.
material relationships.

Since this effort was purely an exercise in
data analysis, existing data sources were used.
These sources are listed in Table I. Reference
(h) contains the results of the most extensive
armor material data analysis known to this
writer, penetration of Class B armor at obliquity
angles of up to 70. References (i) and (j)
extended the data set to HY8O and HY100 steels.
Reference (k) was used for mild steel. Reference
(q) ountains data on aluminum and titanium

BACKGROJN alloys. References (k) and (g) data should be
used with caution since these alloys were in td*e
process of development during the period in which

The penetration of armor by projectiles the data was acquired.
has become one of the classic applications of
dimensional similitude techniques. One of the
earlier, if not the earliest such application APPFCACH
was made by L.T.E. Thompson, PhD, in 1927 at the
Naval Proving Ground (NSWC predecessor),
reference (a). During the 1930's and 40's, very The non-dimensional variables for the non-
extensive experimental work was conducted by A. deforming projectile-ductile plate pzzblem are
V. Hershey, PhD, within similitude framework, shown in Table II. These variables were tested
references (b), (c), (d), ad (e). Although the using Analysis of Variation (ANDVA) Techniques to
similitude analysis has included provision for determine which variables were significant. For
considering materials of vastly different those cases in which 'a single dependent variable
mechanical properties and indeed for different was significant, third degree regression
materials from the earliest derivation, no equations were generated and confidenced. For

examples of such applications have been found by those cases in which multiple variables were
this writer. A similar comment can be found in significant, multiple linear regression tech-
reference (f) of 1973 vintage. The general data niques were used.
presentation for armor penetration seems to be a

plot of V50 vs plate thickness for a given
penetrator fired against a given plate material, BR1ULTS
reference (g). Such data presentations lead to
very large armor handbooks of quite limited
utility. The results of the K MA are shown in Table

III. Considering that three different materials
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(steel, aluminum, and titanium) were involved, (i) W. H. Hall, Ballistic and Metallurgical
it is somewhat surprising that only three Tests of HYU0 Plate, Naval Proving Ground
variable groups appear significant. Table IV Report #1639.
contains the regression equations. Note that
the single material equations and the multiple (j) Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, VA,
mechanical property equations have similar Letter Report, TEGM:HWP:av, Ballistic Tests
R2 values and standard deviations. The of HYI00 - Steel Plate, 22 Sept 1959.
multiple material equation also appears to be
reasonably accurate. (k) Weapons Data, Fir, Impact, Explose OSReport #6053, 195

CONCLUSIONS

The similitude analysis provides a power-
ful tool which in .pplicable to the general
case on ductile armor penetration by non-
deforming projectiles in the medium velocity
range.

A single equation may be used to predict
penetration resistance of steel. aluminum, and
titanium armors. Within a single material,
the effects on penetration of mechonical
property variation can be accounted for in
the equation.
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TABLE I

Target Projectile Striking Velocity Obliquity
Material Material Range (ft/sec) Range (C) Ref

Class B, Steel 500 - 3500 0 - 70 h

Steel Armor

HY80 Steel Steel 500 - 3500 0 - 70 i

HY100 Steel Steel 500 - 3000 0 - 70 j

Mild Steel Steel 500 - 3000 0 - 45 k

5083, 7039, Ti Steel 500 - 3000 0 - 45 g
Aluminum

TABLE II

NONDIMENSIONAL VARIABLES

where:

m = Mass of the Projectile
VL = Limit Velocity
S= Yield Stress of the Target Plate

= Ultimate Stress of the Target Plate
d = Projectile Diameter
e = Target Plate Thickness

= Obliquity Angle
' " = Angle Conponents of Projectile Yaw
E = Young's Modulus of Target Plate Material
u4 = Poisson's Ratio of Target Plate Material

C =Strain to Failure of Target Plate Material dS= Change in Stress to Failure/Change in Strain Rate
P = Density of Target Material
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ThDLE II I

ANA I•SUTMS, EQUATICN 1

Source DF Sm of an F Value
'Ibtal "2 -706.91 - -

Regression Variable * 4 692.37 173.09 2543.50

j a i. 1 686.71 686.71 10289.280-Eels

S1 1.72 1.72 25.73

1 .26 .26 3.84

1 3.68 3.68 55.17

Residual 18 14.54 .06674 -
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7RBLE IV

RBGRESSION EQUATIONS

arget ýMaterial DF _ 
Std D R2

All 223 e
d .01634 (-7 + 1.4 X - Y + 11.65 Z) .258 .979

Class B, HY 80, 147 e
HY 100, Mild - -1.54 + 20.18 (X) + 12.95 (X2 ) 2 

- 2.24 (X3 ) 3  
1.05 .993Steel

Titaniumi 34 e
-4.08 + 118.32 Y 214.6 - Y2 + 193.4 Y3  

6.15 .989

Alminm 5083 5-148 + 142.91 y - 28.66 Y2 + 2.69 y3 25.28 .81

Aluminud z09 3 .917 + 75.82 Y - 4.48 Y2 + .883 Y3 29.64 .92

All Alumndngr= 89 e
-3.02 + 151.40 Y - 35.24 Y2 + 3.79 Y3  

29.15 .85

where: x = n y= z M

DF = Degree of Freedom
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: • PLAIN CONCRETE LOADED AT HIGH STRAIN RATES

Rodney G. Galloway

Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Civil Engineering Research Division

C4i Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico

ABSTRACT beginning of the calculations to simulate what the
best possible case would be in achieving a near
constant strain rate in the test specimen. This

Failures to reinforced concrete structures was found to not be the case in the calculations
subjected to blast and shock loads from nuclear as will be explained.
and c3nventional weapons generally occurs at high
strain rates from 0.1 to lO.Os•_. In order to
analytically predict structuralrespese, material DISPLACEMENT DRIVEN BOUNDARY
models are needed to characterize the strain rate
sensitive behavior. Data to verify and base the This set of calculations provided a good com-
material models is also seeded. Some information parison between the numeric results and exact ana-
is available for strain rates from hydraulic lytic solutions. The material was characterized
testing machines and drop hammers. This report is as linearly elastic with a Young's modulus equal
to document the conclusions of the initial to about 4 (106) psi. This produces a
simplified calculations performed trying to define compressional wave speed of 11,414 ft/s. The
what information is known about strain rate sen- stress wave produced by the constant velocity dri-
sitive behavior of concrete and how to set up an ven boundary takes 175 ps to transit from top to
experimental program designee to answer pertinent boLtom. The first wave produces a shortening of
questions. It was determined that the best 8.76 (10-5) times the strain rate as a step
constant strain rate loading device would consist increase in local strain. After one wave transit,
of either a linearly increasing pressure load at the next step increases is twice the first or 1.75
the concrete specimen surface or a piston driven (10-4) times the strain rate. Each transit
by a linearly increasing pressure. thereafter increases the strain by 1.75 (10-4)

times the strain rate. This of course is true
since the sample is exactly one foot long. In
figure 1 the shape of the curves demonstrates the

ANALYTICAL MODEL discretization error in the spring mass
calculation. The exact solution is a square wave

A series of one dimensional, multi-detree of that propagates from top to bottom.
freedom, dynamic spring-mass calculations were The over-shoot and ringing is due to the spring
performed to address pcssible parameters of mass approximation and diractly related to the
interest in setting up an experimental program. number of masses and springs used in the model.
The model was set up to determine wl,at the criti- The results show the analytical approximation to
cal parameters might be in tasting a 6 inch by 12 this square wave propagating through the cylinder.
inch concryte cylinder at stt ,in rates of 0.1, 1.0 It is also interesting to note that the material
and 10. s- . The computer code used is called in the cylinder only experiences the prescribed
SPRINGMASS. It is capable of representing a boundary velocity while the stress wave passes by
series of masses interconnected by springs. Two on the way to the fixed boundary. The reflected
types of material models were exercised in this wave unloads all motion on the return trip.
series of calculations: Elastic and eiastic- Therefore, local material will not experience the
perfectly plastic. desired strain rate. It experiences a step

increase in strain and not a constant strain rate.
The major question addressed by the calcula- A point at middepth will be responding at the

tions was tht type of loading device that could be boundary velocity for only 1/2 the transit time
used to obtain a constant strain rate during the under this case. This demonstrates that to obtain
loading of the specimen. Four types of boundaries ý tý.nstant strain rate a linearly increasing velo-
(or devices) were analyzed: (1) displacement city .'t the boundary is needed.
driven, (2) projectile driven, (3) pressure
driven, and (4) piston (pressure driving a projec-
tile initially at rest). The displacement driven
boundary was used as the basis of comparison for
all other calculations. This was felt at the
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PROJECTILE DRIVEN BOUNDARY the rate is about a constant 10 s-1; while at the
bottom, the strain rate is twice or 20 s-1 over

The second type of possible boundary con- half the time and zero the other half. This is
dition is a projectile driven boundary. The force because of the dynamic transfer of the load. This
i',teraction is one of momentum transfer at the type of loading approximates the desired strain
interface between the concrete sFecimen and the rate better than any others tried. It is dif-
projectile. Some of the questions to be investi- ficult to match this type of boundary by typical
gated concern the mass and stiffness of the high explosives, so the rest of the pressure boun-

, projectile. In the cases investigated it was dary calculations were used to investigate
assumed that steel would be used as the projectile possible variations that could occur in the loading
providinq a stiff interface with respect to the of the sample.
concrete. It appears from the calculations that
this made the projectile driven boundaries appear
like the displacement driven boundaries generally PRESSURE DRIVEN PISTON
through the first wave transit.

The last type of boundary condition that was
There is very good agreement between a 10.0 tried was where the projectile was at rest and

ft projectile impacting the concrete sample and - then driven by a pressure on the far end. A steel
the boundary driven calculation on elastic piston one foot long was used in the calculation.
material. In figure 2 the load on the surface The peak pressure was 5,000 psi. A linear rise to
degrades as the concrete interacts with the this pressure was used. This is the second case
projectile. By the third stress transit the input where the desired constant strain rate was
velocity has reduced from 10 to 5 ft/s. achieved. It seems to be highly dependent upon

the ability of the loading device to transmit as
A calculation was pprformed that demonstrates perfectly as possible a constant stress rate.

the extreme case of a small projectile. A projec- This might be achieved by varying the material
tile one inch long is driven into the concrete at properties of the loading piston to allow some
10.0 ft/s. This produced a shock wave that tray- type of material to crush at a given rate or yield
eled through the sample and then the material easily and gradually strain harden. This could be
unloads in tensile spall. A triangular decaying investigated in more detail in experiments (see
velocity wave propagates through the concrete to figure 4).
the bottom and back up and reflects as a tensile
wave off the projectile's free surface.

SUMMARy
The material does not hav.: time to yield in

compression before tensile failure occurs. This These calculations reveal that several ooints
calculation would be similar to the case where should be considered when designing a strain rate
projectiles of one type or another induce short effects test.
transients in material. Even though response can
be measured during the transmission of the stress 1. A constant strain rate is best achieved
wave, response occurs so rapidly that insufficient by a constant stress rate. This is strictly true
total strain might occur to damage the material, for elastic response. After the material begins
Also, if the stress wave is not sustained for suf- to yield or fail, it is difficult to control spec-
ficient time it would be a poor measure of strain imen response. It might be necessary to use a
rate sensitivity. It might be necessary in some strain controlled preload device to bring the test
cases to preload the sample into the nonlinear specimen to the level at which strain rate sen-
portion of response (above 0.6 f6) and then induce sitivity is to be measured and then induce a
a stress transient so that the critical portion c'nstant stress rate at the boundary. Strain
of response is measured. That would occur around rate's influence on initial yield value should be
the point of strain where f• would occur. measured first then the effect of strain rate o.

other parameters could be investigated.
Still, in all the projectile driven boun-

daries that were considered, a poor constant 2. If the piston or projectile driving the
strain rate is achieved. Projectiles model the test article is moving at a constant velocity, The
displacement driven boundaries well. article will not respond at a constant strain rate

but load up in a series of wave transients.

r PRESSURE DRIVEN BOUNDARY 3. If a piston is driving the test article,
8 a constant stress rdte driving the piston will

Several types of pressure driven boundaries closely match a constant strain rate in the test
were considered. The one that was found to give article. High frequency pressure spikes with a
the best results was a linear pressure increase half period greater than 50 us will influence the
equal to a stress rate of 40(106) psi/s. This was response. It is uncertain how small a pressure
used to simulate a strain rate of 10 s-1 on a spike must be before it could be neglected.
elastic material with Youngs's Modules equal to
about 4.0 (106) psi. Figure 3 demonstrates that 4. A drop hammer would approximate a
this type of load approximates a constant strain constant velocity at che boundary but, as
rate best. Even so, the strain rate varies from described, be a poor device to give a constant
the top of the sample to the bottom. At the top, strain rate.
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A •LAPORATORY TEST rACILITY FOR STATIC AND DYNAMIC
1," LOADING OF STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS

0 William J. Carter

0 Terra Tek Engineering
400 Wakara Way

Salt Lake City, Utah 84108

ABSTRACT facilities and determine the response directly.
This approach is limited by constraints of scal-

A ldrge-volume test frame designed for ing, requiring strict matching of material prop-
standard tension, compression or fatigue loading erties and dynamic loading parameters between
of massive samples has been modified to allow model and prototype that can never be fully
dynamic loading at rates up to 102/s. Scale realized in practice. Nevertheless, with care,
model structures or structural materisis in an both these approaches can yield valuable insight
arbitrary simulated environment may be tested in into the dynamic response of materials and struc-
a variety of biaxial containment frames. Flat- tures of interest, and do so cost effectively.
jacks around the periphery of these frames allow
aplication of independently controlled stresses Excluding field-scale explosive systems,
or stress gradients, Dynamic overpressures several alternatives exist for imposing large
between 85 NPa fnd 4C0 HPa are readily obtained dynamic loads in the laboratory simulating those
in specimens ranging fiom 0.2 to 0.9 m3 in volume, arising from conventional or nuclear blasts on
The facility allows for rapid and economic evalu- ground materials, structures or construction
ation of structure or structural material re- elements. Such devices as Hopkinson bars oper-
sponse, soil-structure interaction mechanisms, ated in tension, compression or torsion modes,
and fundamental response of rocks or soils to laboratory confinement vessels for scaled explo-
dynamic loading. sive tests, large diameter gas guns, or flying

plates are all useful for limited ranges of
expariments. All, however, suffer from restric-

INTRODUCTION tions either of size (test volume) or lack of
flexibility in loading rates and paths, both

Although there is no completely satisfactory serious factors for this application.
substitute for full-scale field testing under
realistic explos4ie loading for effective evalua- Inhomogeneous materials such as rocks and
tion of ,veapons effects, there are also seversa soils, concrete aggregates, and composite con-
drawbacks to this approach. On. is that of cost; struction materials require measurements to be
full-scale simulators are tii:.'-consuming and nade over a test volume large in comparison with
expensive to build and operate, iarticularly if 'he inhomogeneities such as voids, incldsions,
more than a few configurations a e ot interest, gravel or reinforcing rods, unless the entire
Another is flexibility, since onl minor changes system is scaled. Scaling, while useful and cost
in test coneitions, such as geologic setting, effective, also introduces additional uncertainty
angle of attack, or type or frequency of muni- due to non-linearity of scale parameters or the
tions loading, may imply major changes in the effects of parameters which do not scale at all.
facility. The attempt to simulate nuclear bursts, In addition, small test cell volumes for shock
with their sharp rise time and extended pulse wave studies introduce side wall or end plate
lengths, using high explosives has presented rarefactions which can completely change the
special problems, particularly those associated scope of the experiment, and may limit the useful
with ringing in the resonance chambers of HEST- data to very small regions of the cell and very
type systems. early times. Finally, the importance of repro-

ducing the loading strain paths and strain rates
The alternatives to full-scale testing also predicted for an actual explosive event has long

present difficulties. One approach is to deter- been recognized, since the response, both defor-min: the basic material properties response of mation and fracture, of many materials is strain-structural elements in the stress/strain regimes rate or strain-history dependent at the high

of interest and combine them by analytical means rates encountered in such applications.
to determine the response of the composite struc-
ture. Obviously, this approach is limited by the Conventional laboratory loading frames
capabilities of the computer codes used. Another, operate at maximum loading rates several orders
somewhat complementary method is to model the of magnitude below those generally of interest to
structure on a scale compatible with laboratory the weapons community, and no piston-loading
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device offers an arbitrary and controlled strain stress, 03, of up to 5000 psi (35 MPd) over the
path as well. While the device described here is area of 8.6 ft

2 
(0.8 m2), repiescnting a reacticn

capable of achieving the high rates of interest, load of 6.12x10
6 

lbf (27 M14) Modest strain
specification of the strain path would represent rates can be achieved in this configurati,ýn as
a substantial advance in the state-of-the-art. well, since the axial load can be applied at the
This development now appears to be technically rate of nearly 2xl0

6 
lb/s (9.0 MN/s) using a alew

feasible, and should be the next step in con- rate of 1.0 in/s (0.025 m/s) with a total stroke
struction of a flexible and sophisticated test of 10 in. (0.25 m). This is too slow for expla-
and simulation facility. sive simulations, except for evaluating far-field

effects.

FACILITY DESLRIPTION Figure 2 shows schematically the modifica-

tions recently made to allow high-rate loading.
Terra Tek has recently modified a major The basic parameters of the machine remain un-

laboratory test frame to attempt to overcome some changed except for the loading rate. A high-
of these limitations. A large volume test frame pressure gas reservoir is used to drive tue
capable of standard tension-contpresslon loading loading ram through a maximum run of about 10
to 1.7xl0

6 lbf (7.6 MN) is shown in Figure 1. In in., ý.ompressing the specimen under test. Ordin-
its simplest configuration, the sample under ari]y, much shorter strokes would be used. Pulse
study is installed in a massive biaxial contaju- tailoring may be achieved, within limits, by
ment frame of volume approximately 0 9 ms. varying the driver plate mass, thickness, or
Flatjacks, or inflatable steel bladder., around composition, or by introducing additional layers
the periphery of this frame allow the application of varying impedance into the driver system.
of independently controlled horizontal stresses Locding rates can be vari-d by changing the total
al and 02 to 3500 psi (24 1Pa). The flatjaks mass of the driver, impedance mismatching, or
may be installed in several zones independently, changing the driving gas reservoir pressure, when
simulating a stress grad.ent. Sliding the biax-
ial contaiment frame into the large axial frame
allows the application of a static vertical

• FAST-ACTING RELEASE VALVE 3000 PSI NITROGEN

k• 10 Ibf LOADING P3TON

SCLOADING RAM
CONFINEMENT

'TI- -- CONFINING FLUID
LOADING PLATE

SArl REINFORCED
-- CONCRETE

STRESS/STRAIN SAMPLE
TRANSDUCERS

(TYPICAL)

EXTENSOMETERS

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the gas-driven,
modified version of the facility. The
loading piston is driven by the high-
pressure nitrogen reservoir when the
helium pressure in the lower reservoir
is released through the fast-acting

Figure 1. Overall view of the facility, showing valve. A cylindrical confinement yes-
the press used with the large-volume sel with a reinforced concrete sample
containment frame. For testing, this is shown here; overstresses up to
frame moves on air bearings to its 90,000 psi can be achieved in this
position beneath the loading ram. geometry.
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such changes are compatible with the requirements Data from the instrumented test specimens
of the specific experiment. Finally, the over- are collected using a CAHAC-based digital data
pressure imposed on the sample can be varied acquisition system. Thirty-two data channels
within wide limits by stepping down the loading collected at a maximum rate of 105 data points/
plate diameter and decteasing the sample size, channel/second are stored in the LeCroy/CAHAC
with proper consideration of the model scaling memory and then trickled to a DEC PDP 11/34 for
limitations. Several confinement vessels are data reduction purposes. Up to 64 channels of
available, allowing signizicantly higher axial data may be collected at slower acquisition
overstresses at the sac:ifice of sample size. rates. Typical instrumentation includes stress
Figure 2 illustrates the press used with an and strain transducers of various types, as well
8-inch biaxial containment frame using a confin- as total deformation indicators such as exten-
ing fluid and a jacketed sample instead of flat- someters. A 12,000 frame per second rotating
jacks. Steady-state axial stresses as high as prism camera is available to record dynamic
90,000 psi (600 MPa) can be achieved iii this events photographically if the test geometry
geometry. permits; fiber optics access has been used suc-

cessfully for specific applications.
While the dynamic modifications to the

machine are not yet completely operational, the
critical components have been individually analy-
zed and tested. The important question, of
course, is the flow rate of helium from the lower
chamber, which controls the differential pressure

across the loading piston as a function of time
and therefore the displacement of the ram with
time. A schematic of the fast-acting valve,
which ultimately controls this flow rate, is
shown in Figure 3. Gas pressure from the helium
chamber of the loading ram is used to seat the
poppet valve. Firing is achieved by introducing
pressure to the lower chamber of the fast-acting
valve, which quickly opens the poppet valve to
its full extent and allows rav~d deprebsurization
of the lower chamber of the loading ram. Since
large ram displacements are not normally required
for testing of solid specimens, except for attain-
ing extreme conditions iii soils, inertial effects
can be minimized by using only a small part of
the loading ram stroke. With the loading ram
piston one inch from the bottom of the stroke,
maximum rata displac.ment rates of 890 ft/s (270
m/s) are achievable within 20 ms. For a 10 inch
(25 cm) sample, this impliei a maximum strain
rate of over 103 /s. Realistically, strain rates
of 101 to 102/s can be expected on samples of
interest for blast effects modeling.

Figure 4. Overall view of the dedicated computer
rystem for digital data acquisition

sEAT,~ "T and rapid data reduction and display.

UPPER CHAR FROM LOADING RAM

LOWE CHABERSUMMIARYS~PISTON
LOWER CHAUBER A test facility has been described which

FIRINGPONT-- allows dynamic loading of structures and mater-
ials under confinement and to high axial stress

oPVALVEDSK- levels. The facility is of sufficient size to
VALVES----- allow testing of large-scale models under labora-

tory-quality control and reproducibility, while
remaining cost-effective and allowing rapid
turnaround.

Figure 3. Detailed schematic of the fast-acting ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
release valve used to drawdown the he-
"lium-filled lower reservoir. The valve The design engineering and preliminary
is mechanically simple, rugged, and testing for this facility was performed by Mi-
reliable. Firing is achieved by pres- chael Wilson and Alan Black. Khosrow Bakhtar was
surizing the lower chamber through the responsible for implementing the data acquisition
firing port by solenoid release. system.
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MA~ I1IX SOIL LIQUEATMION
- State-of-the-Art -

Wayne A. Charlie George E. Veyera Steven R. Abt Howard D. Patrone
____ Associate Professor Instructor Associate Professor Student Assistant

Civil Engineering Department
Colorado State University

Fort Collins, Colorado, U.S.A.

This paper reviews blast induced soil ers. Mich soil behavior my indicate that
liquefaction and describes an experimental labora- liquefaction, described as a process in which a
tory testing program being conducted in the Civil saturated cohesionless soil loses shear strength
Engineering Department's Geotechrical Engineering as a result of increased pore pressures, may have
Laboratory at Colorado State University. The occurred at these sites. As such, an explosion
study of the behavior of water saturated sands detonated in a soil having a high liquefaction
under shock loadings is being conducted to evalu- potential could result in damage disproportionate
ate potential blast induced changes in dyonamic to the energy released.
soil properties and soil shear strength loss
(liquefaction). The facility is capable of gen- A study of the behavior of saturated cohe-
erating single and imultiple shock pulses with sionless soils under blast loadings was initiated
mill-second rise times, peak stress asplitudes of at Colorado State University in 1978. This study
up to 35,000 KPa (5000 psi), peak particle veloci- has resulted in the development of a laboratory
ties of 1000 cm per second (400 in. per sec.) and testing facility capable of subjecting a saturated
peak accelerations of 2,000 g. Of major interest soil sample to single and multiple shock pulses
is the behavior of the water pressure in the soil, with nilli-second rise times.
both during and after the passage of the stress
wave, as a function of strain, soil density, ini-
tial confining stress and the number of loadings. ASS4H ! OF PREDICTIQI MEITHDS
The information gained from the experiments will
assist in improving ground shock prediction tech- The state-of-the-art for assessing blast
niques for water saturated sands. induced residual porewater pressure increases and

liquefaction potential is limited at best.
Theoretical aproaches are almost non-existent and

INTRODO•CN have not been verified by experimental testing.
Ehpirical scaling Zactors have been derived from a

Engineering designs presently incorporate the limited number of field tests. A logical approach
assumption of little or no blast induced soil pro- would be to detemine possible threshold particle
perty changes. However, evidence indicates that velocities, stresses or strains below which blast
blast induced soil property changes, such as ir~ced porewater pressure increases should not
changes in shear strength, shear wave velocity, occur. Lyakhov (1961) noted that blast Induced
damping and water pressure are likely to have liquefaction did not ocour in water saturated sand
occurred at some test sites having loose saturated with densities greater than 1.6 go per cubic .
grarular soils (Charlie et al., 1981). For pore- For saturated soils at lower densities, Puchkov
water pressure response, the three stages of (1962) found that soils did-not liquefy below a
Interest which may occur as a result of blasting peak particle ve-locity of 4 (a per second. Dmmi-
are the milli-second transient response directly tio (1978) and Kok and Studer (1980) have reported
associated with -the passage of the stress wave, empirical relationhiMps to predict the axlmum
the residua rlspose sortly after the pessage of radius of liquefaction from contained point
the stres wave, and the longer term dissipation charges. These relationships for loose saturated
of the resi&al porevater pressures. Blast sands indicate liquefaction may occur above parti-
indced residual porewater pressure increases have cle velocities of 4 on per second. Mbmeyer
been reported by Florin and Ivanov (1961), Kum- (1980) vemasured no significant increase in resi-
amneje and Eide (1961), Terzaghi (1965), Dmitio daml por•water pressures in a hydraulic fill
(1972), Langley at al. (1972), Perry (1972), Ban- tailings dm ubiect to ba* ganerated peak par-
ister and Ellett (1974), Yawmura and goga (1974), ticle velocities of 2 c per second. Several
Charlie (1977), Rishbbieter (1977), y et al. earthf Ill da have been subjected to subrfance
(1978), Charlie (1978), Dmitio (1978), Kok nuclear &etonaticou including Navajo Dam, New Nex-
(1978), Narti (19W8), Studer and Mok (1960), Long ic (peak particle velocity of 1.3 om per secoD)
et al. (1981), Prakasb (1981), nd other research- ed Rifle Ggp no (peak particle velocity of 2.5
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cm per second). Measurements taken a few hours LABO 1W FACILITY AMD WMNWATION
after the tests showed little or no increase in
porewater pressures (Rouse et al., 1970; Ahlberg Laboratory testing is currently being con-
et al., 1972). ducted at Colorado State University to evaluate

the empirical scaling factors listed in Table 2,
Increased residual porewater pressure to evaluate the effects of vmltiple shock load-

increases were measured in a riverbed consisting ings, and to extend the state-of-the-art in under-
of clayey silty soils subjected to peak particle standi•,j stress wave mechanics of two phase
velocities exceeding 11 cm per second from an materials. The objectives of the testing program
underground nuclear explosion (Banister and are to generate and determine the ntber of axial
Ellett, 1974). Residual porewater pressures from compressive str-ss pulses required to induce
other field explosive tests have been reported at liquefaction in saturated cohesionless soils as a
peak particle velocities as low as 1 am per function of:
second. Marcuson (1982) suggests that liquefac-
tion should not occur where the peak particle - Initial Relative Density
velocity is less than 2.5 am per second. Sanders - Initial Effective Stress
(1982) and Seed (1982) related earthquake induced - Peak Particle Velocity
liquefaction to peak particle velocity indicating - Peak Strain Amplitude
that a threshold particle velocity of 5 to 10 am - Peak Stress Amplitude
per second was a value that may also hold for
blasts. For a 500 ton TNP surface explosion, Data collection objectives include measuring
Langley et al. (1972) measured up to 45 KPa resi- and recording both transient and long term
dual porewater pressure increases out to distances response of the soil's:
of 170 meters from the detonation point. The
estimated peak airblast over pressure at 170 - Porewater Pressure
meters was 2000 KPa. Perry (19721 conducted shock - Particle Velocity
tube tests and determined that a loose saturated - Strain
sand could be liquified at peak over pressures as - Stress
low as 250 KPa.

The soil is being tested in an undrained state
THRESHOLD STRAIN APPRCPH since little or no short term drainage would occur

in deep field deposits of saturated soils.A threshold strain approach may prove very
useful for assessing blast induced residual pore- The laboratory shock facility, shown schemat-
water pressure increases s!ine shear or ompres- ically in Figure 1, consists of separate but inti-
sion strain of less than 10 percent is generally mately related elements which include a gas-
considered not to generate residual porewater charged cannon, two fluid filled stainless steel
pressures upon unloading since strains are in the tubes between which the soil sample is placed, a
elastic range (Dobry et al., 1982). Utilizing rigid stainless steel samle comtainer, flexible
equations given by Rinehart (1975) and Richart et membranes, an electronic control system, and an
al. (1970), sable 1 shows that a compression electronic monitoring and recording system. The
strain of 10 percent in water saturated soils at sembranes are utilized to apply the confining
a void ratio equal to one corresponds to about 15 pressure and allow the soil to be tested in an
an per second peak lnitudinal particle velocity, undrained state. The.cannon is designed to fire 7
Shear strains of 10- percent correspond to about am diameter projectiles of various masses which
1 cm per second peak transverse particle velocity impact a piston at the end of the fluid filled
for soils at a void ratio equal to one 1,&-xted stainless steel ianct tube. The piston imparts a
near the ground surface. Based on scaling mators stress wave to the fluid which then tranmaits a
given by Dupont (1980), for a single contained compressive shock pulse to the soil sample.
detonation of 100 kg of explosives, peak particle
velocities would exceed I am per second within 200 A pressure transducer, positioned just
meters from the detonation point. Table 2 upstream of the sample is used to determine the
presents several empirical scaling factors based intensity of the stress imparted to the sample. A
on threshold strain, particle velocity and field second pressure tranoducer measures the pressure
tests to determine the potential radius of in the fluid just down•trem of the sample, and a
liquefaction and residual porewater pressure third pressure transducer measures porewater pres-
increases for various charge weights. Although sures in the soil. The transducers measure both
there are differences in the predictions, the the peak and long-term porewater pressure
predicted residual porewater pressure increases response. The pressure transducers are HUC
occur at distances greater than is generally con- Model 85IA-SK which have a porous metal. The
sidered to be hazardous to blast resistant struc- resonant frequency is greater than 500 k. Hz over a
tures. Based an the hmsian research with sulti- ynamic range of 0 to 35,000 l~a. Altbogh parti-
pie charges, w -s complete dissipation of the cle velocities and strains in the rumple have not
residual poraratdr pressure can occur between been Masured to date, inductanc strain gages

Sstress mves or between detonations, the predicted with very msll nmues (Bison Moedl 4104) and
maxlis radius of residual porffater pressure acelermters are currently being evaluated. To
increases sy be greater than that given in Table ininise reflections, an energ trap, 1bid con-
2. sista of a 10 ca dieter, three meter long solid
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polyvinyl chloride (PVC) bar, is utilized. In soils subjected to strains less than 10-2 percent.
current testing the energy trap is placed at the The laboratory facility described in this paper is
end of the sample. assisting in developing testing techniques for the

evaluation of blast induced liquefaction poten-
Other instrumentation consists of a set of tial. The data will also be useful in verifying

three signal conditioners (ENDEVC0 Model 4470), and developing empirical correlations and
three amplifiers (ENDEYOD Model 4476.1A), a mathematical models.
dynamic strain gage (Bison Model 4101A), a four
channel high speed digitizer (Biomation Mo6el
2805), a desk top computer (Hewlett Packard Model ACWLUXWi'S
9835) and a plotter (Hewlett Packard Model 9872C).
A time interval counter (Hewlett Packard Model Support for this work was in part provided by
5300) is used to determine the impact velocity of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and
the projectile, the Civil Engineering Department at Colorado State

University. The writers acknowledge and appreci-

LABOPAT RESTS ate the technical assistance received from Nancy
C. Patti of Science Applications Inc., Steamboat

Tests are being conducted on saturated sand Springs, Colorado, S. Melzer of Civil Systems,

at densities ranging from 1.4 to 1.7 gm per cubic Inc., Midland, Texaz, and J. Shinn of Applied

cm (0 to 100 percent relative density) with ini- Research, Inc., S. Royalton, Vermont, and M. W.

tial effective stresses from 100 to 1000 KPa. Muzzy of Colorado State University. The writers

This stress range corresponds to the effective are also grateful to C. Emanuel who typed the

vertical geostatic stress at a depth of approxi- manuscript.
mately 5 to 100 meters below the ground surface.
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N• SOIL CHARACTERIZATION FOR NON DESTRUCTIVE IN SITU TESTING

K. Arulanandan
Professor of Civil Engineering, University of California, Davis, CA 95616

A. Anandarajah
Asst. Professor of Civil Engineering, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD 57701

N.3. Meegoda
Graduate Student University of California, Davis, CA 95616

ABSTRACT nature of testing procedures and 'he failure mode
simulated in different techniques, interpretation of the

A non destructive method of characterizing test results is highly empirical at the present time. The
particulate systems using electrical properties is generalization of the test results, obtained from the
presented. The applcation of this methodology to the current in situ testing techniques in order to analyse
classification of soils is demonstrated. The significance soil behavior under general loading conditions and various
of this approach is that electrical properties of soils drainage and boundary conditions, is ;.ery difficult.
such as conductivity, a, and dielectric constant, c, as
a function of frequency, can be measured in situ. These A non destructive method of characterizing
properties when suitably interpreted can be used to particulate systems is presented by considering the
quantify the structure of particulate systems. These eleca'-.cal properties of soils which can be determined
structural properties can then be correlated with in situ without causing disturbance -o the soils.
mechanical properties such as ,'•'}, iq,(ý, and M. This

I, max
approach provides a nmn des1ructivk method of Characterization of Soils by Electrical Method for Soil
characterizing soils for tht prediction df mechanica: Classification
Sbehavior. \When an electrical -mpulse in the form of an

alternating electric field is applied to a soil water
INTRODUCTION system, a response is produced that can be measured interms of two voiurr- properties, the apparent dielectric

The solution of most geotechnical engineering constant, c' and th, conductivity, a. When the e" -ond
problems requires a knowledge of engineering properties. a values of a i.- erogeneous soil water system are
One of the major difficulties in obtaining soil properties measured as a function of frequency in the radio
accurately is the disturbance during sampling or the use frequency range, +he c' and a values remain constant
of penetration methods of in situ testing which alters as shown in Fig. I for granular soils. In the case of
the engineering properties. In situ testig techniques, cohesive soils the values of c' decrease and the values
however, have begun to play an increasing important of a increase as the frequency of the alternating current
role in the determination - soil propertier. This trend is increased as shown in Fig. 2. Those responses can
towards in situ testing technique- could be ascribed to be used to classify soil.
several reasons zs follows: (1) the soil is tested in its
in situ environmental conditions which influence the
engineering properties, (2) continuous data through the
profile may be obtained ai-d (3) properties can be
obtained in cases where obtaining undisturbed samples * *•- - 0~ , o

is very difficult, such as in the case of saturated sands. . ,.

Presently several in situ testing techniques are . .

employed for the evaluation cf soil properties and for
the establishment of empirical criteria for the prediction • -- •-..*- -
of potential behavior of soils. The standard pene' ,ation 50._)

test (SPT) and the cone penetration test (CPT1 are the
most widely used in situ testing tectsiques. Cther in ,t . .'--
sitt: testing techniques such as the pressure meter test FREZuENC-,..MZ

(PMT), the Iowa Bore Hole Shear Test (BST) a-id the
dilatometer are being used on a modest scale. i. Variat•on of Dielectric Constant and Conductlvity au a Function of Frequency forGranular Soils

The reliability and usefulne, of test results
obtained from the in situ testing techniques described
above are limited owing to various reasons. The drainage
conditions in soils during in situ testing may be unknown
in some tests. The failure modes may not simulate
those anticipated for the actual project and in some
cases the eAact failure mode is unknown. Due to these
unknown drainage and failure conditions, and the specific
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..-. ~... ... • (Fv + 2FH)/3 (2)
----------- A' Fv/F3

o 20
.- where Fv formation factor in the vertical direction

St and F formation factor in the horizontal directiofi.

o 4 A AM6,0---AIM An integration technique proposed by Bruggeman!FREQUEZC-.1U.1 (1935) was used by Dafahas and Arulanandan (1978) to,

derive an expression for average formation factor, F,
as a function of porsity, n, and average shape faclorf.-2. Variation of Dielectric Constant and Conductivity as a ýunction of Freiluency for f' a

Cohesive Sods as SP : ~n-T •

It has been shown that the principal factors The average shape factor - is the negative slope of the-Sin.fiuenc g the electrical dispersion ef fine grained soils Th-vrg hp atrTi h eaiesoeo h.
in the radio frequency range li Mdrs z-100 MHzf are the log F-Log n plot. It is the first invariant of the second
compositional properties of the different phases and the order shape factor tensor f and it relates the electric

heterogeneous nature of the system, Arulanandan et. al. fields inside and outside the sand particles. It has been
(1969) Arulanandan et. al. (1973), Smith (1971). The shown both theoretically and experimentally that the

difference between the maximum and minimum values shape factor is direction o.-eendent and depends on

of the dielectric constant in the radio frequency range porosity, gradation and particle.' shape and orientation,
is defined as the magnitude of dielectric dispersion, o. et. al. (1979) Arulmoli (1980), Dafalias et.

al. (1979), Kutter (1978). Since the average formation
A classification method for characterizing cohesive soils factor is independent of orientation of particles, the
is shown in Fip. 3. average shape factor, for a given sand, is expected to

be a function of porosity and the shape of particles.

S•/The electrical parameters P, A, f of sand deposits
Sjare governed by the grain and aggregate characteristics

of the particles.
The preceeding paragraphs have shown that P is

a unique function of porosity, 'A' quantifies particle's
U • .• •orientation and T is a measure of the shape of the

particles. Thus P aad A may be used to quantify the

I : aggregate property. The aggregate property Is sensitive
S" "to sampling disturbance and needs to be measured in

)e- •:-r .•---, .situ. Grain property (shape) is insensitive to sampling
i= a a a a a "disturbance and can be determined on disturbed samples."Civ It should therefore be possible to correlate certain soil

properties such as liqueaction potential, friction angle,
permeability and compressibility, with a combination of
the parameters F, A and T Empirical correlations of

3. Corercon B~eteen the Magnitude of DielectriC Dopetlion 6€0 ad CIay Fraction this type could be extremely useful in evaluating thefor Various Clay Typef. performar ce of sites which contain sand deposits.

For example the method of prediction of maximum
dynamic shear modulus of a sand deposit is describedi
below.

From the low frequency (= 1 KHZ) conductivity La to Corelation Between Electrical Prmeters
measurements, the formation factor F is defined as the ad Shear Modulus
ratio of the pore fluid conductivity, as to the sob sample
conductivity, as as follows. One way of predicting maximum shear modulus,

F a() G max' is by measuring the in situ shear wave velocity,
F =s() Vs, and using the equation

The formation factor has be-n shown to relate to the ()V2
porosity and anisotropy of sand particles, Arulanandan smax - s
et. at. (1979). where p is the mass density of the deposit at the depth

The formation factor was shown to be a tensorial of measurement. Investigations have shown that theThe ormtionfacor ws sown o b a tnsoial maximum shear modulus values for seinds are stronglyparameter with tensorial components related to the ma bymthe confiin pressur and the voidnatymicrostructural features in sands Da*l;%Ias at. al., (1979a). influenced by the confining pressure and the void ratio
iTreverale fermatres ion sactrands Da~ s the aLsor index,) Hardin et. al. (1970), Seed et al (1970). A relationship

The average formation factor F and the anisotropy ide, etwean the shear modulus, G, in psi, and mean effective
fs A are defined, for a transversely isotropic soils, as cofngprsue m inpwaginbySdad
Iconfining pressure, a'm, in psf, was given by Seed

ldrlss (1970) as:
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G 1000 K2 (_) (6) the validity of Maxwell-Wagner r, xation mechanism
Arulanandan et. al. (1973, 1983). Tt :oncept of clusters,

where the parameter K2 depends on void ratio, strain i.e. the primary soil particles ex in clusters in fine
grained soils Michaels et. al. (1954) and Quirk (1959),

amplitude, geological age of the sand mass and in situ has been utilized in deriving theoretical dispersion
stresses. Thus, the maximum shear modulus at very low relationships. According to this concept, a particulate
Sshear strain amplitudes is re~lated to aoIm through system is considered to have clusters, primary particles
K2 max' the maximum value of K2 , and is given by the + intra cluster pores and inter cluster pores.

equation

jinx lO O.K ~ m'

In eq. (7), K2 maxdepends largely on void ratio

and also on t-e age of the deposit Seed et. al. (1970).
A correlation between K2 max and an electrical

parameter FIA-hD' was developed using measurements
made both in the laboratory and in the field Arulanandan
et. al. (1982). Field shear wave velocity measurements 5. Three Element Cluster Model Representm8 Current Paths Through Clusters, SolutionSCutradSojoutin
were made using cross hole seismic methods and the

electrical measurements in the field were made using
an Geo electronic electrical probe. The correlation is
shown m. Fig. 4. The electrical model shown in Fig. 5 considers

that the total current through a sod sample consists of
three components Arulanandan et. al. (1983); (1) through

T-r-- inter cluster solution and clusters in series, (2) through
A • clusters in contact with each other and (3) through inter

cluster solution only. The apparent dielectric constant,S1 ' and the apparent conductivity a for the model can

so A be evaluated by elementary electrical network analysis.

A/• • The inter and intra cluster void ratios (ep and el)

/ 7*" have been expressed in terms of the three element
* electrical model parameters Arulanandan et. al. (1983)

1 ... and Anandarajah et. al. (1982) by relating the Olsen's
I , I cOuster model (Olsen, 1961) to the electrical model. The

,'t " I detailed derivation of three element model and obtaining

o 3, .- j inter ar.d intra cluster void ratios from model parameters
(.CtRAL o F/A, W, are presented by Arulanandan et. al. (1983).

The parameters utilized in developing the non-
4. Correlation Between Electr,-, Index /AA . destructive method of characterizing the behavior of

fine grained soil. are f, F, A, e,, ep, and Ae 0. Based

on the mechanisms controlling different aspects of
mechanical behavior of soils and the factors influencing
the electrical parameters, appropriate correlation

, be between the electrical parameters and the mechanical
Provided that the parameter F/(Ao-f) can be parameters X, X, and M would be established in the

obtained from field electrical measurements, K2 max following sectir-.,.

can be predicted using Fig. 4 and Gmax calculated frc

"Eq. (7) for the depth of the deposit under consideration. Skop of sotlric Consolidation Line,).
Gmax can, in turn, be used to determine the threshold Bolt (1y56) attempted to predict the

gzak ground surface acceleration, armax, required to compressibility characteristics of clays based on the
m the development of excess pore water prrsure concept of osmotic pressure using Gbouy-Chapman diffuse

initiate t depdouble layer theory and Van't Hoff's theories of parallel
at a given depth. A similar approach to that described platy particles. Experimental compression
above has been used to predic. liquefaction potential characteristics of Na-m%,atmorillonite and Na-illite were
Arukmoh et. aL (1981), Arulanandan et. al. (1981) and found to be close to the predicted relationships. Toe
pore pressure generation and dissipation during -heory, however, was found to be valid only for clays
earthquake, Arulanandan et. al. (1982). exhibiting very strong colloidal properties such as

niontmorillunite. Deriv&..ons from Bolt% findings haveantificatson of Structure of Fine Gra~ned Soils been reported by Mitcnell (1960) and Olson and

"Mitronovas (1962) and are ascribed mainly to particle
Aerroritntation. Quigley and Thompson (1966) have observedr-. been used to explain the dispersion phenomena assurningb d l d o m fabi ic changes in natural Leda clay during consolidation
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using X-ray diffraction methods. It has been shown by Slore !f 7stropic Swelling Line,
Rosenquist (1958) that the compressibility of clay is
dependent on the type as well as the valence and The swelling characteristic of saturated clays due
concentration of ions adsorbed on the surface of the to the re.moval of external load has been investigated
clay particles. Further, OLson and Mesri (19701 have by many, either by mechanical models such as the one
concluded that both mechanical and physico chemical used by Terzaghi (1929) where swelling is assumed to
factors influence the compressibility of soils in general, result fro;-i elastic rebound of bent particles or by
although one or the other may dominate depending .•n physico-chei•-ical models such as the one used by Bolt
the soil type. (1956) .vhere osmotic repulsive forces are assumed to

be responsible for swelling. Although it has been possible
The factors influencing the magnitude ef to explain the mechanism controlling swelling

dielecric dispersion, Ac were investigated in detail ,y characte-istics by the above concepts it was not very0 successft-l owing to the complicated structural
Arulanandan et. al. (1973). It ha been found that t- succens owingrto th clies.o a-rrangements of particles in clays.

is significantly influenced by type and amo,!nt of c'ay
Twhe concept of clusters in fine grained soils

mineral. The values of e° were shown to in-rease i (Michael et. al. 1954 and Quirk, 1959) has been utilized

the sequence kaolinte < illite < montmorillonite The by Olsen (1961) in his study of hydraulic flow through
compression index of these soil also increases in this saturated clays and he concluded that the discrepancy
sequence. The magnitude of dispersion decreases with between the measured permeability and the one predicted
an increase in percentage of sand in sand-clay mixtures by Kozeny-Carman equation in clays is mrinly due to
Arulanandan et. al. (1973) so does the compression index unequal pore sizes due to grouping of clay particles in
as it k, widely known. Olson et. al. (1970) have shown clusters. The existence of primary particles aggregation
that the compression index of kaolinite is decreased has been observed by many using electron microscope,
when the electrolyte concentration is increased from Quigley et. al. (1966).
0.0001 N Sodium to 1.0 N Sodium a-d Arulanandan et.
al. (1973) have shown that Ac0 also decreased with
increasing electrolyte concentration.

The preceding discussion suggests that the factors -

influencing the mechanisms controlling the compression
of clays and magnitude of dielectric dispersion are the 1P
same. Based on this mutual dependency, Ao has been

correlated with X. Sharlin, 3.R. (1972) has shown that

there is a linear relationship between Ac and X for

natural clays as shown in Fig. 6. Further results confirm , *,, ,.,-
the general validity of this relationship between Aeo
and X.

7. Variation of lntra Cluster (ell nd Inter Cluster (e ) Void Ratio With Total Void
Ratio for (95%) Sno-w CaI - %) Montmnorillonite

cluster .7 shows variation of intra (e1 ) and inter

cluster (e ) void ratios with total void ratio evaluated
I " ti using eleL~trical dispersion data for Snow Cal (95%) +

Montmorillonite (5%). The results corresponding to
00 measurements made in the vertical and horizontal

directions are identical and is very similar to the one
predicted by Olsen (1961).

f= It has been shown that the sweilhng of fine grained

soils is caused by swelling of clusters Smith and
S1Arulanandan (1981) and the decrease in inter cluster

pores during compression is irreversible Meegoda (1983).
If the ratio of intra cluster to total void ratio is

M=ii-•-•tT •f0o. ~large for a given soils the elastic compression due to

an increase in the external load would be high and

* 6. Correlation Between the Slope of the isotropic Consolidation lne, , and the consequently swelling would also be high when the load
Wgtittide Af Dielectric Dipersion, 6o is removed. Assuming this mechanism of swelling, the

ratio, e,/e is correl|tted with ic as shown in Fig. 8.

I

'N m~~m l ~ mi • im l i 1 Tm m ~mm a~mmmmml mm= -



of M. A direct assessment from the failure value of
qlp could only be approximate on account of the
inaccuracies in measurement of the stress parameters
at large strain and would underestimate M because
failure intervenes before the critical siate line.

The correlation between M and A2 1" based on
results corresponding to four different soils tested isSshown in Fig. 9.ý2 A reasonable non linear corn-lationSbetween M and If is evident.

8. Correlation Between the Slope of the ssotropic swenFgng Line, r, and the Ratio ofe

Intra CJister to Total Void Ratio, e le I AMoi

.Corelation Between the slop of the Critical state Line i t Kding Surface Model

and Electrical| Parameter A ýf.

Slope of Critical State Line M of the BoundingL Surface Summary atId Conclusions

Theory The need for characterizing soils in their

When. a soil element is sheared under drained or composite undisturbed state for the prediction of
undrained conditions, experimental results indicate that mechanical behavior is discussed. An electrical method

the oileleent ail whn th stesspathreahesthe of classifying soilb into two broad groups 11granular and

critical state line independent of the initial stress state chsv)i rsne. Tecnutvta n
of the soil element (Schofield et. al., 1968). At failure, dielectric constant c, of granular soils are shown to be
the void ratio, e, and the effective mean normal pressure, independent, whereas a and c of cohesive soils are shown
p, lie on a unique line, referred to as a critical state to vary with the frequency of the alternating current.
line on the e-p space. This concept is widely known as The above electrical behavior has been used to quantify
the critical state concept (Roscoe et. al., 1%8). The the compositional and heterogeneous nature of
slope of tte critical state line, on the p-q space, particulate systems. The magnitude of dielectrictherefore represents the ultimate shear strength of soilsa dispersion, Ato, in combination with the percentage of

clay fraction has been !sed to develop a newLambe (1960) has discussed the factors controlling classification system for soils.
ultimate shear resistanBe of fine grained soil L ncdicg is
considered to be due to friction and interference between Granular soils are characterized by the average
particles. These components of ultimate shear resistance formation factor which is shown to be uniquely related

and hence M would depend an many factors such as to porosity. The electrical anisotropy index A = F v/IfHparticle size, shape, surface texture and the structureof the soils resulting from tswhare uv and rainisite iste vertical formation factor, FH is the

forces between the adjacent clay particles. In fite horizontal formation factor is used to characterize the
grained soils, the shape factor would reflect in addition orientation of particles. i The shape of the particles are
to shape of the particles the physico-chemical interactiviy lo a.between particles. In other words, the shape factor, f quantified by w o an £o The grain and aggregate

is a function of the shape, composition e a, rrangement
of particles c properties are quantified by m, A and P. The values of

Soils which exhibit higher anisotropy were ft-nd A and P can be measured in situ to describe the
to have lower strentt the u maeas rstare made in dis persn n combination wt the perceteothe direction of the ajor principal axis. Based on i to o e

these considerations, an attempt is made here to F, A and T" is used to predict the maximum dynamiccorrelate M with an electrical index defined as a function shear modulus of granular soils.uliof A and ril

cenA three element electrical network model Is usedprties values onents o btained from the normally to quantify the inter and intra cluster void ratios of
aconsoidated undined test results. A computer program cohesive systems. The significance of intra cluster • F d

,J, developed by Hse, mann et. alu (1980) for the calibration ratio to swelling is shown by establishing a correlation
of boundin surltai theory th.e. evaluation of model between the swell Index K and eI/eT where eI and eT
foparameters by match ent theoretical and experimentalto stress-st h relationships) was used to obtain the vakis are the intra cluster and total void ratio respectively.
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The magnitude of dielectric dispersion which is Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering and Soil
dependent on the compositional and heterogeneous nature Dynamics, St. Louis, Missouri, April 1981, pp.
of the cohesive system is shown to be directly related 1223-1230.
to the compression index X.

8. Arulanandan, K. and Smith, S.S., (1973) "Electrical
A combination of the parameters 'A' and i of Dispersion in Relation to Soil Structure", Journal

cohesive systems is shown to be uniquely related to M, of the Soil Mechanics and Foundation Division,
the slope of the critical state line. ASCE, Vol. 99, No. SM12, Proc. Paper 10235,

December 1973.
The significance of this paper is that electrical

properties of soils such as the conductivity a and 9. Arulanandan, K., Anandarajah, A. and Meegoda, N.J.
dielectric constant, e, as a function of frequency can (1983) "Quantification of Inter and Intra Cluster
be measured in situ. There electrical properties when Void Ratios Using Three Element Electrical Model"
suitably interpreted can be used to quantify the structure U.C.D. Report to be published.
of particulate systems. These structural properties can
then be correlated with mechanical properties such as 10. Arulmoli, K., (1980) "Sand Structure
Gmax, IXand M. Characterization for In Situ Testing," Thesis
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SOIL MODEL EVALUATION UNDER DYNAMIC LOADINGS

SlWilliam C. Dass

Jimmie L. B,'atton

Applied Research Associates, Inc.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT an incremental change in the strain tei,;or. The
Soil Element Model (SEM) is a co~npuzer code/• Many different types of constitutive developed at Applied Research Associates, Inc.

lrelationships are available for calculating the [1,2J which can exercise any constitutive model
response of geologic media to impulsive so formulated over an arbitrary strain path.
loading. Choosing a material model which is Stress paths may also be followed, but usually
suitable for a particular situation can be require estimating strain increments and
difficult. Model selection is often based on iterating to achieve the correct stress
personal experience of the calculator, and this increment. Several common material models have
may or may not result in optimum efficiency and been implemented in the SEM, as well as a
response. This paper describes a computer code variety of laboratory and in-situ test boundary
which has been developed as an aid for studying conditions. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the
material constitutive models. The Soil Element
Model (SEM) can calculate the response of a
given material model to laboratory and in-situ
test conditions, arbitrary strain paths, or one-
dimensional wave propagation. It is useful for DRIVER
developing models, performing parametric USER SPECIFIED
studies to determine model component influence, BOUNDARY CONDITION
and comparing model behaviors. A study is
presented which illustrates the use of this code
to compare the ability of several material
models to replicate laboratory and in-situ CONTROLLED WAVE PROPSATION CONTROLLED
data. The study focuses on sand from a site

near Yuma, Arizona, and examines the advantages
and disadvantages of each model selected. STIATE

NNA ESTRINAe STRAIN

INTRODUCTION I INCRAINT

Accurate numerical simulation of dynamic
events in soil requires an advanced constitutive EAT11SM c T MDEL
relationship capable of accounting for many
fundamental static and dynamic response
phenomena. This requirement is complicated by S STRESS ANCTIMESNIE

the diversity of soil types (sands-silts-clays)

end the varying conditions In which any one type YSAVEEANDVSSPLAYL A

of sol may be found (I. e., degree of RESULTS DRIVER
saturation, consolidation state, etc.). It is
difficult for any one material model to BOUNDARY CONDITIONS CONSTITUTIVE MODELS
accomodate all variations in soil behavior. The
net result has been the use of many different
types of models, each particularly suited to the • ISOTROPIC COMPRESSION 0 LINEAR ELASTIC
problem at hand, but potentially lacking if * UNIAXIAL STRAIN * VISCOELASTIC
extrapolated to other dynamic problems. The TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION/EXTENSION 0 HYPERBOLIC CURVE-FIT
identification of material model capabilities * S1MPLE SHEAR 0 ELASTIC-PLASTIC
and deficiencies is therefore necessary, and is * STRAIN CONTROLLED TRUE TR:AXIAL & AFNL EN61NEERING
the topic of this paper. 0 ABRITRARY STRAIN PATHS 0 EFFECTIVE-STRESS CAP

* ONE-DIMENSIONAL WAVE PROPAGATION * LADE'S COHES!ONLESS

- UNIAXIAL STAIN * JUL (HE)

In both the finite element and finite - AXISYMIMETRIC
difference techniques, constitutive relation- - SPHERICAL
ships are generally formulated to yield an
incremental change in the stress tensor, given Figure 1. SEM logic and options.
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program logic and lists its present
capabilities. A model implemented in the SEM is 150 UNIAXIAL STRAIN TEST

essentially ready for finite element/ difference - AFWL

use. The SEN provides an economical opportunity CAP
for gaining familiarity with a particular model, . DATA
as well as studying its numerical
implementation, fitting parameters, exercising
options, and comparing it with other models. 1 0

EXAMPLE APPLICATION_§

Problem Description

The example below concerns development of a
"constitutive relationship for a dry alluvium so.
which is subjected to high intensity explosive
loading. A limited amount of laborato-y test
data is available and several in-situ explosive -
tests have been performed nearby. I

Soil Description 00 0 , 0.300 0.10 0.20 0.30

The site in question is a desert site near AXIAL STRAIN
Yuma, Arizona. The alluvium is mostly silty 160.. . ... 40
sand and clayey sand with occasional gravel.
Due to localized fluvial action, the degree of HIGH4o . .OEW
cementation varies almost randomly. Average ODES MODELS
physical properties for the alluvium vary
somewhat with depth. 'hose for the depth of a z .

interest in this particular study are given in
Table 1. These are estfhztes based on typical 8 .o 20 o
test results from the U.S. Army Engineer -
Waterways Experiment Statioz (WES). -'

0 I

10 C
-1.5 0 +15 -1 0 +2

Toble 1. Physical Properties for AREA DIFFERENCE (%) AREA DIFFERENCE (%)
Example Alluvium

Figure 2. Uniaxial strain behavior.

Volume (cc) Mass (g)

1 '*ý'Laboratory Behavior

0.266 AIR The WES information was used to determine
1 ~parameters for l aboratory- based Air Force

0.348Ft Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) Engineering and Cap
1.000 WATER 0.082 models. The behavior of these models under

Slaboratory test boundary conditions is compared
W1830 with data in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows

uniaxial strain behavior to an axial stress

62 SOLIDS 1.748 level of 160 W~a. The adequacy of such model
fits may be evaluated by many techniques. The
bottom figures show results of one evaluation
method in which the area between the calculated

Y = 1.83 g/cc Gs = 2.68 and measured curves is accumulated with
increasing stress. This area is then normalized

Yd = 1.75 g/cc e = 0.53 to the net area under the data curve. A
calculation which exactly coincided with the

w z.7% n = 0.35 data would result in a constant area difference
of zero. Note that two different sets of

Va -26.6% S = 23.6% parameters were determined for each model: one
set for axial stresses up to 40 WPa and one for
stresses up to 160 WPa. This approach allows a
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closer model fit to data over a wider range of and stress waveform frequency content. The
stress than would be possible using only one set velocity waveforms measured in these tests are
of parameters. No very high stress or shown in Figure 5. For each test, the waveforms
temperature behavior involving phase :hanges, are plotted with their origins located
etc., was considered. proportionally according to depth or range so

that propagation velocities may be observed
Figure 3 shows triaxial compression directly. The variation in propagation velocity

behavior. Tests were performed on undisturbed of the initial arrival (Vt) and the peak
samples in a standard triaxial test device (with particle velocity (VNk) between events is most
drainage allowed) at several different constant likely a result of ldadirg function differences,
confining pressures. The overall trend of the as shown in Figure 4, and frequency dependent
triaxial data is for a softening shear modulus attenuation.
with increasing strain. The AFWL Engineering
model uses a constant Poisson's Ratio, which One-dimensional wave propagation
results in a shear modulus directly proportional calculations were done for each of the three
to the bulk modulus. As seen in the AFWL in-situ events shown in Figure 4 using an
response at 3.60 MPa confining pressure, this elastic model, the AFWL Engineering model, and
can yield a stress-strain response curve with the Cap model. Elastic parameters were chosen
opposite inflection from the data. Tracking to match initial arrival times. AFWL and Cap
shear behavior is a weak point of the AFWL model parameters were chosen to provide a
Engineering model. The Cap model is much better preliminary fit to the cylindrical in-situ test
at predicting a softening shear modulus. It is velocity waveforms.
seen, however, that the Cap model is much too
stiff at high confining pressures. This is a Calculated attenuation of peak velocities
direct result of the choice of parameters for is shown in Figure 6. The elastic calculations
this example which causes the material to lock illustrate numerical effects (artificial
up at the higher pressures. The parameters viscosity, zone size, and timestep) on
could be refined to yield improved behavior, calculated attenuation. Calculated elastic

attenuation coefficients are 0.1 for planar
In-Situ Behavior propagation (versus 0.0 theoretical), 0.7 for

cylindrical (versus 0.5 theoretical), and 1.4
Several large scale field tests and for spherical propogation (versus 1.0

material property tests have been performed near theoretical). Numerical distortion is seen to
the site in question. Figure 4 shows three increase in progressing from planar to spherical
tests, each producing a geometrically different geometry and in going from a low-level, low-
ground motion field: planar, cylindrical, and frequency loading function to a high-level,
spherical. Note that loading in each test high-frequency loading function. The AFWL and
produced substantially different stress levels Cap models produce similar results, but the AFWL

model demonstrated a better fit tu the data.

- AFIWL
LOW CONFINING PRESSURES CAP HIGH CONFINING PRESSURES

(0.7 - 3.60 NPa) -.- DATA (20 - 100 KPa)

10 ' 200 cc- 100 Pa

"" *cc 3.60 fiPa - - "

2 . . . . .

0 o.065 0.10 0.15 t' zO 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

) Figure 3. Triaxil! Compression Behavior.
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IREMITE 60

PETN

SCHEMATIC 
2

0 GAG 5.5M 04 6 A22 MI - '

S22M 25M

12 0.12 60 0.1 7500 0.30

DRIVER HPa- . MPa-S MPa - -,a -- - MPa MPa-S

IMPULSE 8 0.08 40 / 0.10 5000 0.20

PRESSUR 4 0.04 20 0.05 2500 0.10

10 20 300 
0  

100 0
TIE(4) TIME (MS) 0 10 20 30

I I TIME (MS)I

Figure 4. In-situ tests.

PLANAR* CYLINDRICAL* SPHERICAL

VERTICAL VELOCITY (M/S) RADIAt VELOCITY (M/S) RADIAL VELOCITY (M/S)
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SFigure 5. In-situ data - velocity waVeforMs.
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- AFNL
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•(0,3) • '•1----ELASTIC
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--- ,- \ -16 ( EXTENSION

0 NUMBERS IN PARENTHESIS INDICATE
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Figure 6. Calculated attenuation. - o/-.o .

D 2 4 -15 L ,,
PRESSURE (MPa) -30 0 15

PRESSURE (MPa)

Figure 7. Stress/strain paths.

Results from the spherical event Figure 8 compares the velocity waveforms
calculations are shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9. calculated using the AFWL and Cap models with
These calculations were driven using an spherical data at several ranges. Given the
exponentially dec,,y4nq pressure function at the order of magnitude differences in velocity
spherical cavity boundary. Although it is clear between the 1.4 m and 5 m to 6 m ranges, the
that the properties of the surrounding medium calculations do a fair job of matching the
will affect the pressure history at the source, data. It appears that there is a problem in
it was felt that a constant loading fminction was predicting the frequency content of the data,
adequate for this type of comparative study. and this is better shown in Figure g. Here, the

calculated and observed particle velocity
Calculated stress and strain paths are Fourier amplitude spectra are compared. The

shown in Figure 7 for a fairly close-in range elastic model deviates considerably from the
(1.5 m) which experienced significant yielding data, as might be expected. The AFWL and Cap
in shear. Note that the elastic stress and models show very good agreement with the date at
strain paths are linearly proportional to each 1.4 m, but deviate to the high frequency side of
other and show substantial tensile behavior, the data farther out it, range. Frequency
The paths for the AFWL and Cap models, however, dependent attentuation is observable 4n both the
are greatly influenced by the presence of a data and calculations.
failure surface. It is evident that the strain
paths predicted by the AFUL and Cap models are CONCLUSIONS
similar in nature but different in magnitude.
Note that it would be possible to force these Some general conclusions may be drawn from
two models into close agreement by adjusting this comparative modeling study:
their parameters.
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Figure 9. Fourier Velocity Amplitude Spectra.

Figure 8. Calculated Velocity Waveforms.

1. In choosing a type of material model to lv. A, material model may be evaluated
use for soil, necessary model complexity will through single elejnent studies (like the SEM
vary with specific problem requirements. For exercises) or through finite element/ditference
example a spherical calculation, with stress and bou.ndaryj value problems (like one-dimensional
strain paths like those shown in Figure 7, poses wave propagation).
a more difficult modeling problem than a RFRN~uniaxial- strain wave propagation calculation.

ii. Fundamentally different models (e.g. (1) Dass, U.C., Bratton, J.L., and Higgins,
the AFUL Engineering and Cap models) may yield C.J., "Fundamental Properties of Soils for
similar results when used in a particular Complex Dynamic Loadings,u Report No.
problem. additionally, user familiarity with a AFOSR-TR-82-OI01, Applied Research
particular model will affect results. Associates, Albuquerque, NM, Septenber 1981.

I ii. Laboratory data is essential for (2) Dass, W.C., Merkle, D.H., a.nd Bratton,
modeling soil, but it must be extrapolated to J.L., "Fundamental Properties of Soil for
the in-situ condition. Both simple and more Complex Dynamic Loadings: Constitutive
expensive in-situ tests can provide the Modeling of Sancdy Soils," Report to AFOSR,

necesao~corelaton.Applied Research Associates, Albuquerque,30, May 1983.
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CONSTITUTIVE MODELS FOR SATURATED SOILS

Ranbir S. Sandhu

The Ohio State University
Department of Civil Engineering

Columbus, Ohio

ABSTRACT a. Density of each constituent andthemixture.
For each constituent to fill the body, a

Theories of mechanical behavior of saturated 'bulk' description of density is used [4, 5, 14,
geologic n. terials are reviewed. Various 21 22, 28, 32-37, 51-53, 57, 59, 69, 78, P01.

approaches to defining the mechanical and Th s
kinematic variables and their interrelationships
are described. p= Z p(a) (1)

-INTRODUCTION where p(a) is the bulk density of the constituent
a and p is the density of the saturated solid

Terzaghi [76] derived the equations for one- (the mixture). The bulk densities pre related to
dimensional consolidation. These were extended the intrinsic or true densities p ` [14, 15, 29,
[451 to the case of variable material properties 51-53, 57] as
and later to finite strain [31]. Blot [6-13] (a)= (a) p()* (2)
proposed theories for three dimensional problems P n p
of fluid saturated solids based on certain where nka) represents the volume fraction of
postulates. constituent a in the current configuration.

Combining (1) and (2), for a binary mixture,Theories of interacting continua were

proposed byTruesdell [76] and further developed P n(1  (l)* n(2) p(2)* = na * (
by several investlgators[e.g. 1-5, 14, 32-37]. P
These were applied to the flow of fluids through implying summation in repeated indices not
solids by Crochet [21] and others [62, 70]. enclosed in parentheses.T zaghi's theory differs
Recent work [14, 18, 51-53, 59, 80] has from most others in that n 13=l and, therefore,
extended these applications Lo finite deformation the solid has the 'buoyant' bulk density
and no,ilinear constitutive laws.

p(l= p~(2)*

Constitutive models relate mechanical = PP
quantities associated with a physical problem to =l(2) (1)*- (2)*

-(1-n ) (P -p (4)
the kinematic or state variables. Typically
for a solid, the stress tensor is represented as b. Motion of the constituents.
a set of functionals of the history of deformation
of the body and its temperature. For fluid- Several approaches have been used to describe the

saturated solids, one additional mechanical motion of the constituents. One is to refer the

quantity is the fluid stress. For flow of the motion of each constituent to its reference

fluid relative to the solid matrix, the diffusive configuration, another is to refer the motion of

resistance is introduced to reflect the interaction, every constituent to the current configuration of
the solid, and often it is convenient to refer to

In this brief review, we describe several t ,e current configuration of each constituent. If

different viewpoints regarding choice of X m () is the place occupied at tXme - by the

mechanical and kinematic variables and constitutive m terial particle described b in the

relationships for a fluid-saturated solid, reference configuration for a, tRe displccement
gradient is [14, 21, 22, 33]

KINEMATICS F (a)- ax;(]= x, (a) (5)ij - xi,j

To apply the principles of continuum
mechanics, it is customary to regard a fluid-
saturated solid as superposed continua. The with det I >0 ý6)
mixture is defined by the current coincident vet F (a)oas
configurations of the two constituents. It is
assumed that, in the current configuration, each The velocity vectors are derived from xi as the

A point of space is occupied by a particle of each material rate
of the constituents.
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(a). Ox() ,_(a) a)Al Al ~ (2)V xtx 1 (a) V(a) Wr Vs + tn
Dt t +vin a) C7 -V" VS n1si

where (W) xi\ (q Where V, Vt are te ttal volume and the solid
m at volume Fraftion i.e. V =n I V and A indicates

an incremental quantitY. Recently, Carroll [16]
is the Lagrangian description of velocity. An wrote for a binary mixture
Eulerian description of motion too has been used.
[18, 79]. The rates of deformation are eij(1) n(1s) ( n (2) e (p)

d..W•= (a) (9)- ei + ei
j v( ij) ) = e s) + n(2) (e (p) e. N(16)

Westmann [80] and others [e.g. 18] used Eulerian ij +i 1i
description for deformation. Often, a -ean orbarycentri c v@Iqcity for the mixture in terms of Aifantis [3] used the density, the gradient
velocities v. ciy fof the otixturent i ntroduced of density and the relative velocity of the fluidlocities v as the basic variables for flow of a fluid in aba solid.

wi = Pvi (10) MECHANICAL QUANTITIES
p

Atkin [4] noted that the mixture velocity has no a. Partial stresses
particular physical meaning in continuum Stresses in the constituents are obviously
mechanics. This is because a mixture defined by the primary mechanical variables. Assuming
(3) is a set of centers of mass and cannot be partial stresses to act over entire area of
regarded as a set of material particles In internal surfaces the total stress
motion [64] except in the case ol no (2)
relative motion between the constituents. Gij = lill1) + a(ij (17)

Crochet [21] showed that all kinemotic For isotropic fluid stress ci (2) = 7r 6 and
variables were functions of d. , dia), the ij
relative velocity vector vi= *({I. v 'J(2) and (1)
the relative vorticity oij = 0ij + i8

Wi = () i(2) (11) Diet regarded a (1) as the bulk stress but
as an intrinsic ýantity so that

c. Measures of deformation.
Assuming small deformation (linear theory), the = )+ n(2)i6 (19)
components of strain in the solid are [6-11] 01j 0ij +n

eij( 1) ( I) (12) Garg [30), ?orland [51-53], Pecker [571 andj u0i J) Carroll [.15], among others, introduced the notion
Where u (I) = x (1) - (1) of intrinsic stresses oaj * for each constituentWhere u () = x X. are components of the laigt

displac•drent of the sold. A measure of volumetric leading to
strain of the solid is euk(I). Garg [35] and a = na a a (20)
Krause [42] related it t8 change of deq'tty of Ij ii
the solid as j(l) = (1 ( (13) b. Effective stress

kkTerzaghl [76) ere aij 'in (17) the
Where p (1) is the density in the reference con- effective stress related to eformation of the
figuration. Blot [6, 11, 12] used the citange in solid. Blot [6-8, 11] regarded the total stress
water content of a reference material volume of a and the fluid pressure w as the mechanical
the solid as the kinematic variable. Garg's v~iables. It was found [e.g. 55] that the fluid[351 umof n aI as kinematic variables in addition pressure did in fact influence the effective stress

"•to e~ may be regarde'qs an extension of this -strain relationship when the solid grains had
concl~t. The quantity nlko was referred to the compressibility comparable to that of the matrix
current configuration of the solid. Westmann's as a whole and the fluid -as not incompressible.
earlier work [80] followed similar reasoning. To allow for this the effective stress relatei to

I Crdeformation was defined as
Carroll [15) regarded e to consist of

two parts i.e. -a(1
+(1)14"-e1  = el(S) +ej(P) (14) i' = i(1

Where the superscripts s, p refer to the solid = ) + ( ij •
material and the pore space respectively. The
volumetric strain of the solid phase was shown to Where X= 1 implies Terzaghi's definition and
be X=o would correspond to total stress being

~r4. 83
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regarded as effective. Suklje [75) discussed CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
selection of appropriate values of X. (2)
Schiffman L67J expected X to be between n and Crochet [21] has shown that under isothermal
1. Nur [55] derived the equation conditions and in the absence of c',emical

reactions, ;hq constitutive relatons will
=1 - s (23) involve dii , diji vi and w•i..

Where K, K, are the bulk and the intrinsic a. Diffusive Resistance.
K, Ofar the bulkad. the intomprin sic e Green [33-37) introduced diffusive resistance

compres.iotlity of the solid. For incompressible as a mechanical quantity for which a constitutive
grains and highly deformable pore space, K - o,

gc relationship is required. For the linear theory

Terzaghi's definition is recovered. Schi~fman [67] of irrotational relative motion and non-Newtonian
gave a more general form for (20) allowing fluid behavior this immediately leads to an expression
pressure to be a second rank tensor and X a of the type
fourth rank tensor. For clays, Mitchell [46) Di.=(r+p(2)f(2)),i =-C (28)
would include attractive and repulsive forces ,i ji (
within the material in defining the effecttve The inverse form of this equation is the well-
stress, known darcy flow rule [58, 66]. Thermodynamics of

Tsien [79) divide4 the total stress into stre$s d•arcy's law was discussed by Mokadam [48-50].
Schiffman [68] extended darcy's law to non-isother-

deviation and the hydrostatic stress 0 kk. mal consolidation. Further generalizations based
The hydrostatic stress was expected tote on Onsager t s principle have been proposed [e.g.

distributed over the solid and the flujd in 12, 56, 6Z, 63, 65, 71]. Generalization to
proportion of their volume fractions n . nonlinear cases has been proposed,, 7] assuming

Garg [35) proposed a dual definiti;,n for C1ij to be functions of porosity n3.

effective stress. For strength of rock he b. Stresses in the Solid and the Fluid.
would set A = 1 in (21) but for constitutive Tsien [79] proposed ajnear elastic
relations another value of X would be used. isotropic relation for a.1 . in terms ofe (e )

using Terzaghi's definition i.e.a = 1 in (21).
For large deformation, an incremental form Biot L5] assumed a quadratic energy function in

of the stress tensor was introduced by Biot [12]. e. and 0, the change in water content per unit
Carter [18] and Prevost [59] used the Jaumann v~Yume of the solid leading, for Isotropic linear
stress rate to ensure frame indifference. Its elastic soil and incompressible fluid, to
relation to the Cauchy stress t• istij(1) a tik(1 LkX( _t (1) ki

( t1= tik1) Lk tkLk 1) (24) aij=2 eij+iekk ij+M4 6iJ (29)
h er =Mekk +N

Where L ) are components of the antisymmetric
rate of •otation tensor for the solid in an In later work, [10), the total s•'?ss in (29) was
Euleriandecito.Ilaewok[1]thtoa m si(2 ws

Eu ndescription, replaced by effective stress a ''. In extension
c. Diffusive Resistance. to anisotropic elastic [7] mat4 ials and compress-
Diffusive resistance was introduced as a ible fluid the relationship was stated as

mechanical variable by Green [33-37] and Crochet a(L)=C e (1) . e (2)
[21). For non-chemically reacting continua, in i C kli kl Mij kk (30'
the absence of inertia effects, i =M ei (1) + Mekk(2)

(4)+ (2)),{+pfa) =0 (25)

j i~j ~'e , iSimilar construction was used for vi%?Qelastic
Where f( is the body force per unit mass assoc- soils [8]. In [11] the quantity e t was again

(a)replaced by as used in (21. Th ame concept
ated with the constituent a (25) can be rearranged was extended to 6 ase in ie ascd
as was+etendd1tothe case of finite elastic de-

(cr j ()+PI~fl) 'iý (Gj ()+P2)f2))i (26) formation [12].1(o (1) j ,l1 =. iSkemption [72, 73] and Henkel [38] stated

fluid pressure as a linear combination of the
Each side of the equality (26) representing effective stress components. A more general
interaction between the constitutents is set equal statement of this type would be
to the diffusive resistance D Evidently, a
set of single constituent stresses in equilibrium r=b J l+b b 1/2+ 11/3
can be added to the stresses on either side
without affecting the definition of D.. For Where b. are material constants and Jj are the
hydrostatic fluid stress, invaria~ts of , the total stress tnsor. To

DO -(,+p(2f 2 ) (27) reflect the difference in fluid pressures observed
during loading and unloading cycles, and their
steady increase with plastic straining, Lo (43)
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proposed use of strain invariants I of e(1() cQflstst of a hlrQstatic comoonent and another
instead of J. The coefficients b.'have Uen compqent depending unon the same quantities as
found [44] tý*depend upon stress. These zpproaches c..All. It was noted that in this formulation it
are entirely empirical and need not be pursued w~ild be difficult to deslon exneriments to
further. evaluate the parameters. A simplification

proposed assumed fluid presser; to be hydrostatic
Kracse [42] added terms to the right side of and related to the velocit3 field through darcy's

(29) to reflect linear dependence ofPe fluid law. This is similar to Sandhu's [62-64]
pressure on the deformation rate d. of the argument that the constitutive equation for
fluid. This assumes viscous compoAent for fluid diffusive resistance is a sufficient relationship
flow. between fluid partial stress and kinematics of the

mixture. Westmann L801 wrote relative velocity as
Adkins [1) assumed that the stress in each a function o0 it, iT, and the Cauchy deformation

component depended only on the density and the tensor for the solid. This woula reflect, among
kinematic quantities associated with only that other factors, the dependance of permeability on
constituent. Nut [55] assumed the effective stress the porosity of the solid.
to be given by (21) along with (23) to be related
to e (1). This admitted a certain dependence of Sandhu [62-65], t'es+nann [80) and Morland
ai (il upon the fluid pressure. Explicitly, [51-532 have followed AdkirW Ll] original idea

that the stresses in each cotstitutent depend
upon the kinematics of only that constitutent.
ulowever, Morland [51-53] would use this for the

1 (32) intrinsic rather than the bulk strews. This°lj =j ij ( ijek1 brings back some dependence of a (1, lipon the

Hence fluid pressure because the porosliy was postulated
to be a linear function of the partial stresses.

a iij)=Cklijekl( )-(lX))6 ij (33) Adkins[2] and Green [321 admitted inter-
dependence of stress of -each constituent upon the

Carroll [15] carried out a similar development. kinematics of all. This was in line with the
These approaches were based on the superposition principle of equipresence stated by Truesdell
of effects of the hydrostatic stress and the L77J. In application to elastic materials, the
shear stress. Carroll [15] determined, for the existence of an energy function for the mixture was
linear case, assumed by Biot L6-12]. This has been consistently

Xkl=Vi j-E klij Cijmm(s) (34) followed by numerous investigators [e.g. 4, 5, 14,
21, 22, 32-37, 69). Sandhu L64J pointed out that

Where E,,tare components of the elasticity .as the mixture could not be regarded as a continuum
tensor he dry solid material and Cstic s) in motion, it was inappropriate to assume energy

is the intrinsic compliance under hydroUttic functions for it in the form that has been popular.

stress. Schiffman [67] proposed a generalization An expressior for energy would be the sum of

of (33) in the form energies for each constituent.

aij(l)= C kl 3 jej(l)_ - A klij)akl (35) Morland [51-531 did not assume the existence
. (6ik~jl of an energy function for the nixture but still

(34) apparently defines the structure of Au .in admitted interdependence. This gave relations of

(35). For isotrophy (34) as well as (35) tlces the type postulated by Bict (equation (301)) with

to (23). Garg [30) obtained a relationship nI in the second equation replaced by say Q.1 not

between the intrinsic and the bulk behavior of nifessanly e6ual to M.. in the first equatn i c.

rocks under hydrostatic stress. Interpretation of Schiffoan [] had earer orousn d ronspem-etric

coefficients appearing in his equations were relationshipsi For A - n(2) he' expec-ed the

attempted by Biot [9). Additions to this dis- co utle ea
cussion have appeared from time to time [e.g. uncoupled.39-41, 55, 61j.
391 5The explicit form of dependence of stresses in

ochanges in the solid upon the strains will not be discussed
Aifantis [3) assumed effects of be in here. Those .elations may be linear or nonlinear

fluid pressure and the solid stress to be additive elastic, vlscoplastic, hypoelastic or elasto-
a slaviscoplastic. A large volume of literature on the

An(2)=aAi+lWa (1) (36) sub.Ject exists. As examples of recent work on a
.. kk variety of models we cite Desal [23-25), Prevost

where the symbol A indicates change in [he [60), Dragsun [27J Digb istoferson [19],whr [Con[01ad ulgr [26), ('hrstfsn[1,

quantity following it. Mullnger 54. In developing
plasticity theories for saturated porous media.

enonlinear case, Carroll [16] has pointed out the difficulty inIn extending the ther to the nliercs, deingpatcsrn.
Westmann L80J assumed a to be a function of efining plastic strains.
the Cauchy deformation Unsor for the solid and
the rate of deformation (Eulerian description) of ACKOWLED'•E'ENTS
the fluid. The-fluid stress was expected to This work is part of a research program
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THE RESPONSE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES
UNDER IMPULSIVE LOADING

0 William A. Millavec and Jeremy Isenberg

0 Weidlinger Associates
Menlo Pzrk, California

experimental data is incomplete. In the layered
ABSTRACT finite element approach (Buykozturk [5], Hand etel.

[8), Wittmer [13]), material nonlirearity is intro-
A finite element method is presented to ana- duced in each layer as biaxial stress-strain prop-

lyze the effects of airblast-induced ground shock erties which we believe are better known (Kupfer
on shallow-buried, flat-.'oofed, reinforced concrete et al. [11)).
structures. A finite element based on Timoshenko
beam theory is adopted. Material properties are A new layered beam element, which includes
defined in ter.is of nonlinear stress-strain rela- shear deformation, is developed in this pape".
tions in each of several layers through the thick- Material and geometric nonlinearity, using the La-
ness of the element. Elastic, ideally plastic grangian approach, are included. Nodal degrees-of-
constitutive properties for plain concrete are cast freedom are transverse and axial displacements and
in terms of shear-stress/normal-stress variables. flexural and shear rotations are inzluded. Each
Elastic, strain-hardening constitutive properties elemn.nt is divided into an arbitrary number of lay-
are assumed for steel. Dynamic explicit and im- ers ir which stress-strain properties of plain con-
plicit and static solution algorithms are avail- crete are represented by an elastic, ideally
able. This analysis method is appliedto simulation plastic model. Longitudiral reinforcing is modeled
of static beam-column tests reported by ACI Com- discretely and is represented by an elastic,
mittee 318-77. It is then applied to simulation of strain-hardening plasticity model. Although an
structural response of experimentally tested shal- elastic, ideally plastic model is currently imple-
low-buried box structures subjected to airblast mented in our computer program, recent advances
loads in which shear, flexure and combined shear- (Levine [12)) will soon replace it. A computer
flexure damage was observed.-k, program, RCBEAM, incorporates the features of the

layered beam finite element described above. Static
equations of equilibrium are .olved incrementally

SA special type of shear damage and sheac fall- with equilibrium iteration. Dynamic equations of
ure at the supports of clear spans can only occur motion are solved either by a variety of implicit
under very high rates of loading present in impul- integration operators, including Wilson's Theta or
sive loads. Larqe displacements accompanied by Newmark's Beta methods [2], with equilibrium itera-
extensive cracking, crushing and yielding may occur tion or by explicit, second-order central differ-
without actually causing the total failure of the ence.
span. These two aspects of the behavior of rein-
forced concrete structures under impulsive loading The goal of the present work is to qualify the
motivate the development of special layered finite structural element by comparison with a suite of
element. Shear deformation is introduced as an in- static beam-column tests and with dynamic tests.
dependent variable apd the noniirrar terms in the To eliminate as much as possible uncertainty in
strain-displacement relations are retained, dynamic loads, we use measured interface pressures.

Once qualified, RCBEAM can easily be coupled to an
In a recent series of explosive field tests, explicit continuum finite element program, such as

shallow-ouried rectangular structures and roof TRANAL, for complete soil-structure analysis.
slabs were tested to the point of severe damage.
In each, dynamic loading and response, nonlinear MATERIAL PROPERTIES
soil-structure interaction and large deformations
accompanied by extensive cracking, crushing and The material properties assumed for each layer
yielding or fracture of steel must be considered. of plain concrete are illustrated in Fig. la. The"Analysis methods, such as lumped parameter models important property is the strength under a 'tate
,r ialtiwanger et al. [7] and the rigid plastic of combined direct (tension or compression) and
model of Symonds [15], provide helpful insight but shear stresses [3,9,11]. These states lie in the
omit important details of geometry and loading, tension-compression quadrant of the concrete fail-Several nonlinear beam elements have been published ure surface for biaxial stress (third principal
(Bathe [1], Pifko et al. [14]) but these are formu- stress equal to zero). The failure surface in this
1ated directly in terms of stress resultants and to quadrant has a complicated shape when expressed
use them for reinforced concrete members requires either in oa - 02 plane or in Oxy - Oxx plane. We

% knowledge of nonlinear properties of concrete under approximate the failure relation as linear inI combined moment, thrust and shear, for which 01 - Q2 plane or elliptical in axy - oxx plane, as
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Fig. I illustrates. The failure criterion f is re- (e) =fy + HP 1.4fy
garded0

where

f + (fý-ff) + C t-
2 

- ff 0 dip = [(dcPx)2 + (dcxy)2].f xx fxx xy x

r = uniaxial corn- Shear strain in the bar is computed From the
as a yield criterion where f, f =coassumption that shear strain is constant through
pressive and tensile strengths, respectively, the thickness. Longitudinal strain in the bar is

computed by linear interpolation. Perfect compati-
In the zone of compressive axial stress, it is bility between steel and concrete currently is

assumed the yielding is associated with ductile assumed. Bond slip could be incorporated, however.
behavior and the plastic strains are computed from
the associated flow rule in a standard manner. In ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE: BEAM-COLUMN
the zone of tensile axial stress, it is assumed
that yielding implies cracking and the direction of In order to illustrate the properties of the
cracking is specified by the outward normal to the element described above, a series of small dis-
yield surface at first tensile yielding. Moreover, placement calculations neglecting shear deforma-
it is assumed that as long as the crack is open the tions were performed in which a cantilever beam is
direction of cracking remains constant. subjected to various fixed ratios of thruct-to-

The procedure is illustrated in Fig. lb. moment. The combinations of maximum thrust (T) andNothce proteduilestre ss is ill ted i g lb. tmoment (A) form an envelope in A-T plane which,
Notice that tensile stress is allowed to be trans- when safety factors are removed, can be compared
;aitted across the crack because strain softeniing with recommendations published by ACI Committee
following cracking is not incorporated within the 318-77 [4J. The parameters of the numerical exper-
present version of plasticity theory. iment, finite-element discretization (note 5 layers

through thickness) and comparison of RCBEAM results
w2 with the ACI committee's recommendations are shown

uperientai data (dashed) in Fig. 2. The shapes of the two curves are virtu-
--- '. ally identical. The worst agreement is at the bal-

/ ance point, where RCBEAM results are about 20%I•.f / ... £. •higher than the ACI recommendations. This numeri-
cal experiment increases confidence inr the present
method of defining material properties under com-

£, . =bined loading.
S-~It 0.Li

current approximation (solid) fv 6.D s

a. Approximation to failur- criterion for plain contrete ,

oxx

(D first peak in compreson 0 n ACI-318-77

onset of tensile crackingr
"G ,=O D •maximumr tensile strain;

C.... -- -- sc & - c - average strain repre- 0 - --- _.--.--.0
'3 sintin opening of a crack in 0 0

vicinity of an integration point fi•n b

crack is closed; cxopresson can " ,
( resumn e

scndpe in Fig. 2. Moment-thrusL interaction generated
p riby RCBEAM compared with ACI 318-77.

b. Stress-strain properties of plain concrete in direction
parallel to longitudinal axis of elwent

RESULTS OF EXPLOSIVE TESTS

Fig. 1. Summary of plain concrete modeling. The geometry of the A, B and C test articles
is shown in Fig. 3. A is deemed to be a direct

A similar approach is used to express the shear failure in which "the principal steel rein-
properties of the longitudinal reinforcing steel. forcing bars were necked down and broken at the
A stiain-hardening yield criterion of the Misestypc wall supports. An inspection of the reinforcement

2 +2 bars near the center of the roof slab did not in-
f = Oxx +3xy 0 dlcate the occurrence of significant flexure" [10).

B exhibits flexural damage which is characterized

is adopted, where by hinges at the supports and center span. The
latter is diffused over a distance of a foot or so,
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rather than being concentrated. C exhibits charac- required). Measured interface pressure-time his-
teristlcs of combined flexure and shear damage, tories are used as input.
Failure occurred for a distance of about 6 ft (2m)
along one edge of the roof where principal steel Model A
reinforcing bars were necked down and broken. Num-
erous bars were also necked down and broken at mid- The deformed shape of the roof slab, modeledspan. Concrete cover from the center was spalled as a fixed-f'xed beam, is shown in Fig. 5 at selec-
and the concrete confined between the steel was ted instants of time. At t S 2.5 ms, the defcrmed
cracked such that gaps extended through the slab sh'pe suggests the formation of a shear hinge at
[6]. the support, while the remainder of the span exhib-

T its little deformation. At t = 2.5 ms, the shear
48 instrain in the element adjacent to the support is

0.18 radians, which we interpret as failure.
59 21 Span (in)°0 5 10 is 20

I- s, 2=-H o

S€10 
75"s

Fig. 3. Surface pressure- and impulse-time
histories, geometry ai.d damage 1oof (final)
modes for A, B and C.

RESULTS OF TEST SIMULATIONS Fig. 5. Deflected shapes calculated for A
using fixed-fixed roof model.

Two basic RCBEAM models were used to simulate
A, B and C. These were (1) a model of the roof Model B
slab only, with a built-in support representing the
rest of the structure and (2) a model of the entire The deformed shape of the roof slab, modeled
structure. Discretization is illustrated in Fig. 4 as a fixed-fixed beam is shown in Fig. 6a at selec-
in terms of nodal points. Three Gauss points along ted instants of time. The same tendency for the
the length of each element and five layers through center span to remain flat at early times is ob-
the thickness were used. Analysis options included served here that was observed in A. However, the
Newmark's method (0 = 1/4), stiffness matrix update magnitude of shear rotation at the support is 0.015
at every time step (At = 2. SpS) and equilibrium ri.dians at t : 2.5 ms in the B simulation, which is
iteration within each time step (maximum number of much less than in A. The final deflection at mid-
iterations equal ten, although three at most were span is reached at a.out t = 15 ms, by which time a

P--,,, W,•,, hinge has formed at midspan. The calculated final
deflection is about 7 inches (18 cm), slightlyS"IPI greater than the observed deflection of 6 inches
L15 cm). The deformed shape of the roof slab,

knf Slab 2ý,! modeled as part of a continuous structure, i- '•,own
, ,l in Fig. 6b. The complete structure appearsstiffer,I¶IPI_- as is illustrated in the midspan velocity-time his-

tory, Fig. 7; the. initial peak velocity is about
620 in/s (1575 cm/s) for the fixed-fixed model and

4_ about 530 in/s (1346 cm/s) for the complete struc-
ture model.

Fidfn iF.F,) t of Y4&
, I(.Model C

Li - The deformed shape of thi roof slab, modeled

as a fixed-fixed beam, is shown in Fig. 8a. A mod-
erate degree of shear deformation appears at thesiwall: a elaw0tse0 8 olInt, 2 , air.ts 9 31I. at cOme support at t S 5 ms. At latee times, the shearroa,. S flontt 0 in hinge tends to give way to flexural hinges at the

Fig. 4. RCBEAM models for A, B and C. support and center span. The maximum calculated
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Span (in) Span (in)

0 5 10 is 20 , 5 10 15 20 "0 1• 0 l ms

"1.0 ms 2.5 ms
2.5 ms

SOres " "5.0 ns

5 75 n5

7.5 r-s 10SlO.O ms 0 0 ms

10.0 iso Po00es Osevt
'Oosttest observation Posttest obsrvation

15.0 ms (final) 15 15.0 ms
1t 20 0 ms (final)

ILo

a. Fixed-fixed condition a. Fixed-fixed condition

Span (in)

0 5 10 15 20
Span (in) 1 0 ms

0 5 10 1 5 2 0 2' .5 ms

2.5. ins5

5.0 ms5.0 ms1

• )u'• •Posttest observation

Posttest observation 15 15.0 ms

b. Complete stiucture 2520

b. Complete structure

SFig. 6. DefleLted shapes calculated Fig. 8. Deflected shapes calculated
for models of B. for models of C.

deflection of 15 inches (38 cm) is slightly greater complete structure model predicts complete col-
than the measured deflection of about 12.5 inches lapse. The velocity-time histories at midspan
(32 cm). The deformed shape of the roof slab, obtained from the different models are shown in
modeled as a complete structure, is illustrated Fig. 7. In the complete structure model, a small
in Fig. 8b. Stronger evidence of a shear hinge an- decrease in midspan velocity follows the initial
pears at the sidewall and a flexural hinge appears peak, signifying that the initial load does not
at midspan. In contrast to the fixed-fixed model exhaust the flexural resistance of the member, as
of the roof slab aild in contrast to the data, the was observed in the B complete structure simula-

A FId-F,.,I ho - tion. At later times, however, the accumulation of
I. i,,Ffwd•, kof sidewall pressure helps to colla.se the structure

d-Fixd Roof . ,with fully developed three-hinge mechanisms at the
C CýVI'tewall and roof. This is manifested as large lateral

deflection at the top of the sidewall. In contrast,
6 14. "the maximum flexural resistance of the same roof

.- . /.. slab modeled as a fixed-fixed beam is reached by
- , "T- -. .... the initial load, with the result that the peak

velocity is much higher. In the fixed-fixed model,
--,, - --- "" there are no sidewall pressures to be transmitted

-* as in-plane compression, so that enough membrane
-....- '. tension eventually develops to reduce the velocity

.. " to zero.

.° 'The time history of shear strain at the sup-
Sz 4 10. 12. 14. 16 port of the C roof slab modeled as a fixed-fixed

,beam is sh,)wn in Fig. 9. Inelasticity in shear is
indicated because .f exceeds 0.02 radians and the

Fig. 7. Velocity-time histories calculated peak value oi s.aar strain is intermediate to the
a' midspan of roof for A, B and C. values for A and B; this signifies an intermediate
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A interaction model, assuming a bilinear soil, of theS.......- form

Sop(x,t) = off(t) - (PC) {Vs(X,t) - Vff(t)j
Sis where

alp = interface pressure

12 off, vff = free-fic'd stress and velocity
10 = obtained from a one-dimensional

analysis•8.
6 pc 2 for vs - vff

pc =

Pcu for vs > vff

-2 L_ p = soil density
2T,ý( 8c2'Cu = loading and unloading soil wavespeeds

Fig. 9. Calculated shear strain-time histories vs = structure velocity
at third Gauss point for A, B and C.

was employed. This simplified model was evaluated
or mixed mode of damage, which includes both shear for box structures in [16], The surface pressure
and flexure. employed to drive the free-field analysis was de-

rived from the measured blast pressures. The cal-
Shear Failure culated deformed shapes are presented in Fig. lOb.

Note the characteristics a.socidted with shear
In the past year, box structures with an L/d failure are observed in the presented deformed

of 7 were dynamically tested in an effort to inves- shapes. Overall, agreement with the available test
tigate the nature of shear failure. As the L/d is data is good.
decreased, the ratio of bending to shear resistance
decreases to the point where shear failure domi- CONCLUSIONS
nates. The anticipated shear failure mode is
depicted in Fig. 10a. This mode is characterized On the basis of favorable comparison with pre-
by the formation of hinges near the support, while viously published beam-column data, we conclude
the center span remains relatively flat. The con- that the elastic, ideally plastic model of concrete
figuration details are also given in Fig. lOb. properties in conjunction with the finite element

model presented above is adequate to represent be-
havior under combined flexure and thrust; we except

_T__ from this conclusion the "dome" effect observed inT restrained slabs which we have not yet investigated

with this model. It appears that the present as-
sumption of a constant shear rotation through the
thicknes3 of the element is adequate. Modes of

- -damage observed in dynamic tests include shear,
flexure and combined shear-flexure; these are simu-

a Test config.iration, deformed shape and slab properties lated by the analytic method described above.
Nodes of damage are recognized in the calculation
by tcll-tale features of the midspan velocity-time

__________________ ( histories and the shear strain at the supports. A
dip in the velocity-time history following the ini-
tial peak indicates flexure is dominant; monotonic
increase to peak velocity indicates shear is dom-
inant. Also, the shear strain at the support at
early times (present caloulation, 2.5 irs) is about
50-100 times higher when shear damage will ulti-
mately dominate than when flexural damage will

b. Calculated deforined shapes at several instants dominate. We find that the predominant damage
mode is determined by early-time impulse (0-2.5 ms

Fig. 10. Results of analysis of shear for the present roof slab, in which soil-structure
deformati-,i mode. interaction limits the duration of the load). In

agreement with Symonds [15] and with test data, we
Since this test series was des4ned .o inves- find that nigh early-time impulse leads to sheartigate shear failure modes, the numb Jf interface failure.

pressure measurements was reduced. This prevented
the formulation of an adequate interface pressure
distribution, as was assumed in the previous sec-
tion. Therefore, a simplified soil-structure
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IS' A Review of The 1983 Revision of TM '-855-1 "Fundamentals of
Protective Design" (Nonnuclear)

C S. A. Kiger and J. P. ý3alsara

USAE Waterways Experiment Station
* I,,Vicksburg, MS

C The current version of the Army TM 5-855-1 calculations, structural dtjign, and includes a
MCC dated July 1965 is a reprint of former chapter on calculating instructure shock levels.

EM 1110-345-405 dated 1946, and has not been up- The chapters on weapon characteristics and
dated since 1946. Because of the large amount penetration have been updated to include modern
of data on such tlings as penetration, ground weapons with high slenderness ratios, about 8,
shock, and atructural response from conventional while retaining some of the older weapons with
weapons effects collected since World War II, the slenderness ratios of about 3 (see Table 2).

* manual has become so outdated it is of limited
Susefulness. K revised version of tle manual is Table 2. Characteristics of Typical Bombs

needed so that contractors can be furnished spe-
cific guidelines for the design of protectiva
structures. 4W

The Structural Mechanics Division of the Clas W(Ib) D(in.) L(In.) C/W% (L/D) irDz
Structures Laboratory at the Waterways Experiment
Station (WES) has been tasked by the Office, Chief
of Engineers (OCE) to revise the manual. GP 2O0 260 11 36 46 3.3 2.7
Dr. Jimmy P. Balsara,. WES, is the Project Officer *GP 250 290 9 75 35 S.3 4.4
in charge of the revision, and Mr. Dick White, GP S0C 520 14 45 51 3.2 3.4
OCE, is the Program Monitor. Writing the revised 590 550 11 90 35 6. S.,
manual has been a joint effort among the WES, the
Army Chearical and Nuclear Agency (CNA) *GP 750 $30 16 8 4 5.3 4.1
(Chapter 7), and the USAE Division, Huntsville, GP 1000 1020 19 53 54 2.8 3.6
(HNMD1(Chapter 12). *GP 1000 1000 14 120 41 6.6 6.5

The purpose of this paper is to make poten- OP 2090 23 70 53 3.0 5.0
tial users of the manual aware of the revision,
aware of its scope, and indicate how and when it GP 2000 2000 is 150 48 &3 7.9
can be obtained. Because of space limitations *GP 3000 3000 24 10 63 7.5 6.6
only a few select 4 graphs from the manual wiill SAP Sno 510 12 49 30 3.9 4.5
be presented as an indication of its content.

Comparison of the Table of Contents in SAP 1000 1000 15 57 31 3J 56
Table 1 with the contentu of the original eho4 s SAP 2000 2040 19 66 27 3.5 7.2
that the revised manual is completely new•wlth AP 1M 1080 12 5 S 5 4.8 9.5
very little material retained from .he original AP 16OG 1590 14 67 15 4.8 10.3
version. For example, the revised manual places
a great deal more ampha -tg structural response Vigure 1 summarizes the available data, and

Table 1. Table of Contents' gives a best estimate, on pro'ectile penetration
into rock. This type of preasntation provides

Sthe user with both a best estimate of a bomb pene-
CHAPTER I INTOPUCTION ..- tration, from which ground shock calculations can
CHAPTER 2 -• CHARACTEAI•IC, be made, and an indication of the uncertainty
CHAPTE 2 N C E associated with the penetration estimate.
CHAPTER 3 (ULAST EFFECTS,' Ab m-ary of deta on penetration of mild
CHAPTER 4 4ENETRAIIOM steel fragments into massive concrete is presented

Cin Figure 2. Like muh of the material in thisrevision, the curves in Figur'e 2 were obtained
CHAPTER 6 CJRAGMENTATION from another Government publication, in this case
CHAPTER 7 -FIRE, INCENOARY,. AND CHEMICAL AGENTS;- from Picatinny Arsenal Technical Report 4903,
CHAPTER 6 (LOADS ON STRUCTURES! - dated December 1975.

CTo calculate loads on a buried structure pro-
CHAPTER 9 .EEMENTS tected by a concrete burster layer, the depth of
CHAPTER 10 4JYNAIIC.JESPC2. .r W TRUC RES, penetration and a coupling factor must be known.
CHAPTER 11 II 4+J!JC -5 The coupling factor, for an airburst or penetra-

tions up to fully contained in soil or concrete,
CHAPTER 12 can be obtained from Figure 3. This coupling
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Figure 4. Equivalent uniform load in flexure

. that uniform load that v-ll produce the same
structural deflection as a Po(Rir)

3  load distri-

bution; where P0  is the peak free-field stress,
S~R is the perpendicular distance between the cen-

;. ter of gravity (e.g.) of the bomb and center of
S~the structure roof (o.r wall), and r. is the slant

0.1 distance between the bomb c.g. and a point on the

0 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 S S 10 11 12 structure roof. This concept of an equivalent
:"STRIKING VELOCITY, 10'• FT/SEC load for use in ~sinplified structural response

calculations has been recently developed at IdES
:;Figure 2. Penetration of mild steel fragments and has ibeen' carefully checked agaizist available

in o ma s ve c nc e edata. Zt is very useful for design calculations

,• since a worst case burat position, i.e. near the
factor can be used, along with equations presented center of the ro4o or wall, is normally assumed.

in the manual to compute free-field stress, in- For aboveground cr surface flush structures,
pulse, velocity, acceleration, or displacement. cratering may be more of a threat than structural

The free-field stress can then be used along with response. Crater dimensions in reinforced or un'-
Figure 4 to estimate an "equivalent" uniform load reinforced concrete can be estimated from -

on a buried structure. This equivalent load i3 Figure 5.

f. 
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5 Figure 6. Equipment shock resistance

1 camera-ready copy will be furnished the HND in
1.0 ' July 1983 for publication. Copies of the manual

will be available from the Government Printing
.. DEPTH (h) Office or through other standard channels for ob-j tamning Department of the Army technical manuals.

0
-0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 30 3.5
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W-1/3

Figure 5. Estimated crater dimensions in
massive concrete

As the final example, free-field accelera-
tion, velocity, and displacement can be used along
with the procedures given in Chapter 11 (Instruc-
ture Shock) to calculate instructure shock spectra.
These shock spectra can be used in conjunction
with the fragility curves shown in Figure 6 to
design shock isolation devices for critical ele-
ments within the protective structure.

The examples shown in Figures 1 through 6 are 4
a representative sampling from the revised manual.
References that these figures were taken from,
or data they were based on, are given in the man-
ual. The intent here is to show that the manual
attempts to present the most recent developments
in the design of structures to resist conven-
tional weapons effects. Also, the manual is
complete in tsh sense that, given a conventional
weapon threat, an aboveground or buried struc-
ture can be completed designed to defeat the
threat using only the information contained
in the manual. I

The current status of tae revived manual
is that a first draft has been reviewed by a large
sample of the technical comhe nity. Comsents re- a
turned from this review have been incorporated
into the manual and a final draft, reflecting the
review comments, will be ready in- May 1983. A
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tMDDEL LAW FOR CONCRETE STRUCTURES UNDEF DYNAMIC LOADS

V Dr. H. R. Fuehrer, P.E.

Martin Marietta Orlando Aerospace

ABSTRACT where F is the dimensional symbol for force. In
those structures wherp the mode of action is pri-

uf'Most physical systems can be studied by means marily -n the plastic range, similitude between the
of scale models whose behavior relates in a known model and prototype system will be realized when
1 ay to that of a prototype. The problem is to the dimensionless ratio of the external work to the
write a valid scaling law tha. accurately dsplays stored strain energy is the same for both systems.
"this similarity. This requires a certain familiar- For example, the kinetic energy, associated with
ity with the physical concepts involved in the sys- the momentum of the structure imparted by the
team. Certain laws of similitude must be observed blast loads will be numerically equal to the strait
to ensure that model test data can be applied to or potential energy of the structure for both the
the prototype. The following sections provide model and prototype systems.
insight and rationale for use in defining a scaling
law for reinforced concrete under dynamic loads The kinetic energy may be expressed in terms

of the impulse, I, of the blast loads or, KE
1 2

/2M, where the impulse is a function of force
and time. Therefore,

INTRODUCTION

A model law for high explosive can be deter- m (6)

mined by a consideration of equations describing The potential energy of a structure is
motion of a shocked fluid.1 In essence, this law numerically equal to the area under its resistance-
statef. that pressure and other properties of the deflection curve and, therefore, is a function of
shock wave will be unchanged if the length and time force and length. Thus,
sc*l4s are unchanged by the same factor, n, as the
dimensions of the explosive loading source. That (PE) = n

3
(PE)m. (7)

is:

Lp = n Lm 0) On the brsis of the above relationships, it

may be concluded that the similarity principle
Tp . n Tm (2) which applies to the blast loads applies equally

well to the modeling of the structural response to
Wp f n3 Wm (3) the transient forces generated by the interaction

of the blast waves and the structure. Certain
where L, T, and W are dimensional symbols for limitations do appear in the application of thes!
length, time, and charge weight, respectively, and scaling laws. The rate of strain associated with
the subscript p denotes the prototype and m desig- the structural response of the prototype may differ
nates the model. Since the density scale must significantly from that of the model. This
therefore be unity, the scaling factor for the mass variation will depend upon the model size and

4of the explosive is: differences in the materials used in both systems.

3 Another limitation imposed by the scaling laws is

Mp - n Mm (4) due to the invariance of gravitational forces which
will distort the scaling effects for parameters

where M ;s the dimensional symbol for mass. such as dead loads. In blast-resistant design, the
geometric scaling which the effects of dead loads and other such physical

The same ggoverns parameters will usually be small in comparison to
shock transmission process also provides proper the effects of the blast environment and,

M modeling for structural response to pressures therefore, may usually he neglected in the model
generated during the blast process. Motion of the design.
structure due to applied blast loads is eziressed

by Newton's second law F - M (T)
2 

L and,

therefore, it follows that: With the ideal scale for length, time, and
force (or mass), it is possible to derive an ideal

n2F (5) scale for each specific parameter involved in the

97
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model design. These scales are obtained by pro- TABLE I
ceeding in the manner employed above for kinetic
and potential energies. A summary of the more per- Computations of Ideal Scales
tinent quantities and their ideal scales is given
in Table I. From Table I, the concept of scaled (,,antitv Symbol Tvpical Units Ideal Scale
distances, Z, is introduced. I f /I

/W 1/3 (8) Depth d ftd pd - n
2 p2

PRESSURE LOADING DUE TO BLAST Area A ft Ap/Am . n

Kass M lb-sec 2/ft M /M n3
Pressure exerted on the front face of a strszc- p2

ture is approximately twice that measured in free Area of rein A| in2 (A ) ) . '2

earth. Pressure on a massive target in 'barth can Area of rein per A in ( nbe represented by the following expression2, 3, 4, fraootenpr As x A)/(sT

provided normal explosives are used at depths of / -the order of 2WI/3 and at distances from the Uni isltne v bt2V

target between 2WI/3 and 15 W1/3 (all measured Total resistance R lb R /IR n2
in feet): Weaponberpeeneeyteaplwn epeso~s~ ,fot l b : / : 2 n

pig
= 2 k E Z-

3  
Distance r ft rp/rm n

Scaled distance Z ft/kbI/ z /2
where Pr is the reflected pressure and the scaled 3

distance is: Total impulse I lb-ms I /Im n3
p

Z r/,wl/3. (10) Unit impulse i lb--ms/in I h
2 1/3

For the scale law selected, Z, and hence the Scaled impulse I ib-ma/in-lb - /b -

reflected pressure, will be the same for the p

prototype and the model, i.e., Pressure I lh/i2 Pp/Pr

Kinetic energy KE ft-lb KEp/KE. , n3

Z - r. /w 1/3 mrm/(nw)3 (w1) Density 0 lb-sec
2

/ft
4  0p/o. . IP P m p

13 Elastic modulus E lin E /E, . I
, r Deflection 8 in 1p/.m = n

pm

rising scaled charge weights, i.e., Moment H ft-lb Xp /M - n
3

p 2

3 Mosent per feet M lb Rp/M. - nw = n wi (13) 2w np w Shear V lb V /V - n

Qpm
a s Shear per foot V lb/ft V/Vi nSat scaled distances: p m •

Stress a lb/in c /O .
rp . n rm (14) Strain c /p. .

pm
Velocity V ft/set V /Vthe resultant stress levels in the beam will be the pmW

same. Time t set tp/tm - n

Moment of inertia I in Ip/ n n-
Consider the case where an 8-pound charge is u f/

detonated 6 feet from a scale model structure. The Frequency f cycles/se p fp/fm - ln

scaled distance is: Acceleration a ft/sec2 ap/am - I/n

1/3
Z - 6 / (8) m 3, (15) provides the proper modeling for structural

response to the transient pressures generated dur-
The prototype will experience the same stress and ing the blast process. In his analysis, the effect
strains as the model if a 1000-pound charge is of gravity and strain-rate effects are assumed
detonated 30 feet from it; i.e., negligible.

Z - 30 / (1000)1/3 = 3. (16) Perhaps the geometrical modeling indicated
above can best be described by imagining the fol-

SMALL-DEFLECTION ELASTIC RESPONSE lowing experiment. An energy source of character-
istic dimension WI/ 3 

is initiated a distance R
Scaling law for the elastic response of struc- from an elastic structure of characteristic dimen-

tures to blast loading has been considered by H.N. sion L, producing astransient pressure loading on
Brown 5 

on the basis of the general, small-deflee- the structure of amplitude P and duration T, caus-

tion equations of elastic motion of solids. He ing the structure to respond in its natural modes
denonst-rates that the same geometrical scaling of vibration with periods TI, T2 , --- T,,
which governs the shock transmission process also and corresponding displacement amplitudes Xl,

,
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X2 , ---- Xn, Strain-time histories of the Yo, zo; in considering forces acting on ele-
structure's response are characterized by the per- ments cf the body, one neglects changes in position
iods Tn and corresponding strain amplitudes en. and direction due to deformation.)
Let the entire experiment be scaled geometrically
by a scale factor n, making the energy source of Equations describing the stress-strain law and
characteristic dimension nWl/3 and locating the boundary conditions must also be satisfied in
the structure o! characteristic dimension nL at a addition to Equations (17). Novozhilov shows that
distance nR from the source. Then, geometrical the stress-strain law which corresponds to Hooke's
modeling predicts that the pressure loading on the law for infinitesimal theory is:
structure will be similar in form to that obtained
in the first experiment, with amplitude P and dura- * A +A +A(e 2  1 2 +
tion ny, and that the structural response will also °Xox° 2 Ax x o xx 0 x y
be similar in character, with the natural periods 0 00 00
being nTl, nT2, --- nTn, --- , displacement 1 2
amplitudes nXl, nX2, --- nXn, -- , and strain 4 xo0 z (19)
amplitudes el, e2, -en, ---.

LARGE-DEFLECTION ELASTIC RESPONSE

The equations of motion of elastic solids from 00 " lcx y yo +Ax y+
which Brown deduced the georietrical scaling lavs x y 0 0 00 ('0

4are valid for infinitesimal strains and displace- lementa. An excellent discussion of the limitations 2tx z (20)
of the infinitesimal theory is given by Novozhilov 6 ,

who points out that this theory is quite inadequate for shear stresses. In these two equations, the
• for the description of such problems as transverse ejj cre strain-components, the a*,j are stress-

deflections of slender beams or thin plates, or of components referred to the dimensions of an element
buckling problems. Both Novozhilov6 and Murnaghan 7  before deformation, and the A1 are elastic constants.
generate the equations for large deformations of Strain-rate effects are assumed negligible in this
elastic bodies, making no assumptions which stress-strain law. The boundary conditions merely
restrict thq magnitudes of elongations, displace- require that the pressures acting on the external sur-

ments, or ang.es of rotation, faces of the body must equal the appropriate normal

The equstionb of motion, neglecting body stress-components at the surfaces.

forces, are: Let us now apply geometrical scaling to the
response to blast loading of a body whose motion is

93xx + 30 2 x governed by the preceding equations. If we let

ax ay •za = Ij Xt1 I Ax, X1o = Ixo, ti - nt thed, from Equation (18)
displacements are given by uI - nu, etc. Strains in

02the scaled structure are unchanged because they are
3a°y + B + aa YZ functions of the first derivatives of the displace-
ax 3y az at2  ments with respect to the space coordinates which are

not altered by the scaling. We can see from Equations
3 o 30 ao 2 (19) and (20) that the stress-components must then be

zx + zy + Z unchanged if the elastic constants of the material are
ax ay az at (11) unchanged. The equations of motion become:

At first glance, these equations appear identical 1l • 1 1-2 1
in form to the usual infinitesimal equations of -- + N+ ; etc. (21)
elastic motion. They are in reality much more coo- ax I ay a I as
plex because the Cartesian coordinates x, y, z are
the coordinates of points in tht body 21= defor- These reduce to:
mation, and the stress-components, oij, and density,
p, also refer to these Lagrangian coordinates. We can 1 3 3 o 2
write: I xx + 3 + 30 n x .•" ~ ~ ~ X L ÷ y+" -J pu -- , etc. (22)

uaxo t) at2"ax x° + x n 2

h Yere 0o + V(Xo' Yo* an t) which are identical to Equations (17).

St1he boundary conditions are also unchanged by thea= + r) (18)
0 0 wher scaling, with the scaled blast pressures properly

matching the boundary tractions at each scaled
weex0 ,Yo y 0,z are the Cartesian coordinates instant of time.

of points in the body before deformation; t is
time; and u, v, w are the displacement components. We predict, from the above analysis, that the
(In the infinitesimal theory, no distinction is geometrical uodeling which applies to the small-
made betweei differentiation with respect to xo, deflection resoonse of elastic structures to blast
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loading describes the large-deflection response equal- Thirty-one permanent deformation tests were
ly well. The same restrictions, i.e., neglect of conducted also. The model law predicts that, for
gravity and strain-rate effects, must hold. properly scaled experiments, the deformed shapes of

the beam should be similar and the permanent defor-
ELASTIC-PLASTIC RESPONSE iration should scale in proportion to the linear

scale factor, n. Results showed the data could be
If nne wishes to scale damage to structures from described by a single functional relationship

blast loading, he must investigate the scaling of the between scaled parameters, as is predicted by the
structural response for strains exceeding the elastic model law, for the range of charges, i.e.,.approxi-
limit, i.e., for plastic strains. One should, if mately 1/8- to 8-pounds of explosive.
possible, establish such scaling by considering the
most general equations of elastic-plastic structural
reskinsp The equations of motion, Equations (17), More recently, Dobbs and Cohen

9 
conducted a

and the aesociated boundary cnnditions, generated series of full- and scale-tests of reinforced con-
for elastic structures, apply equally well to large crete structures, Models ranged from full scale
deflections of structures undergoing plastic defor- employing 7500 pounds of TNT to one-tenth scale.
mation. However, the stress-strain law for plastic For the smaller scale models, specific attnntion
structures differs from the elastic stress-ntra,r was paid to modeling of reinforcement. Most wire
law. In elastic bodies, the stres3-components are sizes are available to scale the physical charac-
unique functions of the strain-components, and teristics of the reinforcement bars for one-tenth
deformations are therefore reversible. In plastic scale models and larger. Howeve" , because steel
bodies, the stresses associated with increasing wire is cold drawn and, therefor.t, brittle, adjust-
straina are usually different from those associated ment of the wire's properties to simulate the mech-
with decreasing strains, and the deformations are snical properties of the hot-rolleo reinforcement
irreversib:e. One must assess the effect of the of the larger models is accomplished by annealing
differences in the stress-strain law of scaling or the wire. The annealing process required after
response. cold drawing reduces the wire's strength but appre-

cip*ly increases its ductility. For example, cold
Novozhilov has shown that, when the strains drawn wire whose ultimate strength is 250,000 psi

are monotonically increasing in magnitude, the will have an elongation of less than 2 percent
stress-strain laws for finite elastic deformations, while the same wire which is annealed will have a
given by Equations (19) and (20), include Hencky's strength in the order of 90,000 to 120,000 psi and
theory for elastic-plastic bodies as a special case. elongations of 7 to 9 percent (8-inch test speci-
Therefore, geometrical scaling of response to blast men). To select the correct wire and the specific
loading will apply to the deformation of elastic- heating and cooling times required in the annealing
plastic bodies while the strains are increasing in process, the mechanical properties of the rein-
magnitude. This scaling then assures one that the forcement in the prototype structure should first
limiting strain magnitudes for the initial stress- be known. If the prototype has not yet been con-
strain law are the same in the fuliscale and model structed, the properties of its reinfoxzement will
structures. When the strains start decreasing in be unknown. In this case it should be assumed that
magnitude, the initial stress-strain law is no the steel used in the prototype structure will have
longer valid. But relations of the same form as the minimum mechanical properties specificd by the
Equations (19) and (20), with different values for governing code and then tVe model can b, designed
the constants Ai determined by the maximum strains, accordingly.
will then hold. This new stress-strain law for the
geometrically-scaled model should be identical to Results of their work indicated that damage
that for the original structure because the maximum sustained by the models and full-scale structures
strains and the physical properties which determine is similar if each is tested in a similar manner,
the Ai are identical. One can therefore conclude thereby establishing that model tests may be used
that the entire elasticplastic response of a struc- to evaluate the structural response of larie, full-
ture to blast loading should be scaled geometrical- scale, reinforced concrete structures to aigh
ly in the manner previously described for elastic explosive detonations.
structures * Whether a problem is related to design or

research, concern is always focused on working
CASE STUDIES (service) load behavi-r or ultimate (failure) load

behavior or both.
To confirm the model law discussed above, sev-

eral authors have performed a series of experiments Litle, et. al.
1 0

, in their studies have
on the response of structures. One of the earlier shoen that structural models can be used effective-
works by Baker, et. al.

8 
involved using spherical ly for studying a wide range of problems in each of

Pentolite explosive charges detonated in air and these areas. While knowledge of reliability is by
slender cantilever beams. Forty-nine elastic no means complete, and in some instances appears to
response tests were conducted and agreement of the be negative, techniques and materials are available
vibration frequencies with values calculated from a today to apply with confidence to many problems.simplified form of the equations of motion from For these situations where a linear elastic solu-
which response scaling was predicted, and scaling tion is deemed to be satisfactory, structural
of strain amplitudes in the predicted manner assume models seem limited only by possible complexity and
validity of scaling of response of elastic structures, cost of fabrication, loading, and ilfstrumentatomn.
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One exception to this position is for model studies which is expanded in length scale by the factor n.
of massive structures which are intended to reveal In present experiments, Wl/

3
, the cube ront of

prototype self-weight behavior. In that situation, the weight of explosive charge in pounds, has been
the similitude requirementb usually are incompat- selected as being a length characterictic of the

ible with the available model materials and desired scale of the experiment. This may seem dimension-
model scale. ally misleading but it merely means that a unit of

length whose cube is proportional to the weight or
In those cases, such as shrinkage, creep, volume of the charge has been chosen for reference.

stiffness, and strength, where behavior cannot be Then if an experiment is performed with a charge-
considered to be linearly elastic, an additional weight of W1 lb and it is required to know the
limiting parameter comes into play. This param- effects that would occur with a charge-weight of
eter, and it is a key one, is correct simulation of W2 lb, the scale ratio n - (W2 /WI)l/3, and
the concrete and reinforcement materials. This ma- at the distance r, the magnitudes of the quantities

terial simulation difficulty is what places creep in question can be determined from the original
and shrinkage model studies beyond today's state of measurements at distance r multiplied by the fac-
the art. Affecting the whole range of stiffness tore given in the table. The model law, of course,
and strength situations are two material, property tells nothinC of the manner in which the quantities
items that have not yet been satisfactorily re- vary with distance, but states only that if the ef-
solved. Improper simulation of prototype deformed fect is of magnitude El in the experimental sys-
reinforcing bar surfaces and of prototype concrete tem at a distance r from the charge, then in the
strength characteristics can lead to unreliable new system the effect will be -nPEl at a distance
model test results. Fcr instance, reasonable nr from the charge, p depending on the quantity in
cracking simulation has only been established for question and being given in Table I,

scale reductions down to the order of 1/4. It may
be possible to use smaller models if more sophisti- An example that illustrates the use of the
cated crack detection methods are used, but this is model law is the comparison of the peak pressures
yet to be established. Similarly, bond failures produced by the explosion of 1 and 1,000 pounds of
cannot be modeled, the same explosive. It is assumed that experiment

has shown that at a distance of 4 feet from the
Above all, it must be emphasized that confi- 1-pound charge the peak pressure is 80 psi. The

dence levels can best be established by comparing length-scale ratio between the two cases is
similar structures or members of different size. (1,000/1)1/3 = 10, and Table I shows thai the
As indicated by several of the case studies, rein- scale factor for pressure is 1; consequently, at a
forced mortar models reasonably predict the deflec- distance of 40 feet (=nr) from the 1,000-pound
tions, mode of failure load for beams, columns, charge the peak pressure is again 80 psi. This is
plates, and shells, equivalent to the statement that if r/WI/3 is

the same for the two cases then pressure is the

THE MODEL LAW same.

The model law, when referred to in connection A comparison of the impulse per unit area, I,

with physical tests, is a term generally applied to for these two.weights of explosive at the Icaled
a set of rules derived through dimensional reason- distances 4 and 40 feet is made in the same way,
ing by which the results of a set of properly except that, frcm Table I the scale factor for
designed experiments can be extended to larger or impulse per unit area is n (=10). Thus, if the
smaller scales of phenomena. The term "scale ef- impulse per unit area from a 1-pound charge at 4
feet" has been somewhat loosely applied to any feet is 0.2 psi-see, then at 40 feet from a 1000-
deviations from the model law that arise in an pound charge the impulse per unit area is 2 psi-
analysis of experimental results derived from sec. This comes about by virtue of the fact that,
models. The presence of such effects, which appar- although the peak pressures at these scaled dis-

ently do occur in some classes of experiments, tances are the sfie, the time scale of tihe phenom-
greatly complicates the analysis of the results, ena is multiplied by 10, the scale factor, so that
Fortunately, no such effects have been detected in the duration of the pressure is increased tenfold.
explosion testing and the model law results can be The impulse, being proportional to the product of
extended with an accuracy as good as that of the pressure and time, must then be increased by a
original measurements, factor of 10 as indicated.

If it is assumed that the velocity of propaga- It will be noted that most of the experiment-
tion of the effect of an explosion only depends on ally determiaed quantities can be represented by
the stress and not on such quantities as the rate empirical equations which have as coefficients a

of deformation, the effect of an increase in all constant and various combinations of the parameters
dimensions of the experiment by the length scale W, p, r, and Z.
factor n results in an increase of the time of
propagation to an equivalent point by the same The manner in which these parmeters enter into
factor n. It is then possible to make a table the empirical equations can be determined very aim-
(Table I) in which any quantity such as pressure, ply by equating the dimensions on both sides of the
impulse, velocity, etc. is represented by its equality sign. The variables can be determined

dimensional components of mass M, length L, and from physical considerations, but the manner in
time T, avd to arrive at an expression for the rel- which they enter the equation may be determined by

ative magnitude of this quantity in the new system dimensional corniderations. The form of these
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RESPONSE OF DRAG-SENSITIVE, STEEL-FRAMED,
INDUSTRIAL-TYPE STRUCTURES TO AIRBLAST LOADING

C H. S. Levine and E. M. Raney

Weidlinger Associates
Menlo Park, California

ABSTRACT To support the renewed interest in drag-
sensitive structures, full-scale and one-third

Simple one-dimensional predictions, of the re- scale models of the drag structure were incluJed
spunse of drag-sensitive, steel-framed structures in a recent high explosive event. L.ýads, strains
have greatly overestimated the peak deflections and deflections for both structures were monitored
using the measured dynamic pressures, and commonly in an effort to obtain the actual force-time his-
accepted drag coefficients for the beam, column tories acting on these industrial targets and
and truss components. Renewed interest in the be- evaluate the relative importance of the drag loads,
havior of these structures has initiated recent and the effects of the frangible siding and roofing
efforts to explain the reasons for the di:crepan- on the impulse imparted to these structures.
cies between analysis and experiment. Complicating
the analysis i, that the structures are covered For the current investigation, a three-
with siding ad roofing of a frangible type. dimensional structural dynamics code, Weidlinger

-.. .Associates' version of DYCAST :2], was used to pre-
< A three-dimensional structural dynamics code dict the response of the framed structures to the

was used to oredict the response of the framed drag loading. The objective was to see whether the
structures to drag loading. The objective was to discrepancies in the experimental and theoretical
see whether discrepancies might be due to oversim- predictions might be due to the oversimplification
plification of the structural model and applied load of the structural model and the applied load dis-
distribution. The results of a series of three tribution. During the course of the investigation,
dimei•sional calculations and the comparison of it was found necessary to develop a simplified pro-
response with test data are reported in the paper. cedure for the analysis of combined bending and

er St. Venant torsion of open beam cross sections

stressed into the inelastic regime.
INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional discretizations of the struc-
In 1955, four industrial-type structures were ture were developed and used to evaluate the drag

subjected to drag and diffraction loading from a coefficients necessary for analysis of this struc-
nuclear airblast. Simple one-dimensional predic- ture. Actual measured free-field dynamic pressures
tions of the response of the two drag-sensitive of the nuclear event and a uniform distribution of
structures greatly overestimated the peak deflec- these pressures with some shielding in the roof
tions using the measured dynamic pressure, and com- truss was assumed.
monly accepted drag coefficients for the beam,
coluimin and truss components [1]. Renewed interest The 3-D model was then used for pretest pre-
in the b2havior of these structures under long dura- dictions of the response of test .":uctures in a
tion impulsive loading has initiated recent efforts High Explosive (HE) Event and to oetermine where
and reawakened interest in explanations of the rea- thpy should be placed. Posttest analysis of the HE
sons for the discrepancies between analysis and the Event using the actual measured pressures on the
experiments, frames from surviving gauges and an assumed uniform

spatial interpolation over the height of the frame
A complication in the analysis of these steel overpredicted the peak response. Several variations

frame structures is that they are covered with sid- of the measured pressure loadings with height 4ere
ing and roofing of a frangible type. The determin- then assumed in an effort to correlate measured
ation of the importance of the impulse imparted to 1 ads and predicted responses. The results of this
the structure and the disturbance of the flow field series of calculations and the comparlsonof respoi.se
around the structures, as a result of the blowing with test data are reported in the p&pe. and possible
away of the frangible material, introduces two dif- explanations for the differences are discussed.
ficult phenomena into the determination of the
actual loading on the steel frame and roof truss. DESCRIPTION OFSTRUCTURE AND ASSUMPTIONS

The relative shielding of downstream portions of the
structure as a result of the presence of upstream A drag structure is defined to be one that is
structural components, i.e., the determination of relatively open with only beams, columns or trusses
the exposed drag area, is another question that has (members with small frontal areas) exposed to the
"to be resolved, blast. Each of these members receives a small
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impulsive loading as the blast engulfs the structure and siding were specified to be light, frangible •.
and then it is exposed to drag from the wind ac- material incapable of withstanding the blastforces.
companying the blast. The duration of the dif-
fraction loading (including the impulse accumulated An average yield strength of 40 ksi for the
by any frangible siding) is assumed to be small steel beams and columns based upon experimental
compared to the drag loading and can presumably be data was used in the analysis of the njclear event.
neglected. Since drag targets are sensitive to Average ultimate strength was 60 ksi. The frangi-
increases in dynamic pressure duration, and hence ble material was chosen to be a corrugated asbestos
weapon yield, it is interesting to determine cement board. Pulldown tests were performed on thewhether the response of realistic structures can be structure to determine the natural period and load-
predicted using appropriatc drag coefficients and deflection relationship for the structure. The
dynamic pressures for wea,,ons and structures of computed fundamental period was 480 ms, whereas the
interest. Structures having a degree of complica- measured periods from a shake test and the blast
tion representative of a large class of targets record were 530 and 650 ms, respectively.
were selected to be tested. Uncertainties antici-
pated were due to the magnitude and duration of the METHOD OF ANALYSIS
impulse spikes from diffraction loading of the
beams and breakaway of the siding, determination Single-degree-of-freedom representations of
of the areas over which drag forces are assumed to the structure were used in [1] to predict its re-
act, the extent to which some members shielded sponse to the blast loading. Only the drag loading
others, the proper magnitude of the drag coeffici- was considered important, and impulse imparted to
ents for different member shapes, and disturbances the structure through diffraction was neglected. A
in the flow field as a result of the presence of thorough series of posttest calculations indicated
the frangible siding and roofing. that an unrealistically low drag coefficient of 0.5

to 0.75 was required to match the test deflections.The drag structure actually chosen to be This compared to commonly used values of 1.5 to 2.0
tested is typical of small industrial buildings, for individual members. To obtain this coefficient,
It was assumed to be representative of interior it was assumed that the rear roof truss members
bays of a multiple-bay building. A picture of one- were fully shielded from the airblast. An exposed
half of the structure, symmetric with respect to drag area of almost 60,000 in 2/bay was used for the
the centerline and some typical dimensions, is analysis.
shown in Fig. 1. Certain spans were reduced to
keep the cost of the structures as low as practi- The purpose of the current investigation wascable. The roof structure was a Warren truss with to determine whether oversimplification of thethe center 20 feet left out to ensure the probabil- structural model was responsible for the low drag
ity of failure in the columns rather than the roof. coefficients. A more realistic finite element
Columns in the end frames were reduced in size model of the structure, including a realistic dis-relative to the center frame in proportion to their tribution of drag loading, higher order deformation
contributory drag areas so that all three frames modes, and local inelastic response might lead to
would deflect nearly equally in a manner typical of a better prediction of the response with conven-
a long, multiple-bay building. Design specifica- tional drag coefficients. The DYCAST code (2) was
tions are outlined in (l]. The columns were de- chosen to predict the behavior of the structure.
signed with hinged base connections and the roofing DYCAST is a finite element transient analysis
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'1Fig. 1. Discretizatlon of drag-sensitive structure.
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code that has the capability for predicting the investigate what effect variations in strength re-
material and geometric nonlinear response of three- sulting from high strain rate lodding in the mate-
dimensional structures. Geometric nonlinearity is rial might have on thi -'ak deflections. We see
included using an updated Lagrangian approach. The from the data that an .verall drag coefficient of
procedure is valid for small strains and large ro- 1.0-1.2 based upon the assumed shielding and steel
tations. Material nonlinearity can be represented strength will give good correiation with the peak
by a variety of yield criteria and hardening rules. deflections. Although this is an improvement over
For the current series of problems, the Von Mises the single-degree-of-freedom model, it does not
Yield Criterion was chosen. Both Prager-Ziegler explain fully the differences between the individual
kinematic linear strain-hardening [3,4] and ideally member drag coefficients [5,6] and the overall drag
plastic material models were used. A subincremen- coefficient for the structure. Calculations for
tation procedure was used to ensure the calculated the refined and coarser model showed negligible dif-
response was reasonably close to the specified ferences in response. Consequently, the coarser
hardening. model was used in all subsequent calculations.

The beam element in DYCAST has a wide variety J PhotogaphIc Data

of cross-sectional shapes available and capability .-------. 1 2. o0 40.001 psi
for eccentric attachment points. The I, channel, 32. .............. CD •0 21 o 0 .00opsi
and T-section shapes were used for the members in ...... C- 0.6.o 40,000 Ps'

the current analysis. Stress recovery is monitored
at Gauss points in each leg of the cross section. 24
As a result, the cross section of the beams can
progressively plasticize as the load increases. A .
linear variation cf plastic strain between beam 1 .

nodes is also assumed. Because of deficiencies in
the treatment of St. Venant torsion for open sec-
tions, and the possibility, based upon test obser-
vation, that torsional deformation of the beams
might be significant energy absorbers, a rew pro-
cedure was developed and implemented to represent o. __,_,_ ,__._,
the inelastic St. Venant torsion of open sections 0 1 2. 3 4 5.

(see Appendix A). Restrained warping and local Tim (.s 102o)
cross-sectional deformations were not included in Fig. 2. Comparison of measured and theoretical de-
the analysis. The Newmark-Beta implicit time inte- flections for framed drag structure at thegration technique was used in all calculations. lower chord-column connection.

STUDY OF OVERALL DRAG COEFFICIENT
PRETEST PREDICTION AND POSTTEST CORRELATION

The actual structural discretization of the WITH HIGH EXPLOSIVE DATA
steel frame is shown in Fig. 1. A refined model
and a coarser model were used for the initial analy- To help resolve questions about the differences
ses. For the initial part of the study, the dynamic in overall drag coefficient for the structure and
pressure from the nuclear test (shown normalized in those for individual members, and to establish the
Fig. 1) was applied simultaneously to all nodes. importance of representing the shielding effects,
This was multiplied by the drag coefficient and the the structure in Fig. 1 was recently tested in a
respective beam areas normal to the flow to get the High Explosive Event. Various beam cross sections
drag forces, i.e., were tested in a different event [6) to determine

drag coefficients for these members in the unsteady
4 F = CC q A (1) flow fields of interest. Again, the range of 1.5-2

for the drag coefficients of individual members wasi where q is the dynamic pressure, CD the drag coef- found to be reasonable.
ficient and A the beam area normal to the flow.
Although each member could have its own drag coef- In Fig. 3 elevation deflection profile. are
ficient specified, the same drag coefficent was shown for the center frame subjected to the high
used for all members. The initial objective was to explosive (HE) dynamic pressure at the anticipated
simulate the one-degree-of-freedom analysis to range peak deflections would equal the nuclear
determine whether the detailed structural modeling response. The failure mechanism consists of a
and local inelastic response, i.e., local energy plastic hinge forming at the lower column-chord
absorption, would explain the low drag coefficients connection of the columns to the roof truss. This
required In (1). The same shielding in the roof is the type of failure mode observed in the nuclear
was also assumed and diffraction effects were neg- tests and in previous calculations. The calcula-
lected. tion had to be terminated after the section became

F fully plastic because of a singularity, and hence
A comparison of the measured and theoretical a decomposition error, in the Cholesky scheme for4 deflections at the lower chord column connection the effective stiffness matrix used in the implicit

are shown in Fig. 2. Two different drag coeffici- solution technique. Changing t0e hardening rule
ents and yield stresses of 40 and 50 ksl were to linear strain hardening did not significantly
assumed. The 50 ksi yield strength was chosen to improve the situation. It is hypothesized that
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-_. as shown in Figs. 5- 7, is excellent. Use of the
dynamic free-field pressures multiplied by the
average drag coefficient previously determined also

240. yielded peak deflections of more than 20 inches.
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Fig. 3. Deflection profiles of center column for End frame_ Ed frame

steel-frame drag structure subjected to PS
HE dynamic pressures. T- o

to P3 M Center P ra.o

use of a much smaller time step (or maybe a switch-
over to an explicit scheme for economy) could have
allowed the calculation to proceed. This could not
be accomplished using the code as then configured _.056.0
so the peak deflection was extrapolated based upon .,.2.0 P7-Pa8 12.0 Pl-P16
results for lower load levels. Another prodedure .0 80
that could be used is to insert a hinge element 4 0.o

with a nonlinear rotational spring at the nodes Z.o . .. 0.0
where a hinge forms. In the actual test, some -2

bolts at the windward, center, chord-to-column con- _16 0 , .eL )
nection were torn out. Severe yielding in this -72.0 P13-P14 al12.0 P7-PI8
region for all columns was observed, including 8 .. 8.0
localized buckling of the flanges and localized 8.04.

4 0.o '-o
yielding and buckling of the web. - 0.0 .o .

-2 0 -- 2.0

Actual net pressures measured on the frames 0 100 200 30 0D 500 0 Do 0 M2 300 400 500

during the test were used for posttest response. Tire (as) Tim Ns)

A suggested spatial distribution for these pres- Fig. 4. Assumed pressure distibution for posttest
sures is shown in Fig. 4. These had to be guessed calculations of steel-frame drag structure
at because full aata recovery was not achieved (HE Event).
when some gages were destroyed by impacts from
pieces 6f the frangible siding or electrical mal-
functions. The pressures were swept across the In an attempt to reconcile the measured wind-
-structure using the measured airblast propagation ward and leeward pressures with the actual response,
speed based upon time of arrival (1156 ft/s). Free several reasonable variations of the pressures on
field dynamic pressures were also measured. Linear the columns with structure height were hypothesized
strtin hardening was assumed and Table 1 shows the to reduce the net horizontal force ar.d reduce de-
strengths and properties used in the calculations. flections to the measured values. These included:

Table 1. Mate lal properties of HE test event simulation 1 = (h/ho)l/ 3  [7] (2)

Nember Type o (ksl) ET/E 0PO
.P___ _ _n(l+h/h0)

"-- 53 58.5 .004 .i .2  [7) (3)
l2WP~. 44.9 .004 ~-P

8 We 17 45.6 .003 o - :'E
18 WF 50 49.2 .003
10 WF 2l 43.1 .002 -2- = h/h 0  (4)

Roof Tees S1.7 .0025 Po
All Others 45.7 .003

Here ho is the reference height on the column at
Use of the measured pressures, as described, resul- which net pressures were measured (either 198 or
ted in peak displacefeznt of over 20 inches, which 117 lrnches) and po represents those pressures. All
significantly overpredicted the peak displacements pressures. at the base were assumed to be zero and
of 14 inches measured in the test. However, if pressures above the measured level were assumed
only the pressures on the front (windward) members equal to the measured level. Unfortunately, all
are applied (no pressures on roof or leeward mew- these different assumptions also resulted in signi-
hers), correlation for peak deflections and strain, ficant overpredictions of the response.
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I It should also be noted that the frangible the actual drag loading on the structure and quan-
siding had still not completely blown away at the tifying what effects the frangible siding has on
end of 80 ms and pictures showed the disturbance the loads in-r'ted to the structure. With regard
of the flow field was quite substantial at this to the actual drag loading, the determination of
late time for the HE Event. This compares to a shielding effects of upstream on downstream mem-
positive phase duration of 180 ms for the dynamic bers and the spatial (especially height) variation
pressures. of the dynamic pressure forces needs to be better

defined. Obviously, inclusion of diffraction-type
impulse imparted to the structure by the frangible,,•'A~ Theory• •, shielding would increase the already high theoreti-

.... A- ------- ,4 , , . , e•l, cal loads on the structure. The more siqnificant
All Tho, C4terh AFL meo effect is determinatioh of how the flow field dis-

""I turbances apparently reduce and chanje the distri-
bution of the drag force on the frame members."12--2 This, of course, is more significant for an HE..versus nuclear event because the ratio of duration

A •of flow field disturbance to dynamic pressure dura-
tion is higher.

4 4

1�- Th2eory

- -- -S - S t ri

. ... S. 4.lt F.0
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Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental and theoretical 40o ..--

deflections for full-scale, steel-frame "
drag structure at HE Event (front face ________--_____

loading only). .-. '-.

S......-o 4 . ..

-_ ------ A3 
'____Fr- __ 0 0 4 C 0 l 1 0 1 2 4.4 I6 1.$ 0• • / ,, Ti.e(s

SFig. 7. Comparison of experimental and theoretical
strains for fu.1-scale, steel-frame drag
structure at HE Event (front face loading-* I ' ,/ . -only).
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This quantity is calculated at the end of each time
or load step from the solution to the structural

APPENDIX A equations of motion. Increments of strain can then
A Nbe calculated from eqs. (Al) and (A2). Increments

SIMPLIFIED PROCEDbRE FOR INELASTIC ANALYSIS of bending strain at points in the section can beOF COMBINED BENDING AND ST. VENANT TORSION calculated by conventional Bernoulli-Euler rela-

OF OPEN-WALLED SECTIONS assumed constant through the thickness (x direc-

y Open-walled beam sections may be represented tion), these strain increments, together with those
Scombinations of relatively narrow rectangles from eqs. (Al) and (A2), may be used in the plas-

properly assemb ledi orematically nrow frmhectn s ticity relations to determine stress increments atproperly assembled kinematically to form the cross appropriate integration points. For the Von Mises

section of interest, e.g., I, T, Z and channel

sections. Theelastic torsional rigidities, neglect- yield criterion,

ing cross-sectional warpingof such sections are a2 + 3T2 + 3r2 = 2A4)
usually obtained by assuming the concentrations z c 2y 0j
present at fillets, and other local effects, are because of the antisymmetry (symle.try) of tneshear-
negligible, and by summing the torsional rigidities ing tisand the assumedrmityof thebei
of thp individual rectangular elements [8]. A ing strainsand the assumed utheormityof the bendinq
similar concept is employed here. strains about the x axis, the constitutive rela-

tions need only be calculated for the positive x
regime, and then

00O b 005kb

.495b---+ _ L zy Zy
b 9 bt(-x) W (A5)

4- 4- ________b__ Resultant tc-sional moments myxb calculated (As)

b/a Mz = ff(xT 2,-yTzx )dA (A6)

Fig. 8. Geometry of rectangular segment of open This may be simplified using the obvious symmetries
beam under St. Venant torsion. to:

Mz = 2jb/22J/a/2 (xT zy-YT zx) dy

For an elastic rectangle under pure St. Venant -b/2o
torsion without restraints, an elasticity solution For the problems considered, two-point Gaus-
for the strains for an arbitrary aspect ratio, b/a, sian quadrature was used in the x direction (stress
(see Fig. 8 for rectangular geometry) may be given recovery was needed at only one point because of

by the first term of a series solution [9], antisymmetry). In the y direction, because of the
extreme gradient of the shear -tresses near the

8 L Ba cosh ij/a .yrx 1  (Al) ends in the y direction, a combination of four-
yTy = [ cosh urb/2a a point Gaussian quadrature encompassing 99 percent

Bag sinh 7ty/a corX of the long direction, used with a one-point in-
= a-oosh-- -a ao (A2) tegration of the shear ý'resses at .4975b over tle

z -cosh lTb/2a a 0 sremaining 1 percent of the span, gave results with

where a is the angle of twist of the cross section less than 20 percent er.'or for the ultimate tor-
per unit length. sional moment for the sect.'ns of interest. Tor-

sional momentsfor the entire zr:ss section were
This leads to an error in the moment and peak obtained by summing the torsional moments of the

stresses of less than 0.5 percent [9]. We assume individual rectangles. For formation of required
the strain variation throughout the cross section tangent stiffness matrices, the same integration
does not significantly change upon initiation of rules were used, together witi, the obvious .sym-
inelastic behtavior. We also assume the bending metries an4 altisymmetrfes.
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I NOTATION

The following symbols are employed in this
paper:

A = cross-sectional area

S= drag coefficient

D = drag force

E = Young's modulus

ET = linear strain-hardening modulus

h = height

Mz= montabout longitudinal axis of beam

Sp = pressure

Sq = dynamic pressure, q =½pV
2

S= angle of twist per unit length

ly•,y• = shear strains

0 = rotational degree of freedom about
longitudinal axis of beam

ao = yield stress

0z = axial stress in beam (bending +
membrane)

T = shear stresses
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RESPONSE OF BURIED CONCRETE STRUCTURES TO BURIED HIGH EXPLOSIVE CHARGES;
A REVIEW IN SIMILITUDE FORMAT

1mmm James S. O'Brasky

Naval Surface Weapons Center
Weapons Development Branch

Dahlgren, Virginia

ABSVRAT DMT SOURCE

The results of some 250 experiments The classic experiment on this subject
conducted since 1942 are reviewed and analyzed was conducted by the NDRC/A4C in 1943-44. The
using nondimensional techniques. Data is in experiments were conducted in strict
chart format for the most significant nondimensional format and were reported in
variables, reference (a). While in hindsight, these

experiments can be criticized for a variety of
reasons, they represent the most extensive and
methodical series done to date. The principal
criticism are that the larger scale targets
had inadequate curing time ard the data
reduction was much less extensive than is
desirable. In 1976, Naval Surface Weapons
Center conducted a series of full scale
experiments on buried charges against buried
field fortifications. These experiments lead
to the Shoulder Launched Multi-puirpose Assault
Weapon. In 1977, Orlando Tedihology, Inc.
conducted a series of scale model experiments
for Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFAL) to

BACKGFOLM determine the effects of varying thickness-
to-spai ratios on scaled damage level using
structures which were stronger and more

The effects of buried high explosive heavily reinforced than the NDRI study. Also
Scharges on buried concrete structures has been in 1977, Waterways Experiment Station

studied in the United States episodically conducted a series of experiments for the AFAL
for the last forty years. The initial to evaluate a new explosive. In both sets of
interest concerned the adequacy of coastal experiments, far less danage resulted from a
defense structures. This interest was rapidly scaled test condition than would have been
replaced by an interest in bombing expected from the NDRW results. Table 1
effectiveness against such structures. In summarizes these data sources.
recent years, esihasis cwe to be placed on
vulnerability of hardened aircraft shelters to Upon examination of the above cited data
accurately delivered large charges and an sources, the writer decided to rederive the
field fortifications to small close-in nondimensional analysis and to conduct a data
charges. The vulnerability of missile reduction incorporating the entire date base.
silos/capsules to the detonation of earth
penetrating warheads ountaining nuclear
devices is surely of -me current interest. OBJECTIVE

The technical problem was fortunately of
such omplexity aid full scale experiments The Cbjective of this effort was to
were so expensive that scale experiments were determine which nandimensional variables w.cre

, a necessity. significant and to develop relationships -

characterizing the data base.
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APPROACH

The data sources were reviewed. The
rnndimensional analysis was derived. The
nondimensional variables were computed and
subjected to analysis of variance. The
siqnificant variables were identified and data
plots were developed.

RESULTS

Table II contains the variable list for the
problem. Table III contains the wn-dimensional
variables resulting from the nondi'ensional
analysis. Figure 1 ontains the set-up. Figure
2 contains data plots for the original NNDC data.
Figure 3 contains data plots for the 5,000 psi
o•rncrete, four edge structure case. Figure 4
contains data plots for the 6000 psi concrete
case, two edge structure.
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TABLE I

Agency Target
Performing Sponsor # Shots .cý.?AI) %R Type

Princetov, tniv. NRC-NDRC 104 20.7 - 33.8 0.S(B) Box

uriando Tech Inc AFAL 23 41.4 2.0(B) Box
(1977)

Orlando Tech Inc AFAL 20 41.4 2.0(B)C r
(1977)

WES AFAL 5 27.6 1.2(T) Box, Tunnel
(1977)

NSWC NAV4AT 23 34.5 - 37.9 0.5 Box

Total 17S

TABLE II

"DEFEAT OF BURIED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

BY
BURIED HIGH EXPLOSIVES" MODEL

VARIABLES

ENERGY IN EXPLOSIVE W

DEPm oFBUIAL d

RADIUS TO STRUCTURE R

DENSITY OF SOIL e
SOIL SRBIOTH"

SOIL DEAD WT. K

SPAN oFTARGE I

THICKNESS OF TRGET t

MIDSPAN DEFLEcrION B

STRe4M~ OF COYCRETE ai[ REINFCORa STREmGTH X

14
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1 
TABLE III/DEFEAT 

OF &i5RIE CotCRETE STRUCTURE By BURIED HE CHARGES
MODEL

[8]j orj f[[ 3f~ all 41r 8 U~

w ~'' ' -L J 1,[t]a 42 1

NOTIE: 8 VARIABLES

Charge W(lb)
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THE MEASUREMENT OF BLAST-INDUCED MOTION OF STRUCTURES USING A DOPPLER RADAR

Pumm RICHARD K. BAILEY, MARX BROOK and JAMES J. FORSTER

(0
NEW MEXICO INSTITUTE OF MINING & TECHNOLOGY, TERA GROUP, R&DD

SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO 87801

S•ABSTRACT 2'VJ
gz BSTACTfd = -- " in consistent units; where:

Measuriiig the motion of structures in a blast d

environment by photographic means is often made

difficult by the presence of optical obscurants fd = frequency shift (Doppler frequency),
such as dust, water spray, and detonation products Hz
(fireball). the use of a CW (continuous wave) V = radial velocity, cm/sec
Doppler radar to make measurements of the veloci- X = wavelength of transmitted signal, cm.
ties of materials within these optically opaque
environments offers potential advantages. Of For example, the Doppler frequency (f ) for a
particular inter.ist is the possible utilization of target whose radial velocity is 150 msec with
low-cost intrusion alarm CW radars now being mass- respect to a radar operating at a wavelength of
produced for the house/industrial security market. 3.2cm would be 9,380 Hz.
Preliminary results with steel, water, and concrete
debris show promise of overcoming the optical It should be noted here that for the simplest
limitations on visibility. Reflectivity data from possible receiver (as described later) the value of
various kinds of dusts and fragmented materials f will define the magnitude of V but will not
will be necessary to fully utilize the technique i~dicate whether the target was a~proaching, or

k receding from, t,,e radar antenna.

THEORY A number of other theoretical and practical
factors must be considered when designing a CW

The apparent change in frequency, or wave- radar system. One important factor is the wave-
length, of a periodic acoustic signal caused by length to be used. The physical size of an object
the motion of acoustic source relative to the ob- has a significant influence on its reflectivity at
server was first explained in 1842 by the Austrian various wavelengths, i.e., an object becomes nearly
physicist Christian Johann Doppler. This pheno- invisible when its size is a small fraction of one
menon, called the Doppler effect, was later found wavelength. This fact places a powerful tool at
to apply to periodic electromagnetic energy as the disposal of the designer who wishes to minimize
well as to acoustic energy. The magnitude of this the radar return from objects that are much smaller
apparent change in frequency provides a measure of than the target(s) of interest in a given test.
the relative radial velocity between the moving Another factor of great importance is the necessity
object and the observer. for shock-isolating the radar antenna from the test

environment long enough for the primary data to be
In the case of a basic CW (continuous-wave) acquired prior to shock-induced movement of the

radar system, a small portion of the energy being antenna. Any such movement introduces unwanted
transmitted at frequency f is mixed with the Doppler frequencies in the receiver output.
energy reflected back *o t~e radar antenna from
the target at frequency f . If the target has no
radial velocity with resgct to the radar antenna, APPLICATIONS
f will equal f and the difference between the
fequencies (i.., the best frequency) out of the The application of the principles of CW radar
radar receiver mixer will be zero, (i.e., only a to some types of ordnance testing activitie 1 h)
direct current output will exist). If the target been well established for a number of years
is moving radially either toward or away from the Measuring the translational velocity of projectiles
radar antenna, however, then f j f , and an and rockets is a common application, and commercial
alternating current signal wilY exist at the units designe to afjire and analyze such data are
output of the radar receiver mixer circuit. The currently available•.
frequency of the mixer output signal (f )is a
direct measure of the radial velocity ig accord-
ance with the well known relationship:

I
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Problems associated with acquiring velocity TECHNICAL DETAILS
information by conventional means (high-speed
photography, break grids) in some test programs A schematic diagram of the CW radar circuit
conducted at New Mexico Tech have given rise to a currently being used at New Mexico Tech is shown
search for additional measurement techniques, in Figure 1 below:
These problems typically consist of a combination
of optical obscurants (dust, water spray, gases) -- OMw DC
with flying debris. The use of a CW radar system
appears to offer advantages in several such in-
stances. Two ongoing programs at Tech with poten-
tial for such applicctions are a) survivability
of shipboard ordnance stcres, and (b) safety-
distance studies for Ready-Service Magazines. C1 AN

Survivability of Shipboard Ordnance Stores L.O_

One of the ongoing test programs at New TO
Mexico Tech is a study to examine the mechanism RECORDER

that causes detonation of various kinds of ship-
board ordnance stores when they are impacted by FIGURE 1. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF CW RADAR

portions of ship structure. A common test set-up G - Gun Diode OLcillator; DC - Directional
involves a large donor charge submerged in a Coupler; CI - Circulator; ANT - Parabolic
water-filled pit. A lower deck plate in contact Antenna; M - Mixer; A - Amplifier
with the top surface of the water is accelerated
upward toward palletized bombs, projectiles, 3r
rocket motors when the donor charge is detonated.
The velocity history of the deck plate prior to This circuit represents the simplest possible con-
impacting the palletized munitions is of primary figuration for a CW radar system. The microwave 4

interest in this study, but water spray and other power output is on the order of 100 milliwatts
debris that surround the event, combined with the and the frequency is 9.375 GHz (x = 3.2cm). The
short distance the deck plate travels prior to package in which the circuitry is assembled is
impact, makes it difficult to obtain reliable mounted on the back side of the parabolic antenna
velocity information from high-speed motion- used with the system. This parabolic antenna is
picture film records. Pin probe•s and accelero- 4 feet in diameter and produces a radiated conical
meters have been used on these tests to measure beam that has a beamwidth of about 2 degrees at
plate velocity, but the results are not always the half-power points (3 dB down).
satisfactory and the equipment and installation
are somewhat expensive. A non-expendable CW radar The ability to analyze the complex waveform
has been used on plate calibration tests with that constitutes the receiver output for a "real-
promising results (see Figure 11 and the associ- world" test environment is the key to successfully
ated discussion in Review of 'est Results). An utilizing the CW radar concept. In the simplest
expendable CW radar test unit offers attractive case, the outp of the radar receiver would con-
possibilities in tc-.-,s of both performance and sist of a sin( -ave whose frequency is a function

expense, and one such unit has been tried on one of the radial velocity between the target and the
test to date. The results of this test are still radar antenna. In practice, however, the radar
being analyzed. typically sees more than one target and these mul-

tiple targets are likely to have a wide range of
Safety-Distance Studies for Ready-Service Magazines sizes, velocities, directions of travel, and dis-

tances from the radar antenna. The result of this
Upcoming tests at New Mexico Tech are designed multiplicity of targets is an output s;qnal whose

to acquire data concerning the fragments generated complex waveform is the sum of all the individual
by the reinforced concrete roof of a munitions sine waves caused by each target. These individual
storage magazine when the roof fails due to inter- sine waves are usually independent of each other
nal overpressure caused by a detonating munition. in terms of frequency, magnitude, ind phase (for an
The data will consist of the size of the frag- infinite bandwidth receiver and assuming no multi-
ments, their initial velocity, the direction in tiple scattering). An example of such a complex
which they go, and the distance at which they are waveform observed in an actual test is shown in
found from their initial location. In most of Figure 2.
these tests the roof will have a soil overburden,
and the dust cloud generated by this soil during A wealth of literature exists describing the
roof failure is expected to make optical measure- various techniques available for analyzing the con-
ment of the velocity of the roof fragments emerg- tent of complex waveforms resulting from the combi-
ing from the dust cloue very difficult. It is nation of individual sine waves having unrelateý4)
hoped that the CWtradar concept can be utilized frequencies, amplitude, and phase relationships'.
here to obtain better data with less effort.
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The technique chosen for the initial studies at whose amplitude would be 1.0. The output for a
New Mexico Tech involves first transleting the real test is typically not this simple, however,
analog radar output into digital fom using an and a set of spectral lines may be expected to
analog-to-digital (A/D) converter and and then surround the predicted Doppler frequency, as can be
processipg)this information in a digital seen in Figure 3. Tht target(s) in tests of the
computer' utilizing a Fast Fourier Transform kind discussed here are seldom moving directly
(FFT) program. Two special precautions must be toward the radar antenna, so that the true trans-
observed during this data-reduction process: lational velocity of a gi.an target along its tra-

jectory must be obtained by supplementing the radar
1. The digitizing rate must be high enough data with other information, such as test geometry.

to accommodate the highest frequency of
interest (fdig > 2fmax) and; 1.0 m rix- 720222N0

max F22.5. W22*000- 0.0**e~2C*C'

2. The duration of the samples selected for "2 $AE. 0NT1vR-.Z.RSC-2*

analysis by the FFT program must be long .
enough to yield the desired velocity re- .7
solution. A record of length T sec
gives a frequerncy resolution Af = l/T.
A velocity resolution (Av) of 8 m/sec .
is obtained for a 2 millisecond sample , .4

using a 3.2 an radar (assuming the radar
receiver has _-s infinite bandwidth). ,3

Output data from the computer is displayed in
three formats. The first format consists of the M ill,analog waveform as reconstituted from the digi- -.__..

tized data for the duration of the sample interval 04 1 4 $
selected for FFT analysis. An example of this MULTIPLY COEF BY 7.8 m/sec TO GET VELOCITY

analog waveform printout (for a 2ms duration il , (0 to 500 m/sec)

sample) isshown in Figure 2. Examination of this FIGURE 3. GRAPHIC DISPLAY OF POWER rEVEL
display provides a general feeling about the char- VS. FREQUENCY. (VELOCITY)
acter and quality of the signal. This display
permits some obvious problems to be identified,
such as overdriven signals (peak clipping), noisy The third display format consists of a tabular
signals, or low-amplitude signals, thus alerting printout of the same data that is displayed in the
the analyst to view the subsequent data with graph of Figure 3. The numerical values of the
suspicion, relative amplitudes of each frequency increment are

more easily and accurately obtained from the table
TIME2 00244W11 2 ritc.1fiJcN than from the graph. An example of this format is

.j Ishown in Figure 4.
M IhMEL fl R0C12 pwn

1! / , :._.:. o.,oo0,o2.oo ._,
K . Wj. 20I0.20,2 cot W E.002( P2

1:227.112.02 .15* 222422C:05 55.(221 2 .0 2 0
,1.00(,102 .41 02 54024 *0

""25K .0 2*02 2.23 • 2 03 V.0346 * 01 .02
M.2S2214S02.02 Z.44141Et03 2.45442•.• 0 044

S 233 19E 02 2.122E -03 6.943W0.0 .22
.I ,440• .42 3.4179197E03 .0796X•0•( 0 2,4

0 2. 02•43002 3.90(25203 '.232022.02 .1541 2.30(*"2 4.221866.03 3.43AM22.02 .0(2
-I 2.* 20.02 4.10201=11[03 3I y2114.0? 5* 23 .9I M.*02 S.347IM 03 1.4S2.C .2I 4

14 3. 2875W 02 5.9593 3 I 4255E-01 .IS2
-I 20 04 11 ".04440*t2 1.242* 0 2. 1 1 0 ?044.16*1 is04

23& $ It OTAl 1ril 12111T 2J 4 .0 .12 3.323V•9,0 0.2 0 .0l2

0"?al 4.2504II.62 7.4120 .0320 2
is lAWKll*02 , 93.21)(02 3.XS2•S(-0 A-2I- 2. 048 Ins 9:Jý00 3•s+,~+ ,m, . ME0 ,., 8.,', .

Z! S.13•[0 A=-47•04 I .3JS1M.9 *g .0041

FIGURE 2. ANALOG SIGNAL FROM CW RADAR RECEIVER 23 s.i2.o4 1.,Z,4 ,.:MM.o 0o

24 , I7 1 024 1.11431t.0 02

(Reconstituted, from Digitized Data) 2S 1.E 1 .C 4.,IU-,O .042

.1 631•2.82 1.3019C.*04 4.6032.102 .0ANi
The second display format consists of a graph 2l .42(04404 .2.2010O•22 * G00

302 1.E010 4 4 I. it02332- 0 .00that shows the relative power contained in each of 14M.82 2.13(204 1111E21 .00thnumber of frequency increments, n4o2maltzed to 0 8..6.S ,. ,-62." 4 ,, ,.0,.
the amplitude of the frequency increment within 591•442 7.00M. MX .,

22(1412.02 2.•415102204 45 1 0(3(-0 O202

the sample that contained the greatest power level. 6 7.22616.EW ,"710"4 4SI.M-'. o0,
36 2r142.02 12855412.04 4:.=( 0,*0' 0 .02TAn example of this display is shown in Figure 3. 31 3.%"•K. :.26.r02o04 4 .02 0In the simplest possible case this graph would

contain only one vertical bar whose horizontal FIGURE 4. TABULAR PRINTOUT OF POWER
location corresponded to the Doppler frequncy an LEVEL VS. FREQUENCY
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REVIEW OF TEST RESULTS TO DATE

New Mexico Tech has applied the CW radar
technique to four test programs so far. These
programs consisted of: 1) measuring the velocity
of a 3-inch-diameter steel sphere fired at veloci-
ties of greater than 1500 m/sec; 2) measuring the
initial velocity of a large vertical steel surface
that represented the hull of a ship; 3) measuring
the early velocity history of a small horizontal
steel plate that was explos;:ely launched upwards;
and 4) measuring the early velocity history of a
large horizontal steel surface that represented
the false deck of a ship.

In the first application (measuring the velo-
city of a 3-inch steel sphere) the analysis pro- FIGURE 6. CW RADAR BEHIND PROTECTIVE BARRIER
gram used was found to contain several "bugs."
The effort expended on de-bugging this analysis
program contributed to a better program for the
next test series and also pointed out the desir-
ability of expanding the output to include the
three display formats discussed above. The analog
radar data from this test series is still avail-
able on magnetic tape, and it is hoped that time
and resources will permit a re-analysis of this
data with the improved program.

The second application involved measuring
the initial velocity of a large (about 4m x 6m)
vertical steel wall that simulated the outside
surface of a ship's hull. Detonation of a 100-lb
explosive charge simulating a torpedo accident
inside the ship propelled the wall. This struc-
ture is shown prior to testing in Figure 5.

FIGURE 7. PLANE REFLECTOR USED WITH CW RADAR

The average initial velocity of the wall, as
determined from high-speed photographic records,
"for the first 4.3 milliseconds of wall movement
was 9.5 m/sec. The graphical output from the F-FT
analysis (shown in Figure 8) contains a relatively
large power level at 10 m/sec, which is in good
agreement with the photograpically determined
velocity.

rcQ.. .... c... O*tO 4
¶ lIt Il- '• Il +

-APPROX. BASELINE NOISE LEVEL

il+ -+fill
FIGURE 5. EXTERIOR VIEW OF SIMULATED SHIP HULL ., I I

The CW radar unit was located about 130 from the I
wall and was mounted on timber cribbing to mini-
mize the coupling of ground shock into the radar
set. A protective barrier was placed between the ,

test wall and the radar. The radar bean was j 1:fli
reflected to the test wall from a heavy plane Ito I-, U *, ----
reflector that was centered on a normal to the t-.,,
test wall. The reflector was also shock isolated * .,1.2., T
on timber-cribbing. The details of the reflector
and radar installation can be seen in Figures 6 FIGURE 8. POWER LEVEL (LOGARITHMIC SCALEY VS.
and 7. FREQUENCY FOR TETT OF SHIP'S HULL
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The third application involved reflecting
the radar beam downward toward a horizontal steel . rr 43-0.0C9
plate, as shown in Figures 9 and 10. . -

8.7

2,

MULTIPLY COEF BY 7.8 m/sec TO GET VELOCITY

I - -(o to 500 m/sec) - -

FIGURE 11. FFT GRAPHIC OUTPUT FOR TEST NO.
PSO217A3, PLATE CALIBRATION

The geometry of the test setup would produce a
vector velocity toward the center of the reflector
of 79 m/sec for an object travelling straight up at
91 m/sec. This vector velocity is in good general
agreement with the radar result.

FIGURE 9. RADAR REFLECTOR SUSPENDED ABOVE The fourth, and most recent, application con-
TARGET REGION sisted9g suspending an expendable CW radar trans-

ceiver(' directly above a large horizontal steel
surface and recording the transceiver output on
magnetic tape as tne steel deck was explosively
launched upward. It is not feasible to use a
non-expendable radar unit because of the severity
of the test environment (the donor charge is about
1200 lbs). The analysis from this test has not yet
been completed. It is hoped that the results will
be favorable because there is a significant poten-
tial economic advantage in successfully measuring
deck ielocity in this way. Microwave CW radar
units (intrusion alarms) can presently be procured
for less than $100. The cost of the pin probes and
accelerometers currently being used on these tests
is at least 20 times this amount. These low-cost
commercial units have such a broad antenna beam-
width that it is likely that a disposable parabolic
reflector will be needed to collimate the radiated
microwave energy into a planar wavefront at the
target plate to avoid unwanted Doppler spread.

FUTURE PLANS

Two general categories of appiication ire
presently anticipated for CW radar rytems at New

FIGURE 10. HORIZONTAL STEEL PLATE IN POOL Mexico Tech. The first category involves a non-
OF WATER expendable radar system having longer stand-off

distances, higher rf power output than used to
The steel plate was explosively launched upward by date, narrow beam width, a more sensitive receiver,
a charge stbmerged in a pool of water in which thp and possibly a superheterodyne receiver that would
bottom of the plate was also submerged. Velocity- permit discrimination between approaching and
pin data obtained from this test yielded an initial receding targets. The second category involves
velocity of 91 m/sec. The graphic display of the expendable low-power radar units for use at very
sample of radar data shown in Figure 11 includes close ranges within very harsh test environments
relatively high-level returns centered around a for measuring target movements of just a few
velocity of 78 m/sec, inches.
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More basic information is needed about factors
that affect the performance of both the types of
systems mentioned above. The primary need is for
radar cross-section data for commonly encountered
test materials (such as rough concrete, water
spray, dust, rock, wood fragments, and plastic
sabot parts). To be most useful, this data should
relate the radar cross section to material para-
meters (such as size, roughness, and attitude) and
to radar parameters (such as wavelength and power
level). It is clearly desirab;e to have enough
such information to perimit sound engineering
selections to be made concerning radar wavelength,
power level, beam width, range, and type of re-
ceiver. The ability to make such selections will
enhance the prospects of maximizing radar returns
from primary target objects and of suppressing
radar returns from obscurants such as dust and
water spray. Morte complete information of this
kind will also help *identify test situations that
are not favorable for the application of CW radar
and thus avoid needless expenditures.
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SI,. HIGH EXPLOSIVE TESTING OF HARDENED AIRCRAFT SHELTERS

Ronald R. Bousek
Lt Col, USAF

Defense Nuclear Agency
Field Command

Kirtlanid AFB, New Mexico 87115

' If ABSTRACT taken to be the same as for an aircraft parked inABTC the open. One objective of these tests was to

Two full-size, hardened, third-generation demonstrate that the QD factor could be decreased
Saircraft shelters of the type employed by the U.S. for sheltered aircraft due to the protection

Air Force in Europe and by NATO countries were afforded by the shelter. A second objective was

subjected to a series of five high explosive tests. to show that the QD factor of 18 applied to

The purpuse of the tests (nicknamed DISTANT RUNNER) runways could be substantially reduced. The

was to gather empirical data necessary for the third major objective was to assess the response

Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board to of the third-generation shelter to various sizes
reduce existing explosives quantity-distance of internal detonations in terms of airblast and

safety standards for storage of conventional fragmentation propagated outward from the shelter.

munitions in and near hardened aircraft shelters.
The first two tests each used a 120-ton explosive
stack of ANFO located external to the shelters. PROCEDURE
The other three tests consisted of internal
d2tonations of AIM-9 warheads and Mark-82 bombs. Construction
As a result of these tests the ODESB has reduced
certain quantity-dilstance safety standards. Two full-size third generation a rcraft
As a borjs, a large amount of structural response shelters with adjoining taxiways were constructed
data was gathered which can be applied to on a remote test site on the northern part of
problems involving dynamic loading of reinforced White Sands Missile Range. The shelters were
concrete structures. structurally identical to those constructed in

\ Europe by the U.S. Air Force and by NATO
countries except for two minor details: the

INTRODUCTION electrical motors normally used to open the
front doors were omitted and the shelter

In Europe, real estate restrictions and foundations were slightly wider to accomodate
property constraints pose difficulties in placing the loaa-bearing properties of the soil at the
aircraft shelters and munitions storage areas test site. Construction took 11 months. The
within U.S. Air Force and NATO aircraft bases. quonse,-shaped shelters were constructed of
Overly restrictive safety criteria may compromise highly rei' arced concrete and werq designed
military operations and readiness. Under sponsor- to accomod, -e one fighter aircraft. The
ship of the Department of Defense Explosives Safety arched walls were approximately two feet
Board, the Defense Nuclear Agency conducted a series thick with various colors of concrete to aid
of five high explosives tests, involving two full- in identification of debris following
size aircraft shelters, with the goal of obtaining destructive testing (Fig. I). The two sliding
data which would allow the reduction of certain front doors were one foot thick and each weighed
extablished quantity-distance (QD) safety stanJards. 100 tons. An exhaust port at the rear of the
The tests were conducted at White Sands Missile shelter could be closed off by two large
Range, New Mexico, during September to November 1981. sliding doors.

Quantity-distance standards are expressed Instrumentation
according to the equation, D=KW1 / 3, where D is the
safe distance From a weight, W, of mass-detonating Free field instrumentation in the test areaexplosives. K is the QD factor, or safe scaled sur^rounding the shelters consisted of 44 air blast

distance, investigated by this test series, pressure gages and 33 ,riaxial accelerometers fi"
At the time of the tests a QD factor of 30 ft/lb't 3  ground motion (CFig. 2). Each shelter was instru-
(16m/kg1/ 3) was applied to military aircraft parked mented with approximately 30 blast pressure gages
in the open and in shelters. A standard of and a dozen or so biaxial accelerometers to record
40 ft/Ib?/3 (16m/kg'1 3) was applied as the scaled the pressure environment and the resulting dynamic
distance required to separate explosive storage structural response. Passive strain measurements,
from public areas, subject to minimums required to document permanent deformation of the shelters
for protection against fragments. The QC factor from the external explosions, were taken by
appl ied to an aircraft parked within a shelter was measuring pretest and post-test positions of
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50 punch marks on each of four arch ribs. High Based upon free field air blast measurements the
speed technical photography was used to document desired nominal environment of 15 psi was produced
each test. Eight aerial cameras and up to ?3 on both external tests (Fig. 3). Pressure build-up
ground-based cameras recorded shelter motion inside the shelters was measured to be less than
and explosives performance. A comprehensive 1.6 psi except for one location in the corner near
program for measuring debris was conducted, the front door of the shelter exposea side-on to
Following the external explosions, the density of the blast. A pressure in excess of 8 psi was
soil ejecta which landed on the taxiways was recorded there, but was evidently a very localized
measured. Following the destructive internal high pressure ragion which dissipated before
explosions, previously cleared ground sectors reaching the next gage only 20 feet away.
surrounding the shelters were surveyed for shelter
fragments which were then couni ., and weighed.
Data from gages was recorded using a Digital INTERNAL EXPLOSIONS
Encoding System installed in a bunker near the
test bed. Two hundred data channels were
amplified, digitized, and multiplexed in the Description
bunker and sent via coaxial cable to the
instrumentation van located one mile from the test Following the two external tests, three internal
bed where the data was recorded on magnetic tape. tests were conduqted. The explosives used are listed
A calibration test consisting of 1200 lb of ammonium in the Table. Tfie objectives of the internal tests
nitrate ani fuel oil explosive was detonated prior were: assess blast supression by the shelters,
to the main test series and verified that the assess debris patterns with regards to safety
instrumentation system was working properly, criteria, and observe the failure mode of the

shelter.

EXTL'RRAL EXPLOSIONS Results: Event 4

Description The shelter and airraft were completely
destroyed in Event 4. High speed photography

The first two explosions in the DISTANT RUNNER showed that the arch was first lifted off its
test series each used a 120-ton stack of ANFO (a foundation and then split longitudinally along
mixture of ammonium nitrate and fuel oil) as the the crown. As a result the entire right half
explosive located external to tne shelters. An (as viewed from the front) of the arch was
obsolete F-1i0B fighter plane was positioned i,, launched into the air and traveled 200 feet as
each shelter. The primary objective of the test a unit. The break-up of the left half of the
was to demonstrate that at an incident nvero:'essure arch was influenced by the personnel door entry
of 15 psi, leakage airblast inside the clr:ed way. Several large sections impacted at ranges
shelters would be less than 1.7 psi. f second of 100-200 feet. The rear of the shelter
objective was to test the taxiwav it a sca~ed suffered extreme damage, but on the whole was
distance 4 ft/lb1'3 from the ex-ilorior.. The first displaced only several feet. The ?ront doors
test subjected shelter B to a so4l-.-n )last and were blown directly forward and traveled
shelter A to a rear-on blast, both at 3 nominal about 400 feet. High speed photography
15 psi. The second test, conducted armonth later, showed them tumbling top-over bottom. One
subjected shelter A to ; nn-inal 15 psi hunt-on front door came to rest against the other
while shelter B receivci, 7 tsi frnm an angle 27 shelter causing only superficial gashes on its
degrees off of fr-,t-on. ihe-o tebts were side.
designated as Ev;.;t 2 L A Cvent ,. (Event 1 was
rescheduled to occlr optxen Eients 4 and 5.
The original deSigat;-, were kzt d!~pite the
resequencing.)

TABLE
Results: ;vent. 2 and 3 INTERNAL EXPLOSIONS

No strrrcural darsaa zcctred to the concrete Event 4: 12 MARK-82 bombsarches -t ýear wal.:. ICo-lhb rear tthaust loors were 2292 lb Tritonal
blown 'i, (Inwa-•) on *he sheltnr with its rear to 30 lb C-4
the bl. ,,. The tail of thi ..J1A.jl wias Janiaged 2 lb PETN
considerably by on: of the flyr3n 41-'rs. The
front dooe. ýf thiz iheiter wert' ret damaged. One Event 1: 4 AIM-9 air-to-air missiles
rear exha ;t dvor - t,.e shelzer oilen+ed side-on 42 lb HBX-1
to the blh;•4 w~s blcwn down be' iio not strike the 6 lb C-4
aircraft. 3e.ral "•-ts i•cj th.ý roller .6 lb PEIN
mechanism )n tile * "mt 6ora t. -ke, but the doorsstayed ov t: Ir trad..t Event 5: 48 Mark-82 bombs

9168 lb Tritonal
64 lb C-4'
9 lb PETN

.12
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A grouno survey of debris (Fig. 4) Blast overpressures (Fig. 6) were slightly

indicates that 90% of the debris was contained suppressed by the shelter to the rear and to a
in large pieces at ranges less than 250 feet lesser extent to the front of the shelter. No
from the shelter (except for the front doors). suppression was observed in the lateral directions.
The debris with the longest range came from Consequently, a reduction in the current airblast
the metal ring beam on the front face of the quantity-distance criteria for internal explosives
arch. Beam sections were projected forward is not expected. Debris patterns from this test
in a 180-degree fan with ranges of 1000 to 1700 and Event 4 are being carefully evaluated with
feet. regard to the other safety hazard, flying debris.

Initial failure of the shelter along the arch-
foundation interface and complete destruction of CONCLUSION
the shelter were consistant with pre-shot calcula-
tions. Blast pressures to the rear were attenuated
slightly by the shelter, while blast pressures The DISTANT RUNNER test series was highly
forward and to the sides showed no attenuation successful. The primary objective of experi-
effects (Fig. 5). Consequently, a reduction in the mentally verifying that certain quantity-distance
quantity-distance factor for internal explosive safety standards could be reduced was met. The
storage does not appear to be indicated. The DOD Explosive Safety Board has reduced the QD
failure of the shelter to attenuate the blast factor from 30 ft/lb1 /3 to 5 for aircraft
laterally can be ascribed to the initial failure shelters near munitions storage igloos, and to
mode of the shelter along the foundation. By 8 for aircraft shelters near open storage sites.
strengthening the arch-foundation connection The DDESB has also recommended these changes to
(rebar) it should be possible to cause initial NATO Subgroup AC/258. As another result of the
failure to occur at the crown with consequent tests, structural modifications have been
upward (rather than lateral) venting of the blast. identified and are under study which would

increase the strength of the shelters.
Results: Event 1

A large amount of technical data which was
The four AIM-9 warheads were two feet above gathered from the tests can be applied to the

the floor positioned as if they were on an air- analysis of structural response to blast
craft. No aircraft was in the shelter. As a loading. The tested shelters were full size,
result of the explosion the two front doors so the problem of scaling was avoided.
were blown evenly outward about 20 feet with no Companion measurements of airblast loading and
major damage. The blast deflectors, which the resulting dynamic structural response were
normally might have restricted this motion, had made which can be used to evaluate dynamic
been broken off from the bottora of the doors modeling techniques (Fig. 7 & 8). Post-test
by a previous test. The shelter suffered no measurements on permanent building deformation can
structural damage. All shrapnel was contained can be used in developing and checking' methods for
by the shelter, although the warhead base plates modeling inelastic deformations (Fig. 9). An
punched through the rear doors and struck the extensive effort was expended collecting and
rear wall of the exhaust port. The personnel analyzing debris fragments produced by the
door was undamaged and remained closed. Airblast destructive tests. Thousands of fragments weý,e
was effectively suppressed. surveyed, weighed, and measured. These data can

be applied toward the study of fragment size
Results: Event 5 distribution function* and ranges. The details

of DISTANT RUNNER testitig and a summary of
Twelve bombs were positioned beneath an F-1IOB. technical results are presented in the References.

Another 36 bombs were positioned near the aircraft
and at the front corners of the shelter to simulate
weapon storage. As expected, the shelter was
completely destroyed. In general the debris
pattern was similar to that from Event 4, but the REFERENCES*
fragments were smaller and had larger ranges.
Sections ol the front doors were scattered between 1. "DISTANT RUNNER Test Execution Report" POR
400 and 1200 feet directly forward of the shelter. 7062, Defense Nuclear Agency, 29 Jan 1982.
The arch was fragmented into several large pieces
which landed at ranges of 100-300 feet. Numerous 2. "Proceedings of the DISTANT RUNNER Symposium"
smaller chunks had ranges up to 1200 feet. The POR 7063, Defense Nuclear Agency, 2 Sep 1982.
rear of the shelter was completely demolished
and leveled. Sections of the front ring beam 3. "DISTANT RUNNER Test Program Final Report"
were frund at rouqhly the same ranqes as for Defense Nuclear Agency, In Preparation.
Event 4. They were not thrown further by the
larger exp.1sion because the greater force *Distribution limited to U.S. Government agencies
distorted tht'r aerodynamic shapes causing only. Other requests must be referred to the
increased drag .',rng their flight. Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington, DC 20305.
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A STATISTICAL APPROACH TO CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS EXPERIMENTATION

'-- -

o James M. Carson

0 New Mexico Engineering Research Institute
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT 1O1,

A statistically based strategy of experimen-
tation has been applied to the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory's Conventional High Explosive Blast and
Shock test series. The basis of this design and
analysis method is reviewed. The purpose u, the
procedure is the measurement of the various exper-
imental variances and the development of design 4 108
curves that include confidence bands. Application CL
of the statistical design of experiments impacts
the areas of test design, cost, instrumentation
layout, instrumentation performance evaluation,
and data and parameter analysis.

INTRODUCTION

A statistically based strategy of experimen-
tati)n has been applied to the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory's Conventional High Explosive Blast and
Shock (CHEBS) test series. This paper prosents an
overview of statistical design procedures that are
available. The procedures used for the CHEBS o
series will be used to illustrate the methodology 0-Y4 Io,
and philosophy of statistical experimental
desiqn.

It should be noted that these procedures are
not new, although they do not appear to be in
widespread use in this community. They are in
common use in the areas of process and product 10'
control, product acceptance, and quality control 10' log 1*1
[1-5].

A look at a design curve from "Protection ZG - RG/W/ scaled ground distance
from Nonnuclear Weapons" [6] (Figure 1) illus-
trates a common problem. A design curve, which
usually is based on experimental data, is inade- Figure 1. Peak pressure design curve.
quate if it is only some type of trend line for
the data. Addinq one standard deviation confi-
dence bands, for example, would better represent more information could'be gained from multiple
the data and would better allow the designer to tests, even though the number of channels per test
choose a design value appropriate to his was reduced. Many costs involved in fielding the
application. first test are nonrecurring.

In addition to adopting an experimental Often experimental data are thrown out
strategy to develop more useful design curves, because they do not "look right." Statistical
other motivations to adopt such a strategy exist, data analysis can identify outliers and place
Properly planned experiments can help maximize the their rejection on a more quantitative basis.
information received per dollar invested in an
experimental test or test series. A trade-off STATISTICALLY BASED PLANS
exists between the number of tests and the number
of instrumentation channels per test. In the Statistically based experimental plans have
CHEBS series, for example, it was determined that several characteristics in common, even though
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they are tailored to different experimental .-T- --
objectives. -

* Experimental error is a fact of life and must be T
* 3 measured if the importance of other variables is

to be determined. I iSI
* All variables should be considered over a wide X
range. Various testing schemes, which amount to X2

test parameter variation plans, have been devel-
oped to first crudely identify the important prob-
lem variables, and then more precisely measure the I
impact of the important parameters. A balance X3- -----.
should be drawn between the costs of a test, the
number of variables to be explored, and the number
of tests and measurements required for adequate Xl
resolution.

* Random data acquisitions are desirable. Figure 2. Classical experimental approach.

* A goal of an experimental test plan should be a
model that will enable predictions about future
similp" events.

FACTORIAL TEST APPROACH

Figures 2 and 3 compare two experimental
approaches. The classical approach varies one
factor while holding the others constant. Three
variables would require four test points. Each
variable is compared with the origin point and X2
only tested at one level of the other variables.
No replication or repetition is present and the
experimental space is one-fourth of a cube. By
doubling the number of test points to eight, aPS\
basic three-dimensional, two-level factorial
design is achieved. Although the number of points X3
doubles, four times the experimental space is
covered. In addition the main effect of a single X1
variable can be determined over the range of the
remaining variables. The difference between the
two dotted planes determines the main effect of
variable X, in Figure 3. Diagonal planes produce Figure 3. Factorial experimental approach.
the interaction response of variables. The lined
planes in Figure 3 show the planes and test bounded volijae may change shape dependinq on the
points that would be used for the X X2 interac- design used.
tion. Replication is inherent in these designs
since the effects are the differences of averages. Ir planning an experimental test program some
Note also that each data point is used for multi- guidelines exist to help determine tne number of
ple calculations. degrees of freedom (tests and measurements)

required to detect a factor effect of size E, in
Center points can be added to the factorial the presence of an experimental error having a

cube to produce an estimate of curvature or lack standard deviation a. The number of observations
of fit to a linear model. Multiple tests at a (n) required for two-level factorial experiments
center point can also be used to estimate experi- is approximately
mental error. ( .)2

If the number of variables or factors (f)
and/or the number of levels (1) for each variable The 8 stems from the definition of the power
becomes large, the number of tests (n) required of an experiment (2) which is the probability of
for a full factorial design can become large since making the right decision. In this case the a
n = 11 or n = 2 for the common two-level case of error, the risk of saying an effect does not exist

SFigure 3. Various screening designs that are when it does, is 5 percent (95 percent confidence)
fractions of a full factorial design, such as the and the B error, saying an effect exists when it
Plackett-Burman [1] and the Box-Beinken [1] have does not, is 10 percent (go percent confidence).
been developed to help identify the key variables. Thus, to detect an effect twice the experimental
Theso designs are conceptually the same as the error (E = 2o0, about 16 (n 42) observations are
factorial approach in that they bound variable required.
hyperspace with experimental test points. The

S1L2
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22 FACTORIAL EXAMPLE Curvature (Mean - CTR PT) 5.75 - 5 = 0.75

Figure 4 represents a simple factorial design
for two variables and two levels with four center Standard deviation of error (S)_
points. The measured variable readings are listed (65 + (5-52 + 15-5, + 4 2 = 0.817
within the circles of the figure. Table 1 is d (4-1)
coivenient computation scheme for calculating the
variable main and interaction effects and curva- Significant factor effect (2 DF)
ture. The plus and minus signs refer to the high 21/2 (12\1/2
and low levels of each variable and are a short- ts; = (3.182)(0.817)-) = 2.60
hand notation for the formula for the following 2
variable effects. Siqnificant curvature effect

main effect = (D + 8) (A+ C) (4 OF, 4 center (C) points)

2 2 ts(-+ +•1\/2 = (3.182) (0.817)(1 + 1 h/2 = 1.84

main effect X2  (D + C) (A + B) F Cl (4 4)

2 2 The standard deviation(s) of the experimental

interaction effect X1X2 = (D - C) - (B - A) error is estimated from the repeated center points
2 2 as 0.81. This value is used with Student's t

value for 3 degrees of freedon, (DF) and 95 percent
copfidence level to estimate the minimum signifi-

8 can, factor and curvature effects. Comparing the
factcr effect to the effects in the table only
variable X2 is shown to have a significant effect.
The calculated curvatur( is not significant.

The average response column in Table 1
records the average corner measurement. In this
example there was no replication of corner

X2 points.

The results might have been improved by
measuring each of the corner points a second time.
This would have allowed more degrees of freedom
and the calculation of a pooled experimental error
standard deviation involving both the center and
corner points.

A 8 The computed factor effects can be directly

3 5 used in a simple polynomial model of the experi-

X1 mental space.

Y = bo + b1 Xj + b2 X2 + b 12 X1 X2

where Y is the predicted value, bo the mean, and
Figure 4. 21 factorial with center points., b1, Ihe and b12 one-half the 4actor effects. Thus

for the* exampe
TABLE 1. FACTOR EFFECT COMPUTATION

Y = 5.75 + 0.75X, + 1.75X2 + 0.25XIX2

Measure Average
location response Mean X1  X2  XIX 2  the nonsignificant effects might be deleted from

this equation. Also ignored are any higher order
1 (A) 3 + - + effects not measured.
2 (8) 5 + + - -
3 +C) 7 + - CHEBS TEST PLAN
4(3) 8 + + + +

The first sequence of tests in the CHEBS
Sum + 23 13 15 11 series was designed to measure the ground level
Sum - 0 10 8 12 pressure waveforms produced by a general purpose

Sum CK 23 23 23 23 500-lb bomb (Mark 82) placeL both horizontally and
Difference 23 3 7 1 vertically on the ground surface (bomb center of

Effect 5.75 1.5 3.5 0.5 gravity at ground level).

6 5n It was recognized that at least three compo-
Centerpoint-average 6 + 5 + 5 + 4 5 nents of variance were present: experimental
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error (VEx); blast nonsymetry (V5y), particularly
in the horizontal orientation case; and bomb-to-
bomb variation (vCB). A characteristic of vari-
ance (standard deviation squared and a measure of
data dispersion) is that it is additative. Thus000
the total variance might be simply expressed

VT = VEX + VSY + VBB

0It was recognized that other--it was hoped
smaller--contributions exist and that they would
be folded into the above cemponents. However, by
the variance analysis of various data subgroups it
is possible to estimate the various components of
the total variance.

The test plan evolved into the pressure gage
grid placed around the bomb shown in Figure 5 and
a test sequence of four horizontal and two verti-
cal bombs. A multiple-bomb program was required
to allow the measurement of Von and to allow ade- 0
quate replication. The horizontal bombs were
aimed in the 0, 90, 180, and 270" directions, thus
effectively sweeping the higher resolution gage
area (0-45) around the bomb. The number of gages
on the reusable test pad and the initial cost of G G
the test pad were larger cost items than the cost 0° 22.50 450 900 1800
of the bombs. A

. . . ... . " A z i m u t h W

S4S' Figure 6. Factorial gage layout.

1 62 3062

86 29 uses the technique of pooled variance, which is
61062 . -S simply a degree of freedom weighted average of

7 $sepdrate variances. The pooling technique
assumes, however, that the population variance is
about the same for all levels of range, azimuth,
and so forth. This is often not the case. In

6= , 0 ,0 , 6" 637 636633 5 cases where gage error can be approximated as a
constant percentage of.the actual reading some

Figure 5. Test bed layout for CHEBS I-VI tests. kind of normalization procedure is needed. One
technique is to calculate variances on the loga-
rithms of the numbers [33. Another method, divid-

The basis of the gage grid, represented a ing each variance by the local mean squared, which
little differently in Figure 6, is a series of is the sane as dividing each double gage value by
two-dimensional factorial boxes intersecting over the local mean, was developed and used in this
the region of interest. Gage spacinqs were based study.
on predicted pressure levels with range. The
CHEBS design incorporates a number of double gage Nonsymmetry can be detected by comparing one
points on the 22.5" azimuth and the 6.1-m range. azimuth with another. For example, bomb nose-tail
The double gage locations allow the determination yymetry could be examined by comparing azimuth O"
of experimental error and also serve as center and 180* for two of the horizontal bombs. Bomb-
points in the factorial box. to-bomb variance can be calculated by pooling like

azimuths (nose, tail, side) for all bombs and
The center point determination of experimen- finding the total variance. Since this grouping

tal error is an approximation. Normally center would also include experimental error variance,
points are replicated by repeating the event. In which has been estimated, a subtraction produces
this case similar gages on the same concrete pier the desired bomb-to-bomb variance.
measured the same event. This estimate of experi-
mental variance avoids the addition of VBB and CONCLUSION

The techniques and applications of the sta-
tistical design and analysis of experiments are
broader than indicated by this brief overview.
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The process of identifying the purpose of a test,
developinq an experimental plan that produces
meaningful and economic tests, and, finally, hav-
ing a scheme of data analysis that is both simple
and powerful in the interpretation of experimental
data merits consideration in every experimental
test situation. The most attractive feature of
the statistical design process is that the proce-
dures have bpen developed and are simply waiting
to be utilized.
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BLAST RESPONSE TESTS OF REINFORCED COCRETE BOX STRUCTURES

David R. Coltharp

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
Structures Laboratory

Vicksburg, Mississippi

ABSTRACT second test series to be conducted in (kOtober-S~November 1983.

\Six explosive tests were conducted against

reinforced concrete walls to determine the effect Objective and Approach
of steel reinforcement design on structural re-
sponse and damage. Reinforcement percentages The objective of the first test series was to
varying from 0.25 to 2.0 and two reinforcement determine the effect of varioua reinforcement de-
designs (one with shear stirrups and one with signs on the response of concrete walls to nearby
shear dowels) were tested. Test speelimens con- surface detonations of cased explosive charges.
sisted of box structures with 32.5-cm-thick Six tests were conducted with explosive charges
walls. Cased-explosive charges were detonated detonated at a given standoff from one-half scale
on the ground near one of the walls of the box. model structures. All tests were instrumented
Test structures were instrumented to record with active and passive gages and high-speed
blast-pressure loading, steel strains, wall de- photography to obtain data on the loading and re-
flection, in-structure acceleration, and sponse of the walls.
concrete-spall velocities. Damage to the walls
(similar for all teats, differing only in sever- EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
ity) consisted of a region near the bottom center
where the concrete on the wall interior spalled Test Structures
and cracked coupled with a flexural-type response.
The loading of the walls was more severe then Three reinforced concrete box-type structures
predicted and the majority of the structural were constructed for use as test specimens. Each
damage was due to spalling, box had a floor, roof, and two test walls and was

Sopen at both ends (Figure 1). The boxes were 4 m
long, 2.3 m high, and 2.3 m wide. The floor,
roof, and walls were each 32.5 cm thick. The test

INTRODUCTION structures represented one-half scale models of
full-scale generic structures. For identifica-

Background tion, they were labeled as Structures A, B, and C.
The steel reinfor~cement percentages used are pre-

The design of aboveground reinforced concrete sented in Table 1. The main test parameters were
facilities for protection from near-miss detona- the wall-reinforcement percentage which varied
tions of air-delivered bombs has for many years from 0.25 to 2.0 percent and the use of either
been based on conservative procedures. Recent shear stirrups (which provided confinement and
tests (References 1 and 2) have indicated that tied the front and rear face steel together) or
these procedures produce overly conservative steel shear dowels (which offered resistance to direct
reinforcement designs and that lower-than- shear). Typical reinforcement details are showan
recommended steel percentages could be used. To in Figure 2.
better quantify the effect of reinforcement design
on the response to nearby detonations, a series of
scale-model tests were conducted. The Air Force
"Engineering Services Center (AFESC), Tyndall AFB,
managed the program. The U. S. Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station (WES) planned the
test 3eries and designed the test specimens and
instrumentation. The test structures were con-
structed by the AFESC. The Air Force Weapons
Laboratory (AlWL) provided instrumentation support
and acted as test director. The first phase of
testing (six tests) was conducted in August-
September 1982 at Tyndall AFB. This paper pre- Figure 1, Placement of test specimen
sents the results of those tests and plans for the in reaction structure.
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Principal Steel Longitudinal Steel Shear Shear

% % Stirrups Dowels
Box/Element Each Face Each Face % %

AB,C/floor, roof 0.25 0.13-0.25 0.09-0.39 --
A/2.0 vall 2.05 0.25 0.34-0.69 --

A/0.25 wall 0.25 0.25 0.20-0.39 --
B/1.0 wall 1.00 0.25 0.34-0.69 --
B/0.5 wall 0.49 0.25 0.39-0.78 --

C/0.5 wall 0.49 0.13 -- 0.45
C/0.25 wall 0.25 0.13 -- 0.22

Table 1. Test structure reinforcement percentages.

Measurements

t -3 M#ARS The gage layout for the active instruments-
No 4 RMEARS tion used in the tests is shown in Figure 3. It
toc~iac was chosen and located to measure:

04 REM4 'S
"- to CM as NtOi S MARMS 02.ft STECL

o0SSTEEL o Ocm Oc wImTOWELs a. Airblast load imposed on the wall ane
WITH STIRRUPS - 4 3RMARSroof surface.

b. Strain induced in the reinforcement

"-No 4 DOWEL SAS steel.

S4"'"AcS NoL_ c. In-structure motion (acceleration, veloc-

_ (• ,, ity, and displacement).

d. Relative displacement of the test wall.

Figure 2. Typical steel 'einforcement details. A41

Reaction Structure r ," 1 ER?

Each of the test structures was affixed to a Poo am (0 A R

reaction structure prior to testing. This struc- 3o M
ture (Figure 1) served to minimize rigid-body . mo to°• .
translation and rotation of the test box and con- Mo oft, a°ar

sisted of an L-shaped reinforced concrete struc- bo om F?

ture and six 1.22- by 1.22- by 2.44-a concrete & , •

blocks. The L-snaped structure was attached to J
the blocks with long rods and vas positioned so A+J SCCoN A-

that the upper-floor surface of the box structures FROT VIEW 0 AMuARATM

would be flush with the ground surface. Soil was x RAN

bermed up on the rear side of the structure to 0 MEMI
further aid in reducing rigid-body motion. Figure 3. Gage location.

Material and Structural Properties
In addition to the active gages, passive scratch

The concrete mixture used for the structures gages ware used to measure the peak and permanent
was designed to give a 28-day compressive strength displacement of the wall.
of 31.0 MPa. Actual data from test cylinders
gave an average strength of 30.7 MPa at 28 days High-speed cameras were used to record the
and 35.7 MPa at time of testing. velocities of fragments generated from the metal

case surrounding the explosive charge and the ve-
The reinforcement steel was apectfied as locities of concrete spell fragments. One camera

ASTH A615-68, Grade 60, hawing a design minimum viewed a fragment-witness plate located near the
yield strength of 413.8 MPa and a minimum ulti- explosive charge to record the time of fragment
mate strength of 496.6 Mft. Actual tests of a impact from which metal case fragment velocities
random sample of the reinforcing bars used in ware calculated. Two other cameras were located
the structures gave an average yield strength to view the interior of the box structure and re-
of 517.5 MP& and an average ultimite strength of cord crack formation, wall motion, and concrete
810.1 MPa. Approximately one month after casting spall fragment position versus time.
the structures, the walls were nondestructively
tested- to determine their fundamental modal fre- Pretest and poattest measurements were made
quencies and damping characteristics. The fre- of the box location to record rigid-body motion

quencies ranged from 147.6 to 157.0 Hz. Damping and of permanent wall deflection at various
ranged from 2.3 to 3.8 percent critical, locations.
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Explosive Chargen g. The charge was empla, ed and armed.

All charges were fabricated by packing com- h. Final checks were wade, the final count-
position C-4 explosive into a cylindrical metal down began, and the charge vas detonated.
container. The explosive weight and type and the
metal case thickness and diameter were chosen to After each test, the following procedure was used:
simulate a scaled specified weapon.
! :a. Still photographs were t-kea of the un-

Test Procedure disturbed damage on the exterior of the box, i.e.,
the soil crater, front wall damage, roof damage,

Table 2 presents the order of the tests and etc.

the main test parameters. The general arrange-
ment for each of the tests is shown in Figure 4. b. Measurements were made of the crater

Tet dmensons.Test

Test No. Structure Wall Reinforcemeit c. The cameras, end closures, lighting, and

1 instrumentation cables were removed, and photo-
1 i B 1.0% with stirrups graphs wre made of the inter"or damage.
2 B 0.5% with stirrupsS3 C 0.5% with dowels
4 C 0.25% with dowels d. Measurements were made of the posttest
4 A 2.% with stirus structure location and wall deflection.S5 A 2.0% with stirrups

6 A 0.25% with stirrups e. Major cr.acks were marked and a drawing

T e e s emas made of the interior wall damage.STable 2. Test sequence.

Prior to the start of testing, the reaction struc- TEST RESULTS
ture was positioned and assembled so that its bot-
tom face was approximately 2 ft below the ground Pressure Data
surface. The ground surrounding the reaction
structure was then made level out to approximately The six-test Average of the peak pressure and
50 ft in front of the structure. Preparation for time-of-arrival data was used to plot the curves
the individual te: . proceeded aa follows: shewn in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Peak

20e
on the reaction structure and secured with bolts. W GAGE ttNI

a Thtetseie aplcdip, -om 2o1 GAr3E LINE

E 1.5 -
b. Instrumentation was prepared and tht orn- -- GFEDICTION

ginal measurements of structure location and wall u0 _E_ DATA, W GAGE LIEf deflections were made. * 0 MErEN DATA 90 GAOE LINE•010

c. Lighting for the cameras was installed

and special concrete closures were attached to 0
each end of the box. 0.5

d. Cameras viewing the interior of the box
were positioned and prepared. 0 1

S 10 20 30 0 0 8 0

e. The fragment-witness plate was installed PEAKPRsSSUR•0MP.

along with the high-speed camera that viewed it. Figure 5. Peak pressure distribution
along gage lines.

f. The area in front of the box was sprayed
with a special dust retardant. $

REACnOk STrRUCTU REr

, [ o
HIGH-SPED TESTSPECIME

CAMERA TS PCMNCMR .
C=f w- 90W GAGE LINE

NI 0.5 .... 0W GAGE LINE
1_ CAMERA -- 20' GAGE LIKE

EXPLOSIVE Fr.-aMENT * 1.0 i
AGE MATUES

PLATE TIME OF ARRIVAL, MSEC

Figure 4. Typical test setup. Figure 6. Blast wave arrival times.
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pressure data for similar tests conducted by the Gage
SWES (Reference 3) and by the German Infrastructure Test

Staff in tests at Meppen (Reference 4) are also No. AWHQ AWN• ARH ARV AFH AFV .,BI
plotted in I'igure 5. A predicted pressure distri-
bution is shown for the 90-deg gage line. This 1 6500 11,000 580 750 -1250 * *

distribution was determined from Reference 5, as- 2 3500 6,250 800 -450 * -125

ruming a hemispherlcal surface burst. The plots 3 4500 8,000 1400 650 * *

of Figure 5 were used to estimate the isobars 4 6500 10,000 400 1110 * * 200
shown i. Figure 7. To determine the spatial dis- 5 3000 -- 900 1800 * *

tribution (Figure 8) of the blast load on the wall 6 3500 15,300 800 600 * * 400
at various times, data from each test were ana-
lyzed and averaged. * Data invalid.

Table 3, Peak acceleration data (g's).

TEST WAI L Deflection Data

The peak deflections, as measured from the
active displacement and scratch gage located at
the midspan of the structure, are presented in
Table 4. Plots of deflection versus time are
shown in Figure 9. The record for test 5 was in-
valid ano is not showa. The gages located at the
lower quarter-span point failed to function due to

__SVC ~the heavy spallithg of the concrete in this region.

Gage
Figure 7. Peak-p:essure distribution on wall. RM Gg Scratch

Test No. Maximum/Permanen: Maximum/Permanent

DISTANCE ALONG ROOF, M
20 ZOOS 10 35 1 15.5/4 16/4
4 A 2 23/8 23/8

* 3 76/* 74/*
NOTE NUMBERS BY CURVES DENOTE 4 57/35 62/40

TIME AFTER DETONATION IN MSEC 5 * *

6 37/13 40/17

oa .'log ,/Data invalid.

Z Table 4. Wall deflection data (mm) at midspan.

06 o'

80-- DESIGNS WITH DOWELS

5 N 0 410-- DESIGNS WITH STIRRUPS50 4 0 20 1 0/ \
PESSURE. 60 - /0 (MOUNT BROKE)

Figure 8. Typical pressure distribution cn / / 5

wall for various times along 90-deg gage line. I'/

S40

Acceleration TVata 0

Peak accelerations for the various gage loca- 20 I
tions are presented in Table 3. Analysis of the 02,%
acceleration records for velocity and displacement 05%
is not yet complete. Preliminary analysis of the 10%
records indicate thit the high frequency, ear~ly 0 L0

time acceleration is due to the transmission of TIME, MSEC
the shock through the concrete. Later time accel-T

eration is due to wall motion, From the arrial Figure 9. Deflection versus time data from
time of the acceleration pulre, it was est'mated displacement gage RDM.
that the longitudinal sound velocity of the con-
crete was approximately 3735 m/s. It was also Fragmentation ... "-' ss
noted that the stress wave transmitted through the
concrete sms the major contributor to the acceler- Peak fragment v. .cities calculated from the

ation recorded by gages on the floor, roof, and time-of-arrival of the fragments at the steel-
back wall (g&.ý AFI, AFV, ARH, ARV, and ABE). witness plate ranged from 2613 m/s to 2706 m/s.
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Judging from the location of the perforations of
the witness plate, it appeared that the majority
of the fragments were travnling downward at an
angle of 4 to 6 deg below hu-izontal. Fragment *..

impacts on the test walls were concentrated in the
lower one-third of the span and maximum fragment
penetration into the concreze ranged from 5 to
6 cm (Figure 10).

Figure 12. Damage to interior of wall for test 1.

ok

Figure 10. Typical damage to exterior of test
wall showing numerous fragment impact.

Spallation

SpalJing of the lower portion of the interior Figure 13. Damage to interior cf wall for teat 3.

of the wall occurred in all tests. Camera records Both radial and longitudinal (horizontal)
indicated peak spall velocities of from 15.8 to cracking was evident on the interior of the walls.
28.0 m/s. (There was no apparent correlation be- In addition, tests 1, 2, 3, and 5 resulted in a
tween steel percentage and spall velocity.) The noticeable longitudinal crack in the roof at the
spalling occurred early in time (within 2 msec wall support (Figure 14), indicating rot-lion of
after detonation) and spall fragments varied in the wall relative to the roof. The crac.. location
size from iust and aggregate size particles to was due to the larger stiffness of the wall when
larger pieces on the order of 20 to 30 cm long, compared to the roof. Whiere both the roof and
The maximum measured depth of the spall was on wall had 0.25 percent reinforcing and approxi-

the order of 6 cm.. However, it appeared that the mately the same stiffness (tests 4 and 6), cracks
reinforcing mat retained some of the spelled con- were not noticed.

crete so that the true spall depth may have been
greater. Figure 11 shows a typical spalled area
and crack pattern for one of the walls. The spall
region w.as generally 60 to 80 cm high and 200 to
230 cm wide.

-,.-- -C ..s- ,, .-. CA.L W

Figure 14. Cracg k in roof from test 2.

Tests 1 and 5 with 1 andI 2 percent reinforc-
Fuing shwed no significant structural damage other

Figure 11. Cracks and spall region for test 1. than loss of the concrete cover in the region of
the spell and fragment Impact. In tests 2 (0.5

Strictural Damage percent) and 6 (0.25 percent), the concrete W-1.
noticeably cracked behind the interior reinrorcing

Figures 12 and 13 show typical damage to the steel ari several of the stirrups began to unbend
interior of the test wall. As shown, structural in thE tegion of the spall.
damage to the walls was localied in the region
of the spell. None o'! the tests resulted in a Tests 3 and 4 (0.5 and 0.25 percent, respec-
breach of the structure. However, the concrete tively, with dowels) gave the largest deflections
wae cracked and loosened to such an extent in of the tea t series and resulted in the most struc-
teat 4 (0.25 percent steel, shear dowels, no tural damage. The concrete in the wall was heav-
stirrupl ) that it was fairly easy to manually fly cracked and loosened. For teat 4, breach of
poke a rod all the way through the wall, the wall asa judged imminent.
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CONCLUSIONS significantly reduced the wall deflection (by
transferring some of the load to the exterior face

Loading steel and/or confinement of the concrete).

The blast-preusure loadilg recorded on the e. At some ti-e du-ing this localized re-
exterior face of the wall showed that the charge's sponse, the wall undergoes a more uniform blast
cylindrical geometry had a large effect on the loading and begins a flexural response typical of
pressure distribution. The peak pressures are a one-way slab.
higher on the lower portion of the wall and lower
on the upper portion than those predicted using SECOND TEST SERIES
current spherical charge data curves. Also, the
pressure distribution is highly transient being A second test series will be conductt: Lt
concentrated near the bottom of the wall in early Tyndall AFB in October-November 1983 to evaluate:
time and then spreading to a lower magnitude, al- (a) Methods of reducing or eliminating spalla-
most uniform load later in time. tion £1 the wall by using thicker walls or spell

plates, (b) A more conventional shear-stirrup
The test results indicated that the fragment design (closed-rectangular loop versus the single-

impact on the lower portion of the wall adds to open stirrups used in the first test series),
the blast-pressure loading in that region. Data and (c) Effect of aboveground detonation (e.g.,
showed that the fragments impacted the wall at or center of gravity of charge at midheight of wall)
near the time of arrival of the blast wave. on spalling and structural response.

Spallation This series will consist of eight tests (Table 5)
on box structures similar to those used in the

The results indicated that the occurrence of first series.
spelling depends primarily on the transmission of Wall
the blast-induced stress wave in the wall and not Steel Thickness Spall Stirrup
on the walls' structural response (or steel per- Test No. Z cm Plate Design
centage). Spall velocities (calculated from one-

dimensional, unattenuated stress-wave propagation 1 0.5 32.5 X Single
through the wall, using the pressure data for 2 0.25 32.5 X Single
gage P91 as input) were on the order of 15 m/s. 3 0.5 32.5 X Closed
Recorded velocities were generally higher and 4 0.25 32.5 X Closed
could be due to the added stress waves generated 5 0.17 40 Closed
from fragment impact. 6 0.09 55 Closed

7 0.5 32.5 X Closed
Structural Response 8* 0.5 32.5 X Closed

In all the tests, the response of the walls * Charge located aboveground at midspan of wall

was similar differing only in severity. It con- for this test only.

sisted of a local region of damage near the botcom Table 5. Test parameters for second test series.
center of the wall coupled with an overall flex-
ural response, typical of a one-way slab under REFERENCES
uniform loading. This type of damage is consis-
tent with previous similar tests. The reeponse 1. Pahl, H. and Kropatscheck, M., "Explosive
mechanism appears to be as folloiw: Tests on Reinforced Concrete Elements Per-

formed by Test Site 91 of the Federal Armed
a. The large magnitude, highly concentrated Forces at Meppen," Infrasti kturstab der

blast pressure near the bottom center of the wall, Eundeswehr, WWTB-80-17, Summer 1980.
coupled with the fragment impact in the same re-
gion, causes a spall to occur in the concrete on 2. Loos, G. and Pahl, H., "Explosive Tests on
the inside of the interior face steel. Underreinforced Model Structures in Incirlik

(Republic of Turkey) and Meppen (Federal
b. The spelled concrete that is not con- Republic of Germany), Infrastrukturstab der

tained by the rebars breaks loose and flies off Bundeswehr, Th-82-0lt January 1982.
the wall into the interior or the structure.

3. Coltharp, D. R., "Preliminary Data Report:
c. The part of the spell behind the interior Explosive Tests on Reinforced Concrete Walls

face steel begins to place a load on these rebars. at Camp Shelby, Miasissippi," unpublished.

d. The interior steel tries to contain the 4. Kropatscheck, M., "Explosive Tests on Under-

spell and responds to it in 0hat appears to be a reinforced Model Structures at Proving
membrane mode. In principle, for those walls with Ground 91 of the Federal Armed Forces of Ger-
stirrups, some of the spell load on the interior many at MHppen," Infrastrukturstab der
steel is transferred to the exterior face steel Bundeswehr, WW-TB-82, January 1983.

through the stirrups. In the actual tests, some
of these stirrups began to unbend (due to their 5. Department of the Army, TM 5-1300, "Stzuctures

I design), thereby negating their effect. However, to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explo-
it wa clear from the tests that the stirrups sions," June 1969.
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CONCRETE BRIDGES SUBJECTED TO IMPULSIVE LOADING FROM FUEL-AIR EXPLOSIVES

BRIAN HOBBS

University of Sheffield, Department of Civil and Structural
Engineering, Mapp'•n Street, Sheffield, Sl ýJD, U.K.

SBST",CT cation to a range of problems has been described by
-Bigs [2]. For the present study, It was decided

"• This rFiper is ccncerned witrh an analytica' study of that this basic approach should be developed to take
the 3ffect of eistributed unwolsive 'loading on a Into account the important effect of material strain
range 31C corcl..., 1,ridge types. Th., jrincipa. area rate senoitivity. The analytical procedure devel-
of interest is coliapse behyviour and the establish- oped was then applied to a range of simply support-
ment of critezia fo'-" effective demoiition by mvans ed r-anfotced and prestressed concrete bridge types.

of fuel-air explosives. The basis of a simplified

analytical approach developed for this work is out- 2. DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD OF ANALYSIS
lined. Existing data from tests on small scale
metal beams is used to assess the acc'iracy of the 2.1 Idealization of the Loading
analytica) method and it is shown that the agree- The pressure-time curve for the loading produced by
ment is gcod for le'els of loading which produce fuel-air explosions usually exhibits an essentially
significant permanent deformations. The applica- instantaneous rise to the peak pressure followed by
tion of ths analysis to reinforced and prestressed an approximately exponential decay. It has been
concrete bridges is discussed and a sample of nine shown by Symonds[3] and by Abrahamson and Lindberg
representative brid~es is selected for detailed con- [4] that if the peak pressure of a short duration
sideration. \Analytical results relating the ex- impulse of this form exceeds 10 times the static
pected permanent midspan deflection to the total collapse pressure of the loaded beam then the load-
impulse delivered by the explosion are presented. ing may be treated an an ideal impulse. £his means
Criteria for effective demolition are discussed and that only the magnitude of the impulse, i.e. the
the calculated critical impulse loadings required area under the pressure-time curve, is significant.
to cause bridge collapse are shown to range from The precise magnitudes of the peak pressure and the
18 kNsec/m?2 to 46 kNsec/j?. These results are corn- duration of loading need not be considered. The
pared with those of a previous investigation concer- static collapse pressure for most bridge decks is
ned only with Steel bridges.j_ of the order of 50-100 kN/m 2 and the peak pressure

produced by a fuel-air explosion is generally in
1. IlMODUCTION the range 2000 to 3000 kN/m 2 . Also the natural

period of vibration of most bridge decks is of the
The work described in this paper was carried out as order of 50-200 msec whereas the duration of the
part of a research and development programme fund- positive phase of the pressure-time curve is usual-
ed by the U.K. Ministry of Defence and aimed at ly of the order of 1-5 msec. Thus the impulsive
improving the bridge demolition techniques employed loading on bridge decks due to fuel-air explosive
by the British Army. It was known that mixtures of may be treated as an ideal impulse for the purposes
some coln--fuel vapours with air may be detonated of calculating the overall response.
when the propOrtigu are within certain limits. The
resulting explosion produces a high intensity, short 2.2 Material Behaviour
duration pressure pulse on any surface with which Most structural materials exhibit strain-rate sensi-
the vapour cloud is in contact. It was suggested tivity in their behaviour under dynamic loading,
that such fuel-air explosives might be used as a i.e. their yield or failure stress increases as the
rapid bridge demolition technique, the aim being to rate of deformation increases. For metals the rela-
produce an overall pressure overload on the top tionship governing this behaviour is usually taken
surface of the bridge deck. as:-

Little information was available on tne response of !yd _1
bridges to this type of loading and none related to f D ... ()
conctete bridges. In order to assess the order of y

magnitude of the impulsive loadings required to where lyd and fy are the dynamic and static yield

"effect demolition, an analytical study of the stresses,
response of beam structures to impulsive loading constants. rr mild steel the values of these con-
was undertaken. There is a considerable amount of stants giving Zhe best representation of the avail-

uncertainty about the response of large concrete able test data are D - 40 and p = 5[5].
-Y structures to heavy dynaimic loads and the use of Concrete also exhibits strain-rate sensitivity but

suitable approximate methods of analysis is thus the available test results contain a great deal of
frequently appropriate. The development of such scatter and no investigation has yet covered the
methods was pioneered by Newmark[k], and their appli-
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same wide range of ptrain-rates over which data is duration, as opposed to the very much longer dura-

available for mild steel. Mainstone[6] summarised tion blast loading. The permanent deflection of

the results obtained up to 1975 and it is evident the structure is computed on the assumption that

that both the compressive strength and the modulus all of the initial kinetic energy imparted by the

of elasticity are affected by the rate of strain- impulsive loading is absorbed by the work done in

ing. The effects tend to reduce somewhat as the plastic rotation of the central hinge. This has

strength of the concrete increases, and may be in- been shown to be valid in rigid-plastic analyses

fluenced by factors such as the precise mix prop- provided that the duration of loading is short com-

ortions and the type of aggregate used. For high paredwith the natural period of the structure and

strength concretes (40-60 N/ma
2 static cube strength) that the input energy is significantly greater than

it appears that, at the strain rates relevant to the elastic strain energy capacity of the system[9,

this investigation (10-1 to 10 per sec.), both io]. It has already been shown that the first con-

the elastic modulus and the compressive strength dition iz satisfied for the loading fiom fuel-air
amy be expected to increase by between 30% and 50%. explosions and, since damage to bridge decks will
More recently published work by Hughes and Watson only become significant when the deflection is con-

[7], however, indicates no effect of strain rates siderably greater -;han the maximum elastic deforma-
below about 8 per sec. and average increases in tion, the second condition must be satisfied for
strength of 10% and 25% at 10 per sec. and 14 per impulses of interest to this investigation.
sec. respectively. There is thus, as yet, no gen- It is assumed that the moment/rotation character-
erally Accepted relationship for concrete equival-
ent to equution(l). It does appear, however, that istic for the central hinge is bi-linear in form,
strain-rate effects in concrete may be rather as shown in Figure 2.
smaller than in mild steel.-•M ..

In developing a method of analysis for impulsively
loaded beams, it has been assumed that strain-rate
effects ma5 be accounted for by the incorporation /
of a relationship of the type given in equation(l).

The effects of strain hardening at large deform- m
ations have been ignored since it has been shown

that its effects are not significant at high rates Roton

cf straining [5]. The significance of these assump- FIGURE 2. Moment/Rotation Characteristics
tions in applying the method to bridge decks is
discussed in section 3.2 The impulsive load is applied at the beginning of

2.3 Mode of Deformation the elastic phase of the motion and the kinetic

The primary mode of deformation has been assumed to energy imparted has therefore been computed using

be flexure and the collapse mechanism considered is the elastic properties of the structure. It is in

shown in Figure 1. this respect that the analysis differs from the

simple rigid-plastic mode approximation techniques.
L -] Although the actual behaviour of beams will vary

! somewhat from the idealized form show',' in Figure 2

the effect of the'.e differences on the calculated
central deflection will be very small[l,2]. It h5s

been shown by Bodner[l0] and Parrone[ll1 that the

effects of strain rate sensitivity may be accounted
Plastic hinge for with sufficient accuracy by the use cf a single

FZURE 1. Assumed Collapse mechanism overall correction factor for the yie±' or failure
stress of the material. This is because the form of

The use of such mode approximations involving stat- equation (1) is such that it is only necessary for

ionary displacement fiells allows the structure to the strain rate, i to be of the correct order of

beorepredispacemented byneq alentwsinge dereture of magnitude for the dynamic yield scress, fd, to bebe represented by an equivalent single degree of few per cent. For te purposes
freedom system having the same displacement-time of these calculations the strain rate, f, has been

history. This technique greatly simplifies the anal- taese averag e strain rate ove he inta

ysi a has been employed in various investigationsover the initial

yfistructuald responseetoo lastwaveros [1,2]indest ats elastic portion of the moment/rotation character-
of structural response to blast waves[u,2] and has istic. Due to the idealized bi-linear nature of
also been used by Kaliszky[8] ir the analysis of the moment/rotation characteristic, this procedure
concrete pressure vessels and other structures under is not rigorous, but it gives strain rates of the
the influence of impulsive loading. It is thus a correct order of magnitude and therefore provides
well established procedure and is thought to be cap- a simple and sufficiently accurate method of taking
able of giving reasonably accurate results, despite into account the effects of strain rate sensitivity.
the great simplifications of the real structural

behaviour that are involved. Clearly no permanent deflection of the bridge deck

2twill be produced unless the energy imparted by the
2.4 Basis of the Analysis impulse loading is greater than the maximum elastic

The analysis is based on an energy approach similar strain energy that can be absorbed by the system.
to that proposed by Newmark[l] fot dealing with Thus there is a critical impulse, ic. below which
blast loading. The method has been adapted to cater no permanent deformation of the bridge deck will

for the ideal impulse loading, with effectively zero occur, the only effect of the fuel-air explosion
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being to start vibrations of the bridge deck which increase the yield stress by between 45% and 60%.
will slowly die away due to the natural dumping of This highlights the importance of accounting for
the system. this effect when interpreting data from model tests,

The detailed derivation of equations for the strain since the strain rates experienced by large massive

Ja

rate, the mid-span permanent deflection yp and the structures, such as concrete bridges, may differ
elastic critical impulse ic has been presented else- considerably from the very high rates present in

where12].small scale structures.

2.5 Comparison with Test Data The execution of experimental work of this type is
very difficult and the results may be affected by

The results of an extensive test programme on small many factors. The differences between the predic-
scale beams subjected to uniformly distributed tions of the proposed analysis and the experimental
impulsiverloading have been reported by Florence results at low impulse values may be partly due to
and Firth[t3]. The tests were conducted using elastic vibrations in the beams, and this has been
smwll scale rectangular beams and sheet explosive discussed in detail by Sysonds[9]. In addition the
was used to provide the impulsive loading. Approx- assumption of a sudden change from purely elastic
imately half the beams tested were made from alum- to purely plastic behaviour as the motion passes the
inium and the remainder were made from CR1018 steel. limiting elastic displacemeit-is obviously a gross
Most of the steel beams were tested on the untreat- simplification. For beams of solid rectangular sec-
ed condition with a yield strength of 580 N/mm2 , tion the first yield moment is only 2/3 of the fully
but fiv, of the simply supported beams were anneal- plastic moment and the threshold impulse, at which
ed t:T give a yield strength of 296 N/mm2 . The some permanent deformation first takes place, might
.ethod of analysis developed herein is specifi- be more accurately assessed on this basis. This

cally intended for strain rate sensitive, elasto- would reduce the relevant values of ic to approx-
plastic beams and is not therefore suitable, in its imately 0.24 kN sec/i 2 and 0.43 kN sec/i 2 .This
present form, for application to the aluminium effect would be less serious in actual bridge struc-
beams. The application of the method depends upon tures since the yield moment is generally rather
a knowledge of the constants in equation (1). The closer to the plastic moment. This investigation is
annealed test beam m gha . be expected to correspond cr.icerned, however, with larger impulses which
closely to mild steel, for which the values D = 40 ca~use substantial permanent deflections. This was
and p 5 are appropriate. A comparison between therefore considered to be of sufficient accuracy
these test results and the results calculated using over the relevant range of impulsive loadings.
the procedure outlined herein, is shown in Figure
3. In the absence of any better information for 3. APPLICATION TO CONCRETE BRIDGE DECKS
untreated Ct1018 steel, the .mame constants have
been used to obtain the calculated results for 3.1 General
these beams and these are also shown in Figure simethod Fb r .e ams of bredg e

ed cnditon ith yild srenth o 58 N/rm2, then mthod harst bey apied oeto aisample/ of bridefuy

020p designs selected so as to represent a wide range of
span lengths and construction types, details are
given in Table 1.

R15n Reference Type of Construction Span
No. Cm)

RS2 5.5
SRS10 Reinforced concrete slab 9.7

010 RS13 14.1

-Analytical results RB3 9.1

Annealed beam tests RB14 Reinforced concrete beam-and- 15.7__h

OV. - Untreated beam teSts I~6 sa
Elsi rtclPS18 Ire-tensioned I. beam with 23.0

Elaw~ cniawith in-situ top slabae.Aparis o bPS22 oPretensioned inverted T beam 25.0

theIrocdur o nwith in-situ top slab

03 G4 the absn s of an e ter inomt.o . APIAINT OCEEBIG EK

untreadmpuOses(kNse/m 2 ) TABLE 1. Bridge details

In orde to give results which are on the same basis
FIGURE 3. Comparison with Test Results of as the demolition requirements derived for other

Florence and Firthe131 techniques[14], the probable variations in the prop-
erties of the materials in bridge decks have been

There is considerable scatter in the test data but allowed for by assuming upper bound material
it is seen that there is gcod agreement between the strength values. These strengths were estimated
calculated and test results for the annealed beams, from a statistical analysis of various test data
and for the untreated beams when the impulse is for bridge concrete, reinforcing bars and prestres
significantly greater than ic. The calculated sing tendons.* The upper boun is were taken as the
effect of the strain rates in these tests is to strength values above which only 5% of the results
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would be likely to fall. In addition an allowance decks will be .elatively insensitive to strain rate
was made for long term ageing effects in concrete. effects. T..e unmodified static upper bound value
The resulting upper bound strengths were 65 N/mm 2  of Mu has therefore been used as the dynamic plastic
and 84 N/mm2 for concrete in reinforced and pre- moment, M
stressed c- -rete bridges respectively, 350 N/mm 2  pd

and 520 N/rm2 for mild and high yield steel rein- 4. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
forcing bars and 2000 N/rm2 for prestressing
strand. Thi5 means that for most bridges the 4.1 Response of Bridge Decks to Impulsive Loading
actual deformation due to impulsive loading may
be greater than that calculated herein, but this The values of the permanent central deflection ratio

approach puts these calculations on the sa e con- y/L, corresponding to a range of values of impul-
aservative bass ashese al ua demolitions on dhsamaeo- sve loading have been calculated for each bridgeservative basis as the previous demolition damage and the results aro plotted in Figure 4, Due to

calculations. Another slightly conservative appro- the limitations outlined in section 2.5, the results

ximation that was made throughout is that the

effect of the bending moment due to self weight for low impulses can only be regarded as tentative

of the bridge deck has been ignored. The influence estimates. The area of red concern to this invest-

of this on the calculated results will be small, igation is, however, at the higher impulse loads,

however, since the self weight moment is generally where the results may be expected to be more reli-

small in relation to the dynamic collapse -qment. able.

3.2 Reinforced Concrete Bridges 5s

The stiffness in the initial elastic range is based
on the gross concrete section. The modulus of
elasticity used was estimated from the valt,'s given RS13
in ES 5400[15]. This value was then increased by 7
40% in order to allow for strain rate effects, 4 0

yielding a dynamic modulus of 51 kN/mm for a cube
strength of 65 N/sm 2 . The value of M•3-0fot*the 1

idealized moment rotation cbaracteristic has been
based on the value of ultimate moment of resist- h
ance, Mu, calculated according to BS 5400. Since 30 -

RC bridge decks are always under-reinforced, the
value of M is governed primarily by the yield
force in the tension reinforcement. It has there- / . '-"

fore been assumed that the value of Mpd is direct- - / RSIO pIS
ly proportional to the dynamic yield stress of the 20
reinforcement and, in the absence of any better 20 / ,R

information, the values of D and p for mild steel
have been applied to both mild and high yield steel , P RS2
reinforcement. The strain rate was calculated
using the static modulus of elasticity of the steel
(QOO kN/mm

2
). KEY

3.3 Prestressed Concrete Bridges -- A C. Beam & Stab
--- PSC

The initial elastic stage has been treated in the 0 CnticaL volue
same way as RC bridges, using a dynamic modulus of 0 -1_ _
elasticity of 57 kN/-m2 . At ultimate moment, how- 0 005 010 015 020 0-25
ever, these bridges usually fail in the over-rein- Cestol delfechoi rafho.Yp/L
forced mode and the value of M, is thus not direct-
ly dependant upon the yield stress of the tendons. FIGURE 4. Results for Concrete r es
In addition, there appears to be no data available

on the behaviour of prestressing tendons at high It can be seen from Figure 4 that there is a con-
rates of strain, but it is known that treatment of siderable variation in t.he value of the impulse
steels to give a high static yield strength may required to produce a given value of y /L. The
reduce the effects of strain rate[6]'. It therefore results depend both upon the sepa. of tOle bridge
seems likely that the ultimate moment of a PSC and the form of construction. For a given span the
section will be far less sensitive to strain rate lightest form of construction, PSC, requires a
effects than that of an AC section. It has been considerably smaller impulse than the heaviest form
concluded by Bate(16] that use of energy absorption RC slab, with the RC beam-and-slab f'rm being inter-
of PSC beams under static loading conditions to mediate between these two.
predict deflections due to impact loading gives
results that are in reasonable agreement with the
available test data. The strain rates under impact Various possible criteria for effective demolition
loading conditions are likely to be smaller than were considered but it was decIded that pasasge 2f
those under the impulsive loading considered here vehicles and personnel across a bridge could only
but, since no data is avewiable for these higher be effectively prevented if the bridge collapsed
strain rates, it has been assumed that PSC bridge from its supporting abutment6. whe critical con-

di con for overall collapse of thbs bridge span
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therefore occurs when the end of the bridge deck the value of ac, should be not greater than im. and
moves inwards sufficiently for it to drop from its this value has therefore been assumed in applying
support. Details of the typical support arrange- the present analytical procedure.
ment considered are given in Figure 5. In order to provide a basis for comparison between

the two analytical methods, three of these LOC
Bridge deck bridges, covering the full span range available,

have been selected and analysed by the method usedI••////////herein. The analysis has been carried out using the

yield stress and deflection ratio values used by
r Sliter and Abrahamson, and using an upper-bound

yield stress and the criterion for critical damage
proposed herein. The upper bound yield stress was
estimated using the same procedure as that used for

FIGURE 5. Support Details reinforcing bars. This gave a value of approxi-
mately 380 N/mm2 . The results are presented in

From the geometry of the collapse mechanism shown Table 2.
in Figure 1, the following relationship may be
derived: -

Ie r-. (2) Bridge type pan,L Calculated impulse
L KL 2X (im) required to cause

and by substituting the appropriate values of ac collapse (kNsec/m 2 )
for a, the critical central deflection ratios may a b c d
be obtained. In practice there will be spreading
of the central "hinge" and this will lead to a 7 plate girders 12 37.5 26.2 26.2 30.6
central "plastic zone". For a given central 11/36WF150 beams 20 20.7 13.5 12.1 14.3
deflection, however, this would lead to a slight 7 plate girders 39 21.0 13.2 10.0 11.7
increase in the horizontal movement, a, and the
critical deflection ratios may therefore be slight- Key. a. Figures given by Sliter & Abrahamson[17]
ly conservative. These critical values are indic- (fy = 276 N/mm2 and Yp/L = 0.2)
ated in Figure 4 and from them the value of the b. Calculated by method proposed herein
impulse required for effective demolition may be (fy = 276 N/mm2 

and Yp!L = 0.2)
obtained. These critical impulse values range
from 18 kNsec/m 2 for the shortest span PSC bridge c. Calculated by method proposed here=n
to 46 kN sec/m 2 for the longest span RC slab. (fy = 276 N/mm2 and c = l.Om)

d. Calculated by method proposed herein
5. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK (fy = 3 8 0 N/mm2 and ac = l.Om)

5.1 Method of Analysis TABLE 2. Comparison of results for LOC Bridges

The only available published work in this field was The results in columns a. and b. provide a direct
that due to Sliter and Abrahamson[17]. Their comparison between the two analytical approaches
approach was to use a rigid-plastic analysis based and show that the Sliter and Abrahamson method
on that developed by Florence and Firth[13]. This yields results between 40% and 60% higher than the
approach allowie for the formation of travelling present method. It seems likely that the principal
plastic hinges but no account is taken of either reason for this will be their use of a single over-
the initial elastic phase of the deformation of all connection factor and consequent neglect of
any strain-rate effects. They compared their strain rate effects. The effect of strain rate
theoretical results with the test results of calculated according to the present method is to
Florence and Firth, but the agreement was poor and raise the yield stress of these bridges by between
they found if necessary to introduce a correction 32% and 60%. A comparison between columns b. and
factor of 0.5, by which all of their theoretical c. shows that the effect of the differences in
deflection values were multipied. The agreement assumed criticAc d&' ge levels varies between 0 and
was less good than that obtained in Figure 3. 32%. The differences between columns c. and d.
5.2 Bridge Deck Cal..ulations illustrate the influence of the different assumed

yield stress values, the effect of the conservative
The only bridges analysed were U.S. Army "Line of value proposal herein being to raise the required
Communication" (LOC) bridges. These are military impulse by approximately 18% in all three cases.
equipment bridges designed for rapid erection and Finally, the results in columns a. and d. provide
only temporary use. They consist of steel beams a comparison between the overall procedure proposed
or plate girders supporting timber or metal grid herein and that due to Sliter and Abrahamson. For
flooring, and are thus rather unrepresentative of the short span bridge their approach yields a 20%
normal civil bridges. The analysis of these higher impulse requirement, but for the largest span,
bridges was based on their design yield stress it predicts an 80% greater impulse requirement, even
(276 N/mm2 ) and on a critical central deflection though the calculations are based on the design
ratio of 0.20. No attempt was made to relate this yield strength of the steel and should therefore
deflection ratio to the horizontal movements of the be non-conservative. For this particular bridge
ends of the bridge and precise details of the the value of y/L corresponding to ac - l.Om is
supporting abutments were not given. From the only 0.12 and the strain rate effect on the yield
diagrams in the report, however, it appears that stress is only 30%. These two factors combine to
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yield the very large difference in the results. The 7. HUGHES B.P and WATSON A.J. 'Ccmpressive
importance of allowing for strain rate effects is strength and ultimate strain of concrete
highlighted by this comparison, since the calcul- under impact loading', Macazine of Concrete
ared strain rate in the Florence ano Firth test Research, V33, No.105, 1978, pp.189-199.
beams is approximately 30 times as great as the 8 KALISZKY S. deformation of thick-strain rate in this LOC bridge at the same value 8. AISKS.Pasideoatnofhi-
sa rate. walled concrete tubes under dynamic internal
of Yp/," pressure', Archives cf Mechanics, V24, 1972,

6. CONCLUSIONS pp.jOl3-1021.
9. SYMONDS P.S. 'Survey of methods of analysis

The conclusions from this analytical study may be for plastic deformation of structures under
summarised as follows:- dynamic loadings', Report BU/NSRDC/l-67, Brown

(i) Material strain-rate sensitivity can have a University, 1967.

major influence on the calculated permanent deform- 10. BODNER S.R. 'Strain-rate effects in dynamic
ations of beam structures subjected to large impul- loading of structures', Behaviour of Materials
sive loads. Strain rates experienced by large under Dynamic Loading, Ed. N.J. Huffington,
bridge structures may be very much lower than those P.S.M.E., N.Y. 1965, pp.106-124.
present in small scale tests and due account must
therefore be taken of strain rate effects when 11. PERRONE N. 'On a simplified method for solving
using model test data to predict the response of impulsively loaded structures of rate sensi-
large scale structures. tive materials', J. of Applied Mechanics, V32,

larg scae stuctues.1965, pp. 4 8 9-492.

iii) The simplified method of analysis used herein
12. HOBBS B. 'Allowing for strain-rate sensitivitygives results which are in quite close agreement

with model test data and is therefore considered in impulsively loaded structures', Design for
sufficiently accurate for predicting the likely Dynamic Loads, Eds. G.S.T. Armer and F.K. Garas,
flexural response of bridge decks. Construction Press, London, 1982, pp. 2 3 4-240.

(iii) Fuel-air explosives may provide an effect- 13. FLORENCE A.L. and FIRTH R.D. 'Rigid-plastic
ive means of demolition for a wide range of bridge beams under uniformly distributed impulses;

structures provided that impulsive loadings of the J. of Applied Mechanics, V32, 1965, pp.481-498.
order of 50kN sec/n. 2 can be generated. Loadings 14. RAWLINGS B, JOINER J.H. and HOBBS B, 'Behaviour
of 25kN sec/m2 are likely to be effective for all of bridges under dynamic overload', Research
but short span bridges of fairly heavy construction. Report SUS 14, Dept. of Civil and Structural

Engineering, University of Sheffield, August
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THE AFWL CHEBS (CONVENTIONAL HIGH
EXPLOSIVE BLAST AND SHOCK) TEST SERIES

0 Dennis Morrison

New Mexico Engineering Research Institute

University of New Mexicn
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT design and layout have used a statistically based
approach that allows evaluation of the airblast

-'lThe objectives of the CHEBS test series are parameters in comparison to experimental error,
to develcp a data base for the blast and shock blast symmetry, bomb-to-bomb differences, and bomb
environments created by conventional high explo- orientation. A complete description of the sta-
sive weapons and subsequently to develop appro- tistical approach used is included in the presen-
priate analytical techniques. Both efforts are tation entitled "A Statistical Approach to Conven-
aimed at producing reliable protective structure tional Weapons Experimentation," in this
desigr criteria. This paper presents results of conference.
this test series. In particular the free-field
"close-in" blast and shock environment, bomb-to- TEST BED DESCRIPTION AND LAYOUT
bomb variation, and experimental error are exam-
ined. Brief results of a statistical analysis are The test bed configuration is shown in Fig-
presented ure 1. The dual gages at the various locations

are part of the statistically based approach. Six
INTRODUCTION tests with a specific general purpose bomb have

been conducted to date on this test bed. The nose
The design of protective structures to resist of the bomb has been pointed along each of the 90"

the blast effects of conventional qeneral purpose axes for four of the tests and nose down for the
bombs has typically used empirically derived remaininq two tests. The center of gravity of the
curves that specify parameters of the airblast bomb has been placed at the surface. The tests
waveform [1]. These parameters (i.e., peak pres- were conducted using available piezoelectric pres-
sure, time of arrival, positive-phase duration, sure transducers to measure the airblast pressure
and positive-phase impulse) have been determined history. In the farther scaled ranges (greater
from uncased hemisphericat surface bursts of vari- than 1.5 m/kgl 1 3 ) the range of the gage used was
ous yields. Cube root scaling of the yield is probably unreasoiably large compared to the peak
used to normalize the data so that each parameter pressure measured. However, the data do not
can be represented by a single curve rather than a appear to have sianlficant noise problems.
family of yield-dependent curves [2, 3). Conven-
tional general purpose bombs, however, are not
hemispherical and the effects of the case and the
shape of the explosive on the airblast waveform,
are of concern to the protective design community. .
Of particular interest are scaled ranges of less o-bl"t°S 9I

than 1 m/kg 1 ' 3 . mtt I-,,, '.

The data near the hemispherical bursts are 32

limited and have a lot of scatter. It is there- a-3
fore not satisfactory to represent the data as a / 7.626
single curve through an estimated mean of the 6/Q// 2I.S.

IF data. It is desirable to represent the data not
only by their mean but also by some description of
the distribution. The Conventional High Explo- //6 11//1
slves Blast and Shock (CHEBS) test series is being
conducted jointly by the Air Force Weapons Labora- 1. --- 0
tory and the New Mexico Engineering Research 60 6N 637 6"35')' 601 603 60460•0 607 ,80

Institute to produce such a representation.
The test series covers several general pur- Figure 1. Test bed.confiquration.

pose bombs. The blast parameters are measured at
scaled ranges from -0.5 to 2.0 m/kg 1 13 . The test
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TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Only peak pressures from the two vertical TABLE 1. COMPUTATION OF NORMALIZED VARIANCE FOR VERTICP1 BOMBSS
bombs are presented in this report. Figure 2 DEGREES I
shows all of the peak pressure data plotted with OF NORGALIZEEa ED
range. The data scatter is probably not surpris- TEST IFREEDOI VARIANCE JRATIO F(95) VARiANCENOTE
ing, but it is desirable to know in quantifiable All CHEBS
terms how much of the .•.:,ter is random experimen- v & Vl Data 42 0.0806
tel error and h' in, n is related to some system
parameter such as bomb-to-bomb variation. Other CHEBS V (constant 5 0.0431(angle) 

1.66 9.02 0.0367parameters such as symmetry and bomb orientation CHEBS V constant 3 0.0260
variation could and will eventually be renge)
considered. CHESS Vl (constant 4 0.0318 3

angle) 1.54 6.39 0.0262
CHEBS VI (constant 4 0.0269

rarge)

V 8 0.0362 1.40 3.44
CHESS VI 1 8 1 0.0262

"Normalized by mean square of the data.

Notes:

1. Contains combined bomb-to-bomb variation and experimen-
tal error.

e 2. Experimental error in CHEBS V.

3. Experimental error in CHEBS VI.
* 4. Combined experimental error.

N mb-to-bomb normalized variance - 0.0806 - 0.0315 - 0.0491
I : . •Bomb-to-bomb normalized ttandard deviation - 0.2218

, ,,, Then$ 2 4 O 0 Qa

mi.a s~lymmetrical variance = 0.1112 - 0.0491 - 0.0315
Figure 2. Peak pressure versus range for

vertical, MK82 general purpose bomb. = 0.0306

Thus the total variance is composed of somewhat
Shown in Table 1 is the computation of the equal parts of the bomb-to-bomb variance, the

pooled variance of ,;orrespondlng range data from symmetrical variance, and the experimental error.
both of the vertical bomb tests. This variance A structure could be subjected to peak pressure
contains both the effects of experimental error that could have variance that includes both sjin-
and bomb-to-bomb variation. Also shown are the metry and bomb-to-bomb differences. The sum would
computations for the pooled variance of the pairs be a measure 6f the expected variance of peak
of gages from each test. This represents the pressure. That is
experimental error for each test. The ratio for
the variances for the two tests is compared with 0.0306 + 0.0491 = 0.0797
the associated F-statistic, and it appears that
the experimental error from the two tests comes which can be interpreted as havinq a standard
from the sane family of data and are then com- deviation of , 079" or 28.2 percent of the mean
bined. The experimental error then can be sub- peak pressure.
tracted from I total variance, leaving the bomb-
to-bomb varian.e. The magnitude of bomb-to-bomb It should be noted here that there may be
standard deviation illustrates that single tests other effects but they are assumed to be small
may not be adequate for protective design compared to the effects examined.
verificatior..

CONCLUSION
A variance that contains not only the bomb-

to-bomb variation and the experimental error but It is possible'to perform conventional weapon
also includes symmetrical variation can be testing in such a way as to separate factors that
obtained by grouping the same data in a different cause scatter in the data so that both the analyst
way. All data from both tests at a given range and the designer are informed as to reasonable
are grouped for this combined variance. Since the variations of airblast parameters about their mean
bomb-to-bomb variance and the experimental error values.
variance are available, the symmetrical variance
can be computed. The total variance is 0.1112.
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THE BEHAVIOR OF MOUNDED HORIZONTAL CYLINDERS
p. IN A CONVENTIONAL-WEAPON ENVIRONMENT

0 Stephen R. Whitehouse

Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Civil Engineering Research Division
Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico

ABSTRACT HCT-3 are shown in Figure 5. The sequence of
events which occurred in these two tests is sum-

This paner discusses the behavior of a marized below.
mounded horizontal cylinder exposed to conven-
tional-weapon blast and shock effects. This 1. The airblast produced by the detonation
discussion is based on data obtained in the of the bomb engulfed the soil overburden. As can
Horizontal Cylinder Test (HCT) series conducted be seen in Figures 4a and b, the airblast was
by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory at Kirtland reflected as it traveled up the upstream slope of
AFB, NM [1]. This paper provides a summary of the overburden, which produced pressures at the
sume of the HCT data, and examines the data to cation of gages 0701 and 0702 which were higher
identify the important load and response mech- an the corresponding free-field preszures.
anisms and possible failure modes for this con- However, the upstream slope directed the airblast
figuration in a conventional-weapon environment away from the top of the overburden, causing

ev n apressures at gage 0703 which were less than the
corresponding free-field pressures (Fig. 4c).

TEST CONFIGURATION 2. The airblast which acted on the overbur-

den induced vertical and horizontal ground shock
The test article used in the HCT series was in the soil. The vertical velocity-time history

a ribbed cylinder constructed of fiber-reinforced recorded by gage 1301 (Fig. 1d) is a classic
concrete covered by a soil overburden (Fig. 1). waveform for airblast-induced soil mtion, indi-
Light bulbs and a pipe with a 0.15-m (6-in) cating initial downward motion was followed by
diameter were installed to uetermine the effect soil recovery. The initial velocity plse seen
of conventional-weapon blast and shock on simple in Figure 4e is also typical of airblast-induced
items of equipment (Fig. 2). ground shock. The second pulse in this waveform

is discussed in the following paragraph. The
Blast and shock environments were produced smoothness of the vertical and horizontal-motion

by 227-kg (500-1b) Mk 82 bombs detonated outside waveforms reveals that the soil filtered the
the soil overburden. Although four tests were multiple peaks seen in the airblast data.
conducted in the HCT series, only results fromHCT-1 and HCT-3 are discussed in this paper. 3. Energy from the bomb's detonation was

coupled directly into the ground, causing a

In HCT-1, the longitudinal axis of the bomb mechanism called upstream-induced ground shock.
was parallel to the longitudinal axis of the test This nround shock, which propagated from the
article. In HCT-3, the longitudinal axis of the locatio, of the bomb, produced the second pulse
bomb was parallel to the vertical axis with the seen in the horizontal soil motion waveform (Fig.
nose of the bomb pointing downward. In both 4e).
tests, the bombs were half buried so that their
centers of gravity were at ground level. 4. Vertical airblast-induced ground shock

arrived at the crown of the cylinder first. The
Data were obtained from blast pressure pressure associated with this ground shock must

gages, free-field accelerometers, interface have been increased by reflections at the soil-
pressure gages, a soil stress gage, and struc- structure interface, since the peak interface
tural accelerometers (Fig. 3). pressure seen in Figure 4f is higher than theJi peak airblast pressure observed in Figure 4c.

DATA REVIEW 5. The loading at the crown caused the
structure to respond in a flexural mode called

The data recorded during HCT-1 are presented ovaling. The ovaling response pushed the
in Figure 4. Data obtained from two gages in springlines into the surrounding soil, which

caused passive pressures at these locations.
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N.

Cylinder Dimensions

Length = 5.95m

Outer diameter = 2.41m
Thickness

At rib 0.207m

Between ribs = 0.127m

Rib width = 0.270m

Rib spacing = 0.495m

(a) Unburied test article.

Overburden Dimensions

Length
At foot = 10.83m

At top = 5.95m

Width

At foot = 7,32m
At top = 2.44m

Height = 2.44m

Note: 1-to-1 slopes used

throughout overburden

* (b) Soil overburden.

Figure 1. Test article and overburden configuration.
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Figure 2. Interior of test article.,

INSTRUMENTATION LIST

Gage No. Location (,n) Gage Location Win

x y z No. x y z

0628 -3.82 0 a1 1601 6.09 0.28i 1.08

0631 -6.01 0 0 1602 5.02 0.28 0

0701 3.89 0 1.!i 1603 6.10 0.28 -0.92

0702 3.39 -0.07 1.11 1604 6.10 0.28 -0.92

0703 6.10 -0.20 2.16 00
1301 3.80 0.28 0

1302 3.80 0.28 0

9101 6.10 -0.01 1.21 070/1,070 9101

9102 4.89 -0.08 -0.03

9103 7.30 0 0 %

5301 6.11 -0.02_-1.29 r 1302 9103.

06131 0628 130 910 10
o Blast Pressure

11Interface Press Jre 1603
5301

0 Soil Stress

Notes
Acceleration -1- Loaigitudinal axis of cylinder oriented in

not'th-south direction.

-2- Bomb located east of test article 3.35m from

north end of cylinder.

-3- 0r~gin locatled at bLmb center of gravity with

with positive Y axis pointing south.

Figure 3. HCT instrumentation.
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f--- free-field airblast
"- airblaat acting ^n 3

r. berm 

m m

2 V2

Cm.) 8 1CL I ,LI

0 2 4 8 10 0 2 4 6 10

Time NOs Time (ma)

(a) Gage 0628 (free-field) (b) Gage 0628 (free-field)
and gage 0701 (berm). and gage 0702 (berm).

0.6

0.4 1

C"0. .

S> - 1.0

4 10 20 40 60 80

Tie (me ) Time (ma)

(c) Gage 0631 'free-field) (d) Gage 1301.
and gage 0?03 (berm).

0.8 1 0.8[

0.6-

* ~~0.4IE

"" 0
0.2

0

20 40 60 80 100 0 10 20 30 40 50

Time (me) Time (ma)

(e) Gage 1302. (f) Gage 9101.

Figure 4. HCT -,1 data.
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00.0

0.

20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100
Time (ma) Time (me)

(g) Gage 9102. (h) Gage 1103.

0.06 0.4

- 0.04

a0.0
0 -o

0. 0.

0 10 20 30 40 0 10L 20 30 40 50
Time (ms) Time (me)

(i) Gage 5301. 'j) Gage 1602,

0.2 0

0. 0o.02 , -

0

0 , -

*1 0.2

10 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 40
Time (ma) Time (me)

(I) Gage 1603 (velocity). () Gage 1603 (acceleration)

I~iFigure 4. Concl.uded.
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0.08 0.2

0.06-f/

SU I
0.04 0.1

S0.02-

0 2 0
-0.02[ -8

-0.041 -0. L
0 20 40 80 so in 0 20 40 60 80 100

Time (ms) Tkne (me)

(a) Gage 9102. (b) Gage 1602.

Figure 5. HCT-3 data.

This event accounts for the fact that initial motion in the vertical direction. The slow rise
loading at both springlines started simulta- and decay seen in the initial pulse of the wave-neously in HCT-1 (Fig. 49 and h), and explains form obtained from gage 5301 are indicative of
the upstream motion of the upstream springline passive pressure produced by rigid-body motion.
which accompained the initial loading at this The downstream motion recorded by gage 1602 inlocation in HCT-3 (Fig. 5). The minor upstream both tests is attributed to rigid-body motion
motion at this location apparent in HCT-1 data since no evidence of ovaling can be found in load
prior to 5 ms (Fig. 4j) is considered to be an and motion data obtained at other locations. The
error, since it indicates r':cion occurred before second interface pressure peak recorded at the
the airblast-induced effects arrived at the downstream springline appears to be either
structure. Therefore, no upstream motion can passive loading associated with horizontal rigid-
be clearly seen in the HCT-1 data. The absence body motion or active loading produced as
of this motion in HCT-1 is explained in the airblast-induced ground shock engulfed the struc-
following paragraph, 1.ure.

6. Horizontal airblast-induced ground shock 8. The upstream-induced ground shock
arrived at the upstream springline. In HCT-1 arrived at the upstream springline as airblast-
this loading was concurrent with the passive induced effects decayed. This ground shock pro-
loading associated with ovaling of the cylinder. duced late-time active loading at the upstream
The-efore, only one peak is seen in the loading springline (Fig. 4g and 5a) and late-time rigid-
prior to 30 ms (Fig. 4g) and no upstream motion body motion downstream (Fig. 4j and 5b). The
at this location is apparent in the HCT-1 data. third peak seen in the waveform obtained from
The concurrence of the passive and active loading gage 9103 (Fig 4h) is attributed to the passive
at this springline also explains why the initial loading associated with this rigid-body moti, -
peak interface pressure at the upstream
springline was about two times the initial peak 9. Finally, reflected ground shock arrived
experienced at the downstream springline (Fig. 4g at the invert producing active loading at lateand h). .ince the active oading arrived later time (Fig. 4i) accompanied by an upward acceler-Sin HCT-3, two distinct pe .s are present in the atlon (Fig. 41).
early-time interface pressure data recorded at
the upstream springline (Fig. 5a). This delay
also allowed upstream motion of this springline LOAD AND RESPONSE MECHANISMS
as the structure ovaled (Fig. 5b).

Several load and response mechanisms for a
7. The cylinder moved downward (Fig. 4k) mounded horizontal cylinder in a conventional-

Sand downstream (Fig. 4.1 and 5b) in rigid-body weapon environment are apparent in the data pre-motion as vertical and horizontal alrblast- sented above. The first major loading mechanism
induced ground shock engulfed the structure. In evident is airblast-induced ground shock. This
addition to the vertical motion data, the infor- mechanism induces ovaling and rigid-body motion
mation obtained from gage 5301 (Fig. 41) provides in the vertical and horizontal directions.
evidence that the structure underwent rigid-body Upstream-induced ground shock, the second major
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load mechanism seen in the data, produces addi- POSSIBLE FAILURE MODES

tional horizontal rigid-body motion. The final
load mechanism apparent in the HCT data is Although no failures occurred in the HCT
reflected ground shock which produces loading and series, failures may be produced in severer
localized response at the invert. Since this environments associ3ted with larger weapons or
mechanism produced minor loading and response in smaller ranges, or if more delicate equipment is
the HCT series, it is not considered a major load used ii. horizontal-cylinder structures.
mechanism.

Since the effects of conventional-weapon
The ovaling experienced by the test article loading mechanisms attenuate rapidly, severe

in the HCT events produced only hairline cracks loading around an entire cylinder is not
in the structure. Also, the pipe and light bulbs expected. Therefore, the flexural, or ovaling,
were not damaged by the motions ot the structure, failure associated with a fairly uniform load
This lack of damage is attributed to the rapid distribution is not anticipated. However, shear
reduction of conventional-weapon airblast over failures caused by severe localized loads are
short distances and to the attenuation of quite possible.
conventional-weapon ground shock by the soil.

Figure 6 compares the shock tolerance

The data from gages 0628 and 0631 indicate spectra for communiation equipment and computers
how rapidly the airblast decays with distance with the response spectrum associated with the
(Fig. 4a and c). The data fron gages 0701, 0702, motions recorded by gages 1602 and 1603. This
and 9102 are evidence that soil can be very comparison indicates that more delicate equipment
effective in attenuating airblast-induced ground hardmounted to the structure may fail when
shock (Fig. 4ab, and g). Such a drastic attenu- exposed to the structural motions which occurred
atlon is not seen in the data from gages 0703 in the HCT series, since the response spectrum
and 9101 (Fig. 4c and f). This difference is exceeds the tolerance spectra at some
attributed to the fact that the duration of the frequencies. The fact that equipment failures
loading recorded by gage 0703 was longer than the may occur in environments which are not destruc-
duration of the loading measured by gages 0701 tlve to the structure is evidence that the sur-
and 0702. Since this longer-duration loading had vivability of mounded horizontal cylinders in a
a lower frequency content than the reflected conventional-weapon environment may be limited by
airblast pressure, the soil was able to transmit the fragility of internal equipment rather than
iore of the lower-freqency loading, by the strength of the structure. The vulner-

102 - 10 2  
-

Communications

Equipment

CommunicationsCoptr
101 Equipment 10 Cmutr

tooComputers 

0 to0 puer

to"'

10-1 ... I -d , ,,I I I 1 1111 10-1 111Afl

100 to1 102 10 10 100 10,0 2

Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

(a) Gage 1602. (b) Gage 1603.

Figure 6. Equipment fragility analysis.
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ability of internal equipment may be enhanced If
the timing of the airblast-induced and upstream-
induced loading excites natural frequencies in
the equipment.

CONCLUSIONS
The data ohtained from the HCT series have

increased the understanding of the behavior of a
mounded horizontal cylinder in a conventional-
weapon environment. The major loading mechanisms
for this configuration when exposed to a surface
burst are airblast-induced and upstream-induced
ground shock. Ovaling as well as horizontal and
vertical rigid-body motion are caused by
airblast-induced loading; upstream-induced
effects produce horizontal rigid-body response.
The environments generated in the HCT series did
not cause failure of the structure or the inter-
nal equipment. However, severer environments may
cause shear failure in the cylinder or mechanical
fliiizres in the equipment. In addition, more
delicate equipment may fail at shock levels
experienced in the HCT series.
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